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Abstract

Energy systems are deeply integrated into our lives. From an academic point of
view, they are of particular interest as they can be represented by models, which can
be applied to manifold contexts. For example, water pipelines, financial markets
or planet Earth can be modelled similarly, depending on the level of abstraction.
Motivated by the growing significance of sustainable energy usage, in this thesis,
we focus on modelling and solution approaches for optimization of energy systems.

First, we consider the planning of a photovoltaic power plant layout, which is
a multicriteria optimization problem. The layout planning problem refers to three
correlated NP-hard optimization problems: packing, clustering and the traveling
salesmen problem. Taking the characteristics of this application area into account,
we propose efficient heuristics and an approximate algorithm to solve this problem.

Second, we consider a traffic system as an example of a complex distributed
energy system to illustrate operating optimization. We present a “shock absorber”
strategy that improves the dynamical behavior of traffic by a simple local rule,
which can be implemented without any extra equipment on board of vehicles. To
support the theoretical investigations experimentally, we implement this strategy
in a traffic simulator and show that, even if only a part of the traffic participants
follow the proposed strategy, the energy systems’ efficiency can be increased.

If we model energy as flow through a network, it is important to consider the
inherent non-linearities, which are typical for energy transportation and transfor-
mation processes. In context of the predecessors of the problem, which are the
classical flow problem and the generalized flow problem, we extend the definitions
of residual networks, augmenting operations and the flow decomposition theorem
for networks with non-linear transfer functions.

By use of the theoretical foundations described above, we contribute to the
implementation aspect of the energy optimization problems. The usual way to
address non-linear problems is to approximate non-linearities with piecewise linear
functions and model those function in MILP form. The problem arising in this
context is the size of the MILPs. We use special properties typical for energy
networks to reduce the size of the MILP formulations (optimization models).
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Zusammenfassung

Energiesysteme sind ein wichtiger Teil unseres Alltags. Aus akademischer Sicht
sind sie von besonderem Interesse, da sie durch Modelle repräsentiert werden
können, die sich auf vielfältige Bereiche übertragen lassen. Abhängig vom Ab-
straktionslevel können beispielsweise Wasserleitungen, Finanzmärkte oder der Pla-
net Erde ähnlich modelliert werden. Aufgrund der steigenden Bedeutung von nach-
haltigem Energiegebrauch liegt der Schwerpunkt der vorliegenden Arbeit jedoch
auf Modellierungs- und Lösungsansätzen zur Optimierung von Energiesystemen.

Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wird als Beispiel für ein multikriterielles Optimie-
rungsproblem die Planung des Layouts eines Photovoltaikkraftwerkes behandelt.
Das Layoutplanungsproblem beinhaltet drei voneinander abhängige NP-harte Op-
timierungsprobleme: das Packungsproblem, Clustering und das Problem des Hand-
lungsreisenden. Mit Hilfe der Problemeigenschaften, die für das betrachtete An-
wendungsgebiet typisch sind, lösen wir das Optimierungsproblem mittels effizien-
ter Heuristiken und Approximierungsalgorithmen.

Im zweiten Teil wird ein Verkehrssystem als Beispiel für ein komplexes, ver-
teiltes System betrachtet. Anhand dieses Beispiels wird dargestellt, wie Energie-
systeme lokal optimiert werden können. Es wird eine “Shock Absorber”- Strate-
gie entwickelt, die die Verkehrsdynamik durch eine einfache Regel verbessert. Die
Regel verwendet ausschließlich lokale Informationen und erfordert keine Zusatz-
ausrüstung an Bord der Fahrzeuge. Zur Unterstützung der theoretischen Ergebnisse
wird die Regel in einem Verkehrssimulator implementiert und getestet. Die Simu-
lationsergebnisse zeigen, dass – selbst wenn nur ein Teil der Verkehrsteilnehmer
die Regel befolgt – die Effizienz des Energiesystems erhöht werden kann.

Wenn Energie als Netzwerkfluss modelliert wird, gilt es die systemimmanen-
ten Nichtlinearitäten zu berücksichtigen. Diese sind typisch für Transport- und
Transformationsprozesse von Energie. Die theoretischen Grundlagen hierfür wer-
den in Teil drei dieser Arbeit beschrieben. Dafür werden als Weiterentwicklung der
Vorgänger des betrachteten Problems – das klassische und das generalisierte Netz-
werkflussproblem – die Definitionen des Residualnetzwerks, die Konstruktion der
Flusserhöhung entlang von Pfaden und das Theorem zur Flussdekomposition auf
das nichtlineare Netzwerkflussproblem erweitert.

Auf Basis der theoretischen Grundlagen aus Teil drei wird anschließend der
Implementierungsaspekt von Optimierungsproblemen für Energiesysteme addres-
siert. Typischerweise werden dazu nicht-lineare Funktionen durch abschnittsweise
lineare Funktionen approximiert und in gemischt-ganzzahligen linearen Program-
men verwendet. Das hierbei auftretende Problem ist die Größe der Formulierungen.
Wir verwenden die Eigenschaften, die für Modelle von Energiesystemen typisch
sind, und reduzieren dadurch die Größe derartiger Formulierungen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Effective use of energy gains importance. Increasing demand has to be met with
limited resources. Simultaneously, negative secondary effects, such as pollution,
have to be reduced. Additionally, there is a branch of optimization problems arising
in context of regenerative energy: transportation, distribution and storage.

Mathematical optimization can contribute to solving operational as well as
topological planning problems related to energy systems. The special challenges
that we are considering in this thesis are topology optimization problems with sev-
eral contradicting objectives, operational optimization of distributed systems and
optimization of energy systems with non-linearities. We show how to approach
these challenges by building a trade-off frontier for the considered optimization
directions, by developing local behavior rules and by developing efficient model-
ing methods for flows with non-linearities. The application field of optimization
solutions for energy systems can be expanded to manifold contexts. Depending on
the level of abstraction, water pipelines, financial markets, traffic systems or planet
Earth, which receives and transforms energy, can be considered energy systems as
well.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 consider
two levels of optimization: topological and operational. Topological optimization
aims to design a system from scratch. Operational optimization aims to optimize
the usage of an already existing system. For example, topological optimization
aims to define the capacity of a system, while operational optimization decides
how, whether and to which extent this capacity is used.

For effective design of an energy system, topological optimization is applied.
Chapter 2 describes theoretical and practical solution approaches for topological
optimization of energy systems on the example of a photovoltaic power plant layout
planning problem. One challenge is that the considered example is a multicriteria

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

optimization problem. The layout planning problem refers to three related non-
deterministic polynomial-time (NP)-hard optimization problems: packing, clus-
tering and the traveling salesman problem. Taking the characteristics of this ap-
plication area into account, we propose efficient heuristics and an approximation
algorithm to solve this problem.

If the energy system has been already designed or if we cannot change or influ-
ence its design, we can still improve the functioning of the system by operational
optimization. Chapter 3 focuses on operational optimization of energy systems on
the example of a traffic system, which can be modeled as complex distributed en-
ergy system. With the help of control theory, we analyze and derive local optimiza-
tion rules for improving traffic dynamics. A “shock absorber” strategy improves
the dynamical behavior of traffic by a simple local rule, which can be implemented
without any extra equipment on board of vehicles. To support the theory with em-
pirical results, we implement this strategy in a traffic simulator and show that, even
if only a part of the traffic participants follow the proposed strategy, the system’s
efficiency can be increased. That is average speed is increased and fluctuation of
acceleration is smoothed, which, in its turn, reduces fuel consumption.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are not based on any particular example. They present
the theoretical fundament for non-linear (NL) optimization models of energy flows
and ways to reduce the model size in order to obtain an efficient implementation.

When we model energy as flow through a network, it is important to consider
the inherent non-linearities. Chapter 4 focuses on modeling of energy flow as flow
through a network with non-linear transfer functions. Non-linear transfer functions
correspond to energy transportation and transformation processes. In context of
predecessors of the problem, which are the classical flow problem and the general-
ized flow problem, we extend the definitions of residual networks and augmenting
operations and the flow decomposition theorem for networks with non-linear trans-
fer functions.

Using the theoretical foundations described above, we contribute to the im-
plementation aspect of the energy optimization problems in Chapter 5. The usual
way to address non-linear problems is to approximate non-linearities with piece-
wise linear functions and to model those functions in mixed-integer linear program
(MILP) form. The problem arising in this context is the size of the MILP. We
use special properties that are typical for energy networks to reduce the size of the
MILP formulations (optimization models).

Figure 1.1 summarizes the main topics of energy optimization presented in this
thesis. Those topics are as follows.

• Topological optimization on the example of planning a photovoltaic power
plant layout. Topological optimization helps to design a system optimally.
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Figure 1.1: Aspects of energy optimization considered in this thesis.

• Operational planning on the example of traffic flow optimization. Opera-
tional optimization is considered to improve the functioning of an already
designed system.

• Flows with NL losses model energy flows with inherent non-linearities, which
are typical for energy transportation and transformation processes. We intro-
duce the theoretical foundations for flows with NL losses.

• The implementation aspect of energy optimization problems. We propose a
way to reduce the size of MILP formulations, which correspond to optimiza-
tion models for flows with NL losses.

Chapter 6 finishes this thesis with a conclusion.





Chapter 2

Planning of a photovoltaic power
plant layout

Planning a photovoltaic power plant (PVPP) layout is a multi-objective topology
optimization problem. We aim to pack as many blocks with fixed orientation as
possible in a given area, to choose blocks so that the costs of infrastructure are
minimized and to provide convenient service ways at the same time. The main
result of this chapter is a technique, which allows to solve the problem with quality
guarantees on each objective for the case when the optimization targets contradict
each other. We develop a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for maximiz-
ing the number of photovoltaic (PV) panels in a given area and apply it to problem
instances, which correspond to different maximum distances between the PV pan-
els within one PV block. By that, we build the objectives’ trade-off frontier, which
allows efficient planning while taking priorities of the objectives into account. Ad-
ditionally, we develop practical solutions for the considered problem, which use
linear and binary programming formulations and present quantitative implementa-
tion results.

5
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate the problem of planning a PVPP layout, which is a
complex multi-objective topology optimization problem.

Layout planning is a very important part of building a PVPP. It defines how
much power the power plant will be able to generate and the costs of the support-
ing infrastructure. Only with a proper layout, the system can become profitable,
reliable and provide an efficient functioning over time.

In this chapter, we present algorithmic approaches that are adapted to the PVPP
layout planning problem. We divide the layout problem into sub-problems and in-
vestigate solutions for those sub-problems. Moreover, we investigate the correla-
tions between different optimization targets and introduce a scheme to generate a
solution with quality guarantee on each single optimization objective. Besides that,
we design a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for solving the problem of
block separation, which correspond to the problem of maximizing of PV panels on
the given area under the assumption of parametrized maximum distance between
the PV panel within one PV block. This algorithm can be used as a fundamental
iterative step in the generation of a multi-objective solution with quality guarantee
on each single optimization objective. Finally, we refer to practical approaches,
which are implemented in an automated PVPP planning tool, and present the cor-
responding quantitative results.

The rest of this chapter is arranged as follows. Section 2.2 provides an overview
of software solutions related to PVPP layout planning. In Section 2.3, we introduce
the considered problem with focus on technical aspects. Planning a PVPP layout
is a complex problem. There are three main underlying problems. These are pack-
ing, clustering and routing. Those problems, their complexity, related approxima-
tion algorithms and heuristics are described in Section 2.4. Taking the bi-criteria
nature of the problem into account, we propose ways to guarantee a controlled
trade-off between two optimization goals in Section 2.5. This is achieved by fixing
the quality of one criteria and optimizing the other one. Section 2.6 presents an
approximation algorithm for the block separation problem. This algorithm uses a
minimum spanning tree (MST) as a basic structure. It has complexity O(n2) and
finds a solution, such that the optimal solution is at most k times larger than the
found solution. Coefficient k depends on the amount of nodes in one block (b)

and the amount of blocks (M) and can be calculated as k = 3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

) − 1
2M . In

Section 2.7, we design practical approaches for the PVPP layout planning. In Sec-
tion 2.8, we provide and evaluate implementation results. Section 2.9 completes
this chapter with conclusions.

Table 2.1 summarizes the key points of this chapter.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Chapter 3

Section Key Points

Related software so-
lutions

Short overview of popular software solutions related to
PVPP planning.

Problem statement What are performance measures for a good PVPP lay-
out?

Related problems The PVPP layout planning problem has three sub-
problems: packing, clustering and routing. For those we
formulate the related problem, estimate the complexity,
review the solutions through approximating algorithms
and heuristics.

Bicriteria approach There is a trade-off between the different objectives: we
want maximize the capacity (maximize the amount of
PV blocks) and minimize the cost of infrastructure (trav-
eling salesman problems (TSPs) for the nodes in one
block). The goal is to solve the problem with quality
guarantees on each objective. For this, we fix one pa-
rameter and optimize the other.

Nodes partition We fixed the amount of blocks and want to minimize the
TSPs within the blocks. We propose a polynomial ap-
proximation algorithm, which partitions the nodes into
blocks and minimizes MSTs within each block. The
length of an TSP-tour for a block is at most double the
length of a MST for this block.

Practical approaches
and implementation
results

Solutions through linear programming (LP) formula-
tions. Quantitative implementation results.
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2.2 Related software solutions

In most cases in practice, the layout of PVPPs is designed manually or with the
help of software, which consider only a part of the problem and are not specifically
adapted for PVPP layout planning. Thus, no integrated optimal solution can be
provided. Moreover, such a planning process is very time consuming and does not
provide quality guarantees.

Since energy from alternative sources becomes more and more popular, there
are a lot of studies evaluating PV investment projects [3], which are focused on
risks and decision analysis, or estimating the influence of integrating renewable
energy sources into the energy system [18, 57].

Many software tools are focused on economic efficiency calculation (profit esti-
mation) of PVPPs, for example plan4solar PV (GASCAD 3D Technologie GmbH),
PV*SOL Expert (Dr. Valentin EnergieSoftware GmbH) and PHIL (Karg Software
GmbH). These tools consider the amount of energy produced per m2 as a region
specific parameter based on climate data, assist by choosing the technical realiza-
tion of PVPPs, calculate the expected generated amount of energy, compare PVPP
costs and energy costs, and calculate the pay-off period. According to our best
knowledge, none of these software tools focuses on optimal packing with inte-
grated optimality criteria. An example of such a non-integrated optimality is that
cable planning is provided independently from layout planning.

2.3 Problem statement

In this section, we describe the PVPP layout problem, its technical and modeling
aspects.

Planning of a PVPP layout is a task with complex objectives. This means that
there are several objectives, which have to be maximized or minimized. Those
objectives can be conflicting. In our case, we want to build a PVPP with as high
capacity as possible and to minimize the cost of supporting infrastructure at the
same time. Additionally, service ways have to be convenient.

Maximizing PVPP capacity.

Capacity of a PVPP depends on the amount of elementary photovoltaic elements
(PV panels). A PV panel consists of a number of solar cells that convert solar
energy into electric current. If we install more PV panels, the PVPP can produce
more power. Regular PV panels have rectangular form and fixed north-south and
east-west orientation.
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From a mathematical perspective, this problem reduces to a geometric pack-
ing problem (see in Section 2.4.1 for details). Packing problems are a class of
optimization problems that involve arranging objects in a given area without over-
lapping. In particular, we consider the problem of orthogonal packing of identical
rectangles into an irregular area.

Minimizing the cost of supporting infrastructure.

Let us first describe the technical aspects of supporting infrastructure. To plan
supporting infrastructure efficiently, it makes sense to group PV panels. Elements
within each PV group have to be connected by cables and need one generator
junction box (GJB) inverter. The function of the inverter is to convert direct cur-
rent, which is generated by solar cells and can vary over time, into alternating
current. Alternating current with utility frequency can be connected to an electri-
cal network. Depending on the type of photovoltaic elements and the type of used
inverters, these groups may contain different numbers of elementary photovoltaic
elements. The most typical GJB inverters are designed for 12 or 24 PV panels.

Infrastructure installation costs and costs of cables, which connect PV panels
to GJB inverters, depend on the distances between PV panels within one PV group.
Thus, the configuration of the elements within every PVPP is how we can influence
costs of the supporting infrastructure. The most profitable configurations are those
that require the least cable to connect PV panels to GJB inverters.

These technical aspects can be translated into a model as follows. Let us call
panels connected to one inverter one block. Remember, that PV panels have fixed
orientation and the maximum number of panels per inverter is known. Thus, we
may build a set of different block configurations and set priorities (or costs or
weights) on them. Figure 2.1 illustrates different possibilities to build blocks con-
sisting of six panels. Panels are connected into a series circuit. The problem to find
minimum cable length needed for such a connection is a Hamiltonian cycle prob-
lem. Details on the corresponding clustering and routing problems are presented
in Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.3.

Providing Convenient Service Ways.

It is important for efficient PVPP operation to keep service ways convenient. Easy
access to all PVPP components and good general transparency is necessary for
quick checks, repair and monitoring. Taking into account that panels have fixed
orientation, the optimal solution in sense of providing service ways is a solution on
the grid.
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Supply
point

  Counter

Figure 2.1: Example of cabling.

Summary

By planning a PVPP layout we aim at the same time:

• to pack as many oriented blocks as possible in the given area,

• to choose blocks so that the costs of infrastructure is minimized,

• to provide convenient service ways.

Depending on the use case, those criteria may contradict each other. Summing
up, for the considered problem, absolute optimality does not exist and we have a
trade-off between different quality criteria, which depend on the initial data of the
problem.
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2.4 Related problems

There are three main optimization problems included in the considered PVPP lay-
out optimization problem: packing, clustering and routing.

For maximizing PVPP capacity, we need to solve a packing problem. To cluster
the PV panels in blocks we refer to graph partitioning problems. To find the optimal
routing between elements within one block, we aim to solve a special case of the
traveling salesman problems (TSPs).

In the following, we present an overview of these optimization problems with
the focus on our application case. For each of these three problems, we provide
a mathematical formulation, estimate complexity and propose solution approaches
through approximation algorithms and heuristics.

2.4.1 Packing

Problem Formulation

Packing problems aim to position given objects space efficiently. There is a variety
of packing problems and their complexity depends on many factors. Let us name
some of them:

• Objects that we pack and the shape of the area we pack into can be regular
(e.g. squares, rectangles, circles) or irregular (e.g. irregular polygons).

• Objects can be identical or of different size.

• Objects can have fixed orientation or be flexibly rotated.

• The goal of packing optimization can be different as well. For example,
a packing problem may search for the answers for the following different
questions:

How many objects can be packed into the given area?

Can the given objects be packed into the given area?

What is the minimum area to pack the given objects?

• Packing can be one-, two- or multi-dimensional.

Let us formulate the packing problem that corresponds to PVPP layout plan-
ning:

Given: Region S , S ⊂ R2, identical rectangles of size w × l.
Task: To pack as many rectangles with length l and width w as possible in such

a way that they are contained in S and the interior of the intersection of any pair of
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different rectangles is empty. Axes of all rectangles must be parallel (rotations are
not allowed).

If we refer to the previously described different types of packing optimization
problems and want to classify the stated problem within those terms, then we ob-
tain the following: the problem is a packing problem of identical rectangles with
fixed orientation; it is a maximization problem; and finally, it is a two-dimensional
packing problem.

Complexity

The above formulated problem is known to be NP-complete, see [21]. We pro-
vide complexity related issues, which are important for practical implementation
of packing problems.

Coding schemes

There are different coding schemes used in packing algorithms. Those cod-
ing schemes allow to map from message to the position of objects placement and
vice versa. One of the most important characteristics of coding schemes is the
coding/decoding time. Efficient coding/decoding should be possible within poly-
nomial time. The complexity of the coding/decoding operations influences the
complexity of the whole optimization algorithm. Thus, it is preferable that cod-
ing/decoding operations take less computational efforts, at least less than the pack-
ing algorithm itself.

Usually, coding schemes specify the solution by describing the relative location
of the packed items by a coded solution. For example, [55] propose coding a solu-
tion by an n-leaf binary tree. [20] uses interval graphs, which model projections of
the packing solution and define feasibility of the packing through the properties of
the graphs. Among others, there are sequence pair coding schemes, see e.g. [50],
which represent a solution by a pair of permutations. Moreover, there are bounded
sliceline coding schemes, see e.g. [51], which assign items to locations separated
by horizontal and vertical segments.

Packing of squares

Let us explain why we can use algorithms for packing of squares instead of
algorithms for packing of rectangles. This is a significant aspect, because it reduces
the complexity of the corresponding algorithms.

In our case PV panels have the same size and fixed orientation. Thus, we can
model our problem as a problem of packing identical rectangles into a polygon
area. This problem can be solved by packing identical squares into a polygon area.
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To obtain squares from directed rectangles, we just need to stretch the dimension
along the short side of the rectangles.

A square is a particular case of a rectangle. Thus, if required, any algorithm for
rectangle packing can be reduced to square packing.

Packing of irregular objects

Let us consider the PVPP layout optimization problem. To optimize the lay-
out, we want to maximize the used area (to pack as many PV blocks as possible)
and to reduce the cost of the infrastructure (to use blocks with effective configura-
tion). Alternatively to the approach described in the beginning of this section, we
may plan how to pack directly PV blocks with effective configurations instead of
packing single PV panels.

The blocks are built from PV panels and may have different configurations.
Depending on the configuration, each block type has a priority. The number of
possible configurations grows rapidly with the amount of PV panels within a block.
The optimization problem turns to packing of prioritized irregular objects.

In the following, we describe general complexity issues arising in algorithms
for packing of irregular objects.

The main difference between packing regular and irregular objects is the com-
plexity of intersection checks, i.e. whether two objects are not overlapping. In
other words, it is much more difficult to check whether an object is in unoccupied
area within a given polygon or not for irregular objects than for regular objects.
Usually, algorithms call this operation many times. Thus, its complexity/length
has a big impact on the complexity/length of the whole algorithm.

One of the approaches that comes from computational geometry is to identify
the position of the irregular objects relative to the given polygon. Depending on
the type of polygon and the type of objects, there is a set of points belonging to the
object that ensures: if this set of points is inside the polygon, then the whole object
is inside the polygon. To identify whether a point is in a polygon, a ray method
[54] can be used. We draw a ray from a point which has to be checked. N is how
often the ray leaves or enters the polygon. If N is odd, then the point is inside the
polygon, otherwise outside. This approach allows to identify whether the object
is inside a polygon or crosses the other object with relatively small computational
effort.

Another idea from geometry for intersection test is the concept of non-fit poly-
gons. First introduced in [5], the idea to use non-fit polygons allows to transform
the problem of polygons (items) intersection into the problem of a point and poly-
gon’ (item’) intersection and, thus, to reduce the geometrical complexity. This
idea is implemented in [2] for solving irregular packing problems. To build a non-
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fit polygon of item A relative to item B, we fix a reference point R on item A. All
possible positions of point R, such that item A touches item B, build the non-fit
polygon. In this context, the goal of packing becomes to place items in such a way,
that reference points of the items lay on at least one boundary of non-fit polygons
and never inside non-fit polygons.

Some packing algorithms, e.g. [52], use clustering techniques. By that, the
idea of growing clusters is applied: tightly packed items are treated as one new
item.

For speeding up the intersection test, some algorithms approximate items by
some simpler objects. This approach allows for quickly generating a solution,
which can be improved further.

Polynomial approximation schemes

In this subsection, we give a brief overview of an algorithm to find an approxi-
mated solution for the square packing problem. As described in Section 2.4.1, the
problem of packing PV panels can be reduced to the square packing problem.

This problem is known to be strongly NP-complete, see [21], and thus, there
is no fully polynomial approximation scheme for it, unless P=NP (Theorem 6.8,
[21]). A polynomial approximation scheme for that problem was proposed by
Hochbaum and Maass [26]. In that polynomial approximation scheme, the ap-
proximation error is fixed. The algorithm divides the polygon area into squares of
fixed size. The size of these squares depends on the approximation error which we
aim to obtain. We pack objects into these squares. A smaller error corresponds
to a bigger size of the squares and it takes longer to pack the objects within these
squares. The shifting strategy is an important part of the algorithm proposed by
Hochbaum and Maass. It determines the best grid placement by repeated applica-
tion. The shifting strategy is a fundamental technique used in numerous packing
problems, e.g. [8]. It allows to bound the error of the divide-and-conquer ap-
proach, by which we divide the given area into squares of fixed size and search for
the optimal positioning of objects within these squares.

Contrary to heuristics, which are discussed below, approximation schemes,
first, consider the complexity corresponding to the worst case over all problems,
and second, generate solutions with a guarantee on their quality.

Heuristics

Motivation

In practice, the complexity of an algorithm is not a crucial factor. Very often,
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the desired result is a solution with some quality level sufficient for a practical use
and acceptable computational time. Sometimes, the desired result is a better solu-
tion (compared to the existing one). That is why heuristics are the most commonly
used practice-oriented solution approach. Let us name the most important pros and
cons of using heuristics. Heuristics can easily manipulate computational time. For
this, they allow, e.g., to limit the number of search iterations or solution improve-
ment per iteration. The most important disadvantage of heuristics is that they can
not guarantee the optimality of the solution. It is important to mention that, in spite
of providing a solution with no optimality guarantee, effective heuristics provide
solutions close to optimum. That happens because usually effective heuristics are
built taking into account the nature of the problem and the related deterministic
optimization algorithms.

Packing problems have a wide application field. That is why it is not surprising
that there are a lot of research results on heuristics for packing problems. [29]
present an overview of practical algorithms for packing problems. In the following,
we describe some heuristics which can be effectively used for solving packing
problems.

Geometric algorithms

A popular geometry based two-dimensional packing approach is packing into
a corner. Typically, packing is started at the bottom left corner. One of the possible
packing schemes can be to pack an item to the most left and lowest free position.
Some algorithms use dynamical decisions on where to place the next items, e.g.
[13]. By that, the currently available free positions are analyzed to make a place-
ment decision.

Layer-based algorithms are another example of a heuristic for packing prob-
lems. In such algorithms, items are placed in rows from the left to the right. The
rows form layers. [41] propose a layer-based heuristic algorithm that is inspired by
bricklaying work [59]. To improve the found solution, the authors propose to use
a genetic algorithm.

Genetic algorithms

Let us describe in short the idea of genetic algorithms in general, since they are
often used as a part of heuristics to improve existing solutions or on its own.

Generic algorithms are inspired by the process of natural selection. They are
applied in computational science, engineering, economics and other fields.

Genetic algorithms are a population based method. A population is a set of
solutions. The algorithm carries not a single solution, but a set of solutions, over it-
erations. The population based approach offers diversity and simultaneous searches
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from many points, but it is resource-consuming to maintain the populations.
Genetic algorithms operate with a fitness function, which is analog to an ob-

jective function. An algorithm starts with generating a population. Every solution
within this population has a corresponding fitness value. Then, the next generation
of solutions is produced by crossovers (combination) of existing solutions and mu-
tations. Mutations are needed to to prevent premature convergence of the solution.
With some probability, a member of the new generation can replace a solution with
a smaller value of the fitness function or an old solution. Old solutions are solu-
tions, which are part of the population over many generations. After how many
generations the solution is considered old is a parameter, which can be set depend-
ing on the optimization problem. The same holds for the number of the population
members, which may be replaced.

There are different criteria which can be chosen to stop a genetic algorithm.
It can be some fixed number of iterations. It can be a number of iterations, af-
ter which the best fitness function of the population has not improved. It can be
computational time.

Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing is another approach, which can be applied for rectangle
packing itself or as a part of a hybrid algorithm. At simulated annealing, non-
optimal solutions can be accepted as an intermediate step. This is a very important
property, because it allows to move from a local optimum.

Simulated annealing is a heuristic approach inspired by the annealing process
of solids. Algorithms based on simulated annealing use the terms state of solids,
energy of state, temperature and rate of cooling. State of solid corresponds to a so-
lution of the optimization problem. Energy of state describes the objective function
corresponding to the solution. Temperature is an acceptance rate. Rate of cooling
is the number of iterations at each temperature. Reduction of the temperature is
described by a decrement function.

Let us describe of a simulated annealing algorithm. We consider an initial
solution as a best solution. Step by step, the temperature is reduced. At each tem-
perature level, we search for the neighbor solutions. If the state of energy of the
neighbor solution is lower (we search for the minimum) than the state of energy
of the best solution, then we accept the neighbor solution as the best solution. If
the energy state of the neighbor solution is higher than the energy state of the best
solution, then we accept the neighbor solution as the best solution with some prob-
ability. The probability depends on the temperature: the higher the temperature is,
the higher is the probability. The amount of search operations at every temperature
depends on the rate of cooling. Termination condition for such an algorithm can
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be temperature, quality of the current best solution or computational time.

Other heuristics

More information on heuristic approaches can be found in [28], [27] and [12].

2.4.2 Clustering

Problem Definition

Let us return to our application case. After we found the positioning for PV panels,
the problem to divide the PV panels into compact blocks is another challenge.

This problem belongs to the class of clustering problems. To cluster objects
means to divide them into groups of similar objects. It depends on the application
case which criteria are evaluated and should be similar. A metric is used to estimate
how different or close objects are. Objects, in our case, are the coordinates of PV
panels’ centers.

In our application case, we are interested in the compact placement of PV pan-
els within one block. Thus, the clustering that we are considering is connectivity
based clustering. There exist other clustering approaches, e.g. distribution-based
clustering and density-based clustering. They are widely used in data mining, but
are not related to our application case.

In our case, the following metrics of distance between points a and b can be
used:

• Euclidean distance:

||a − b||2 =
√∑

i(ai − bi)2.

It describes the direct geometrical distance between objects. This metric is
the most common one.

• Squared Euclidean distance:

||a − b||22 =
∑

i(ai − bi)2.

It describes the geometrical distance between objects and emphasizes high
distances (quadratically).

• Manhattan distance:

||a − b||1 =
∑

i |ai − bi|
2.

It is the sum of the absolute differences of objects’ Cartesian coordinates.
This metric is relevant for the case when cables are only allowed to be strictly
north-south or west-east oriented.
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• Maximum distance between objects:

||a − b||∞ = maxi |ai − bi|.

Let us formulate the problem considered in this chapter:
Given: Set P of objects with coordinates pi = (xi, yi) distributed in space, i ∈ P.

The upper bound on the number of objects in one block is b.
Task: To divide P into blocks P1, P2, ..., Pk of b objects so that the overall

sum of distances between objects and centers of blocks, to which the objects are
assigned, is minimal. The latter objective can be written mathematically as follows:

k∑
i=1

∑
p j∈Pi

||p j − µi|| −→ min,

where µi is the center of cluster Pi.
We use the Euclidean distance to define how close objects are. Since the max-

imal size of each cluster is predefined, we know how many clusters we aim to
obtain. Let us call this number of clusters k. It can be found as k = d

|P|
b e.

Thus, our problem is very similar to the k −means problem. A 2D observation
is an observation that can be described by two coordinates. The k−means problem
for 2D observation can be formulated as follows:

Given: Set P of observations pi = (xi, yi), i ∈ P. k is the number of clusters.
Task: To divide P into k clusters P1, P2, ..., Pk, so that the overall sum of square

distances between objects and centers of clusters, to which the objects are belong-
ing, is minimal. The latter condition can be written mathematically as follows:

k∑
i=1

∑
p j∈Pi

||p j − µi||
2,

where µi is the center of cluster Pi.
There are three differences between the k − means problem and our problem.

First, in our case, not all objects have to be assigned to the clusters, but only k · b,
k · b ≤ |P|. This condition makes the solution of the problem more complicated,
because there are more options how to build clusters. The k − means problem
covers only the case when k · b = |P|. The second difference is that clusters have to
contain a fixed amount of objects. That is called clustering with size constraints.
The third difference is the metric. Squared Euclidean distance, which is used in
the k − means problem, results in a solution with points preferably concentrated
around the center of a cluster. It is not necessary in our case.

Another related problem is the k − median clustering. Clustering into k sets
with Euclidean distance as a metric is a k − median clustering. The k − median
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problem with limited cluster size models our problem correctly only if k · b = |P|
and all objects have to be assigned into blocks. A better solution, which considers
a trade-off between the amount of full (at maximum capacity) clusters and the
quality (compactness) of clusters, is a reduction to the capacitated facility location
problem.

The capacitated facility problem can be formulated as follows:
Given: Set P of observations pi = (xi, yi), i ∈ P. b is the maximum amount of

objects in a clusters. c is the cost of initializing a new cluster.
Task: To divide P into clusters, so that the overall sum of distances between ob-

jects and centers of clusters, to which the objects are belonging, and the costs of all
initialized clusters are minimal. The latter condition can be written mathematically
as follows:

c · k +
∑

i∈1...k

∑
p j∈Pi

||p j − µi||,

where µi is the center of cluster Pi, k is the number of clusters.

If we set a very high cost on cluster initialization, then the first term is dom-
inant. In this case, the optimal solution will build as few clusters as possible and
tolerate long distances between objects within a cluster. If the second component is
more sensitive, then it produces less costs to initialize a new cluster than to connect
a far located object(s) to an already existing cluster center.

Complexity

The k−means problem, which is considered above, is NP-hard even for the 2D case.
The 2D case is sometimes called planar case. NP-hardness of planar k − means
problems was proven in [45]. NP-hardness for planar k − median problems was
shown in [46]. For the NP-hardness proof, the reduction from planar 3-satisfiability
is used. The capacitated facility location problem is known to be NP-hard as well,
see [48].

Heuristics

Two levels heuristic

There are many different heuristics used for solving clustering problems. Let us
describe the main steps of frequently used, so called, two levels clustering heuris-
tics:
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• pre-clustering: close objects are merged into one cluster,

• outlier handling: separating a set of objects, which are distant from the rest
of objects,

• building clusters: clusters resulting from the pre-clustering are merged to-
gether in order to reach the desired size or amount of clusters. Outliers are
assigned to clusters individually.

As an initial step, it is important to define the condition, when objects are belong-
ing to one cluster. In the other words, we have to state how close the objects should
be to be merged into one cluster. Let us call the highest distance between objects,
when the objects still merge into one cluster, merging distance. If the merging
distance is small, then the pre-clustering procedure will produce a lot of clusters.
That is good for the solution accuracy, but bad for the computation time of fur-
ther heuristic steps. Thus, there is a trade off between quality and computation
time, which can be tuned by adjusting the merging distance. To adjust the merging
distance reasonably, it is necessary to consider the characteristics of the objects’
set.

Iterative refinement heuristic

Another approach to build a solution for clustering problems is to use the Lloyd
algorithm [44]. This algorithm iteratively finds centers of clusters and consists of
two main steps:

• assignment step: partitioning the observations according to the Voronoi dia-
gram, which is a partition of the space into cells such that a cell contains all
points that are closer to a corresponding metric center than any other point
of space, for the current centers,

• update step: the centers of the clusters are recalculated according to the cho-
sen metric.

The disadvantage of this algorithm is that there is no guarantee for finding a
global optimum solution. The algorithm may converge to a local optimum. Thus,
it is very important to find a good set of initial centers of clusters.

Improvement of the iterative refinement heuristic

We can use the special properties of our clustering problem to improve the
heuristic. Remember that we aim to cluster PV panels into blocks. In our case,
the objects (PV panels) are relatively evenly distributed. Moreover, we know the
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amount of clusters and we can set the positions of the block centers as evenly
distributed in space. For simple area shapes, such a distribution is a trivial task.
The good initial position of the cluster centers significantly speeds up the iterative
refinement heuristic and increases the probability of terminating with an optimal
solution.

Lagrangian heuristic

Heuristics based on Lagrangian relaxation are developed for various NP-hard
problems. [7] introduces and shows the Lagrangian heuristic to be efficient for the
capacitated facility location problem.

Approximation algorithms

There has been a lot of research contributed to solving the clustering problem with
quality guarantees.

The randomized seeding technique [6] is an improvement of standard clus-
tering algorithms for the k − means problem. The algorithm, which is based on
randomized seeding, proposes to choose the centers of the clusters with some
distance-dependent probability. The other approach is to use weighted Voronoi
diagrams [30].

For a fixed number of clusters, [39] presents a linear time approximation scheme
for k − means clustering, [14] provide a constant-factor approximation algorithm
for the k − median problem, which is based on rounding a linear programming re-
laxation of the problem. [47] searches for optimal time bounds for approximated
clustering. A greedy facility location algorithm is presented in [24]. There, approx-
imation factors of 1.861 and 1.61 are achieved with running time O(m · logm) and
O(n3) respectively, where n is the amount of nodes and m is the amount of edges in
the graph representing the connection between possible cluster centers and objects.

An LP-based algorithm for the capacitated facility location problem, see [40],
provides 5-approximation guarantees for the case that all facility opening costs are
equal. This algorithm uses decomposition into subproblems, which are instances
of the single demand facility problem.

2.4.3 Routing

Problem formulation

After we defined the blocks, we need to connect PV panels within one block by
cabling.
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We can model PV panels belonging to one block as nodes of a graph. Let us
call this graph G = (V, A), where V is a set of nodes and A is a set of edges. G is a
complete graph, i.e. every pair of nodes is connected by an edge. Every edge (v,w)
has a corresponding cost function c(v,w) = c(w,v), which defines how much cable is
needed to connect nodes v and w (i.e. the distance between those nodes).

Given: Graph G = (V, A), c(v,w), ∀(v,w) ∈ A.
Task: To find a cycle containing each node of graph G exactly once with mini-

mum cost.
This problem belongs to the class of traveling salesman problems (TSPs).

Moreover, the considered problem is a planar TSP, because the distances between
nodes are Euclidian distances.

Complexity

There has been a lot of research on the solution of the TSP. The TSP gained a new
wave of attention in the last twenty years. Planar TSPs are NP-hard problems (for
details see [21]), but there exist effective approximation algorithms and heuristics
for it.

Approximation algorithms

For an easy and intuitive way to find a TSP, we need to to build a minimum span-
ning tree. A minimum spanning tree of graph G is a tree that includes all nodes of
graph G and minimum number of edges of G. We can easily build a 2-approximate
TSP solution. For this, we lay a tour around the contour of a minimum spanning
tree. This algorithm can be easily improved if we do not visit the nodes twice. This
idea is used in many TSP approximation algorithms.

Christofides’ algorithm

Christofides algorithm is perhaps the most used algorithm to solve TSPs. It
finds an 1.5-approximate solution. The important steps of Christofides algorithm
are creating a minimum spanning tree and finding a perfect matching with mini-
mum weight. Perfect matching in a graph is a node-disjointed set of edges, which
cover all nodes. Additionally, Christofides algorithm considers the degree of nodes
and triangle inequality to generate a solution. The triangle inequality says that the
length of any side of a triangle is smaller than the sum of the lengths of two other
sides of the triangle. Pseudo-code and more details on the Christofides algorithm
can be found in [16].
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Polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS)

Contrarary to Christofides algorithm and other algorithms, which provide a
constant factor approximate solution, the running time of a PTAS depends on a
parameter, which simultaneously defines the quality of the generated solution.

Arora and Mitchell have received the Gödel Prize in 2010 for their concurrent
discovery of a PTAS for the Euclidean TSP. They proposed for every fixed c > 1
and any given n nodes in R2 a (1 + 1/c)-approximation algorithm, which runs in
O(n(logn)O(c)). For details see [4, 49].

Heuristics

In practice, the most commonly used approach is heuristics. There are a lot of
heuristics for the TSP, which provide solutions very close to the optimal, but do
not guarantee effective performance for all problem instances.

Next neighbor algorithm

One example of a quick and simple heuristic is the next neighbor algorithm.
This algorithm for nodes distributed randomly in space performs on average within
25 percent of the optimal solution [25]. It has been shown that for the instances
satisfying the triangle inequality (the Euclidean TSP belongs to such instances),
the next neighbor algorithm has the approximation factor of Θ(log |V |) and runs in
Θ(N2).

Greedy heuristic

The greedy heuristic is similar to the next neighbor algorithm. By connect-
ing the closest nodes, this heuristic constructs several segments of a tour. Those
segments are integrated into a tour through all nodes. This heuristic is also some-
times called the multi-fragment heuristic. Compared to next neighbor algorithms,
greedy heuristics require longer running time (Θ(N2 log N)), but provide a better
approximation factor [53].

Iterative improving

The idea of heuristics based on iterative improving is to generate an initial
solution and implement a rule for improving this solution. An example of such a
heuristic is the Clarke-Wright heuristic [17]. There, an arbitrary node is chosen
as a hub. The Clarke-Wright heuristic generates a pseudo-tour that connects all
nodes with a hub-node by double edges. The tour can be improved if we replace
two hub-connected edges by a non-hub edge. The heuristic searches iteratively for
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the best tour improvements and conducts it. The running time of this algorithm is
as for the greedy heuristic. The performance guarantee is a factor of 2 higher than
that for Greedy heuristics [53].

Tabu search

The algorithm described by Glover [22] is one of the first algorithms, which
considers tabu-search for solving TSPs. There have been many other variants of
integrating tabu search. These variants differ in the nature of the tabu lists and the
implementation of aspiration levels. For a detailed overview, refer to [25]. In this
context, we mention the Lin-Kernighan algorithm [43], which uses ideas similar
to tabu search (the used structures can be viewed as tabu lists with complicated
scenarios) and has been the best known algorithm for TSPs for over fifteen years.

Beside the above mentioned approaches, it is worth to mention that there exist
the randomized improving technique, simulated annealing heuristics and hybrid
approaches, which are also successfully used for solving planar TSPs. These have
been introduced in Section 2.4.1.
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2.5 Bicriteria approach

The PVPP layout planning problem requires solving the sub-problems described in
the previous section simultaneously. This section aims to describe a way to control
the trade-off between the different optimization objectives.

As already mentioned in the previous section, there are two different goals,
which have to be reached at the same time. The first goal is to maximize the
amount of PV blocks (see Section 2.4.2). The second goal is to minimize relative
length of cabling, i.e. the overall length of cabling within PV blocks divided by
the number of blocks (see Section 2.4.3). We can separately solve those problems.
The solution approaches are described in Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.3. Those
solutions assume absolute dominance of one goal over the other. In practice, we
are interested in a controlled trade-off between the defined goals.

This section describes how to find a solution for the PVPP layout problem,
which is a multi-criteria optimization problem, and provide a quality guarantee on
the corresponding optimization criteria.

2.5.1 Solution approaches with controlled trade-off between objec-
tives

Let us assume that we already packed the maximum amount of PV panels into the
provided area. To solve the problem of maximum packing of equivalent rectan-
gles into the given area we can use, e.g., the approximation algorithm proposed
by Hochbaum and Maass [26] (see Section 2.4.1). PV panels are represented as
rectangles. The coordinates of centers of those rectangles are the set of points that
we consider in the further steps. Those steps are to arrange the points into groups
of fixed size b and to connect the points within groups (blocks) in such a way that
required cable length is minimized. The first step corresponds to arranging PV
panels into PV blocks. The amount of blocks defines plant capacity. The second
step corresponds to cabling within one block. The required cabling influences costs
of infrastructure.

We propose two solution approaches, which provide a controlled trade-off be-
tween plant capacity (maximizing the amount of blocks) and cost of infrastructure
(minimizing the length of the TSP-tour connecting nodes within one block):

a) We fix the maximum length between two connected nodes (length of ca-
bling). For this, we set a parameter a, which defines the maximum distance
between the centers of PV panels that are allowed to belong to one block.
We build a network based on the provided set of points in such a manner that
nodes are connected only if the distance between nodes is less than or equal
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to a. We search on that network for the connected components. The con-
nected components must contain b nodes. In other words, we fix the cabling
costs and maximize the capacity of the plant.

b) We fix the number of blocks. Let us call this fixed amount of blocks c.
We search for a solution, which builds c blocks and minimizes by that the
overall cabling length within these blocks. In other words, we fix capacity
of the plant and minimize cabling costs.

Table 2.2 provides the formulations of the problems described above.

Table 2.2: Two ways to provide a controlled trade-off between the optimization
criteria

Problem A Problem B
Fixed Length of Cabling Fixed Number of Blocks

Given:
number of nodes in one block, b,

graph G1 = (V, A1) graph G2 = (V, A2),
(a is the maximal distance between
two connected nodes; parameter a de-
fines A1).

costs of edges: ce : A2 → R∀e ∈ A2,
number of blocks, c.

Find:
sets of connected nodes V1, . . .Vn sets of nodes V1, . . .Vc

such that
|Vi| = b, Vi ∪ V j = ∅

i, j ∈ 1..n i, j ∈ 1..c
n is maximal.

∑
i=1..c l(Vi) is minimal,

where l(Vi) is the minimal length of a
tour through nodes Vi.

The provided approaches allow to solve the bi-criteria problem through solving
the optimization problem for one criterium. By that, the quality of the other criteria
is controlled by the fixed length of cabling (in the first approach) or by the fixed
amount of blocks (in the second approach).

Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of trade-off borders, which are the maximum
number of cluster as a function of maximal distance between panels within one
block and the minimum cable length per a block as a function of the number of clus-
ters. In the right picture, X2 and X3 are the points representing different amounts of
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blocks with the same relative cable length. In the left picture, X2 is absent because
the highest number of blocks for the given relative cable length is searched for.
Actually, the left and right pictures contain the same information and represent the
same trade-off border for the considered bi-criteria optimization problem.

clusters

a

X1

X4

X3

clusters

X2

X4

X1

X3

Number of Cable length
per block

Number of

Figure 2.2: Trade-off borders: functional solutions for a bi-criteria optimization
problem. Left: number of clusters as a function of length of cabling. Right: mini-
mal length of cabling as a function of the number of clusters.

Let us analyze the first and the second approach with regard to the size of the
underlying graph and the number of search iterations to build a trade-off border.

• The first aspect to be taken into account is the size of the graph, which is used
for solving the sub-problem. The complexity of the optimization algorithms
depends on the size of the considered graph.

A. We build the graph as follows. The nodes are given, there is an edge
between two nodes if the distance between those nodes is smaller than or
equal to a. Thus, the size of the graph depends on a. If a was chosen large
enough, the considered graph is complete. The lower we set the value of
parameter a, the fewer edges in the considered graph are left.

B. The considered graph is complete. It does not depend on the number of
clusters (blocks), which we are searching for.

• The second aspect is the number of iterations for obtaining a trade-off border.

A. We do not know when the function, which describes the trade-off border,
will grow, but we may use the fact that this function is non-decreasing. Tak-
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ing into account this property, we can use, e.g., binary search to find values
of a, which correspond to the steps on the function. Binary search is easy to
implement, but will provide only an approximate border function. The accu-
racy of the function depends on the number of search iterations. Remember,
by any search iteration, we generate a graph and solve problem A for this
graph.

B. The number of clusters is a parameter, which can take only integer values
from interval [1..b n

bc]. Thus, to obtain a trade-off border, the sub-problem
has to be solved at most bn

bc times.

2.5.2 Solutions of the underlying problems

Let us show how problems A and B (see Table 2.2) can be solved. For Problem A,
we consider two related problems. For Problem B, we describe the full enumera-
tion.

Problem A

Problem A can be formulated as follows:
Given: Graph G = (V, A).
Task: To find as many sets of nodes as possible. Each set must contain b

connected nodes. Two nodes are connected if there exists a path on graph G from
one node to the other node.

In the following, we consider two related problems: the maximally balanced
connected partition problem (MBCPP) and the node-disjoint length-restricted path
problem (NDLRPP), discuss solution approaches for them and propose how we
can use those solutions to solve problem A.

The maximally balanced connected partition problem.

A problem very close to the considered one is the maximally balanced con-
nected partition problem (MBCPP). The difference between the MBCPP and the
balanced graph partitioning problem is as follows. By balanced graph partitioning,
we search for graph components of equal size, but minimize by that the capac-
ity of the edges between different components without considering connectivity
of the components. This problem has been intensively studied in the last decade,
partly because of its applications in Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware
Description Language (VHDL) layout planning (e.g. [37], [42]).
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The MBCPP can be formulated as follows:
Given: Connected graph G = (V, A).
Task: To find the maximally balanced connected k-partition for G, which max-

imizes mini∈{1,...,k}|Vi|. V1, . . . ,Vk are disjoint sets of nodes; Vi ∈ V , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Subgraphs of G induced by V1, . . . ,Vk are connected.

Problem A can be reduced to the MBCPP. If we solve the MBCPP and the
restriction mini∈[1..k]|Vi| ≥ b is fulfilled, we can find at least k blocks of size b in
graph G. Iteratively, we search for the maximum value k, for which the solution
of the MBCPP fulfills the condition mini∈[1..k]|Vi| ≥ b. This maximum value of k
corresponds to the maximum number of blocks, which can be found in G.

Let us describe the solutions for the MBCPP. The MBCPP is known to be
NP-hard. For k=2, there exists an 4

3 -approximation algorithm, see [15]. For k=3
and k=4, the best known result is a 2-approximation algorithm from [58]. It is
shown in [58] that, when k is not fixed (as in our case), it is not possible to find
an approximation algorithm with ratio smaller than 6

5 , unless P = NP. The other
approach is solving the MBCPP by a genetic algorithm (see [19]).

The node-disjoint length-restricted path problem.

Because vertex-disjoint paths of a graph are at the same time sub-graphs of this
graph, the node-disjoint length-restricted path problem (NDLRPP) is related to the
MBCPP. We will see a lot of parallels in the solutions of those problems.

Let us first formulate the NDLRPP:
Given: Graph G = (V, A); l is a bound on the number of edges in paths; s and t

are source and target nodes, s, t ∈ V .
Task: To find the maximum number of node-disjoint l-bounded s − t-paths.

Let us map our problem A into the formulation of NDLRPP. If we introduce
additional nodes s and t and connect them to all nodes in the given graph, then
searching for the node-disjoint paths becomes a search for node-disjoint connected
subgraphs. The NDLRPP is even more restricted than the MBCPP, because we
restrict the type of subgraphs: it is allowed to be only a path. Differently from the
MBCPP, the NDLRPP searches for the maximal number of paths. Thus, we do not
need to repeat the search for the maximum number of corresponding blocks.

Consequently, the researchers who worked on the NDLRPP and those who
worked on the MBCPP reached similar results. It has been shown that for l ≥ 5,
the NDLRPP is approximable (APX)-complete, see [11]. Examples of efficiently
solved related problems, which do not have restrictions on path length, can be
found in [35] and [34].
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In the previous paragraphs, we have considered two problems which we can
used to solve Problem A. Let us refer back to the trade-off border function as
shown in Figure 2.2. Assume that we already found the solutions for some value
a and know the maximum number of blocks which could be packed in the area. If
the current value of a is smaller/greater than the previous, then the graph generated
by this new a will have at most/at least as many edges as the previously considered
graph. Thus, the number of blocks, which can be packed in the area for the new a,
is at most/at least as high as for the previous a.

Because we solve a plant planning task, the computational time is not the most
critical aspect and total enumeration of solution variants is an option as well. For
this, we can use for example bi-search, and iteratively find the maximum amount
of blocks. It will take at most log2b

n
bc iterations to check whether there exists a

feasible variant among all possible separations into the blocks. A separation of the
PV panels into blocks is feasible, if the nodes within one block are connected. The
number of possible variants to separate n nodes into c groups of blocks consisting
of b nodes is stated in Lemma 1.

Problem B

Problem B can be formulated as follows:
Given: Graph G = (V, A), c(v,w), ∀(v,w) ∈ A.
Task: To find c node sets, which contain b connected elements, such that the

overall sum of minimum length of tours through those node sets is minimal.

This problem correspond to the multiple TSP, which is NP-complete. The
work related to it is discussed in Section 2.6.3. Solution approaches for the TSP
have been discussed in Section 2.4.3.

Below, we estimate the complexity of enumerating all possible block building
variants. Since we are given an amount of node sets and an amount of connected
elements, there is a constant amount of solution variants which have to be checked.

Lemma 1. There are n!
(b!)c·(n−cb)!·c! possible ways to build a solution for Problem

B.

Proof.
(

n
b

)
=

n!
(b!)·(n−b)! is the amount of combinations how to choose the first

block containing b elements from n elements.(
n − b

b

)
=

(n−b)!
(b!)·(n−2b)! is the amount of combinations how to choose the sec-

ond block containing b elements from n − b left elements.
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(
n − (i − 1)b

b

)
=

(n−(i−1)b)!
(b!)·(n−(i−2)b)! is the amount of combinations how to choose

block i containing b elements from n − (i − 1)b left elements, i ∈ [1..c].
Thus, the number of ways to choose c blocks containing b elements from n

elements (c · b ≤ n) is:(
n
b

) (
n − b

b

) (
n − 2b

b

)
· · ·

(
n − (c − 1)b

b

)
1
c! =

=
n!

b!(n−b)!
(n−b)!

b!(n−2b)! . . .
(n−(c−1)b)!

b!(n−(c−1)b−b)!
1
c! =

n!
(b!)c(n−cb)!c!

Note that we multiply the product of combinations with 1
c! , because the order

of blocks is not important. �

If we check n!
(b!)c·(n−cb)!·c! variants of solutions, we can select the solution

with the smallest overall sum of minimum tour length. This solution is optimal.
To reduce the amount of solutions, which have to be checked, we propose to

connect closely located nodes and consider them belonging to one block. That
refers to the approach used for solving Problem A and the pre-clustering step used
in Section 2.4.2.

2.5.3 Summary

The PVPP layout planning problem is a muli-objective problem. The number of
PV blocks has to be maximized and the length of cabling per block has to be
minimized. In this section, an approach to achieve a controlled trade-off between
the optimization criteria is proposed. To build a trade-off border, which illustrates
the dominant solutions, we fixed one criteria and optimize the other several times.
Problems A and B are sub-problems, which depend on the fixed criteria. To illus-
trate the difficulty of problems A and B, we considered the related problems and
their complexity.

Problem B aims to find a separation of nodes into blocks, which minimize the
length of tours connecting nodes within blocks. For a set of nodes, it can be always
built a tour visiting all nodes with the length of double MST length. In Section 2.6,
we propose an approximation algorithm, which solves the problem of dividing the
PV panels into blocks by minimizing the length of MST of the blocks. As already
described, a solution of the latter problem can be transformed into the solution of
problem B.
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2.6 Approximation algorithm for node set partitioning

In this section, we propose an approximation algorithm as a solution for the prob-
lem of efficient separation of PV panels into blocks. PV panels are represented
by the coordinates of their geometrical centers. To build a solution, the proposed
approximation algorithm considers a minimum spanning tree (MST) as a basic
structure and uses the properties of the MST for building a solution.

In this section, we define the problem of node set partitioning and describe how
to use its solution in context of PVPP layout planning. We present an algorithm
for solving the considered problem, prove its efficiency, show its complexity and
estimate the approximation error.

2.6.1 Problem definition

In this section, we define two optimization problems and show the connection be-
tween their solutions.

The first one is Problem B (see Section 2.5.2) considered in the previous sec-
tion. The task of this problem is to partition a set of nodes into sets of fixed size
with minimal overall TSP distance. We abbreviate it as PMTSP.

PMTSP

Given: Set of points V = (v1, v2 . . . vn), n = M · b, and the coordinates of those
points (xi, yi), i ∈ [1 . . . n].

Task: To separate V into M sets (V1, . . . ,VM) of size b, so that
∑M

j=1 TS P(V j)
is minimized. TS P(V j) is the minimum length of the cycle visiting all points of
V j.

The second problem is to partition a set of nodes into sets with minimal overall
MST length. We abbreviate it as PMMST. The solution of that problem is pre-
sented and analyzed in the rest of this section.

PMMST

Given: Set of points V = (v1, v2 . . . vn), n = M · b, and the coordinates of those
points (xi, yi), i ∈ [1 . . . n].

Task: To separate V into M sets (V1, . . . ,VM) of size b, so that
∑M

j=1 MS T (V j)
is minimized. MS T (V j) is the length of MST connecting all points of V j.

We transfer the PMTSP into the PMMST problem. We know that for any
triangle with side lengths a, b and c, the following holds: a + b > c. Thus, the
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minimum TSP-distance for any set of nodes is at most 2·MST, which is the length
of a circular route around an MTS. Therefore, efficient separation of nodes into
sets with overall minimum MST length leads to a solution with overall TSP length
at most two times larger than the overall MST length.

In this section, we propose an approximation algorithm to find a solution for
the PMMST. This solution is a separation of the initial set of nodes V into M sets
(V1, . . . ,VM). Building the TSP on those sets V1, . . . ,VM guaranties a solution for
the PMTSP problem with the following guarantee on its quality:∑M

j=1 TS P(V j) < 2 ·
∑M

j=1 MS T (V j).
To estimate the quality border, we compare the found solution with the ideal

hypothetical MST length.

2.6.2 Assumptions

There are two assumptions which we make in this section. The first is that all edges
of the MST connecting all given points are of length one (because we connect PV
panels of the same size). The second assumption is that the number of nodes is
exactly dividable into blocks of size b.

We use the following notations in the assumptions mentioned below:

1. For simplicity and clarity of the explanation, we consider that all edges of the
MST connecting the given points are of length one. Returning to the problem
origin, this assumption corresponds to reality, because the PV panels are of
equal size. Installing them close to each other leads to grid-like positioning.
The condition that the edges are of length at most one can be reached by
scaling.

2. The second assumption is that the amount of nodes n is equal to M ·b, where
b is the amount of nodes in one block and M is an integer number.

2.6.3 Related work

There are several problems related to the PMTSP and the PMMST, which have
been considered in literature.

The first related problem is (l, u)-partitioning. It aims to divide the given
tree into components of overall weight between l and u. The problem of (l, u)-
partitioning is addressed in [32], [33] and [31]. Those papers address the problem
of finding (l, u)-partitioning with a given number of components (b-partitioning 1)

1Please note that the term “b-partitioning” in the other context has a different meaning than di-
viding the given tree into components of weight equal to b.
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as well. [33] says that the (l, u)-partitioning problem for a general graph is NP-
hard. According to Lemma 1 from [32], for the case l = u, it can be found within
linear time whether b-partitioning exists or not.

To reduce the PMTSP to the b-partitioning problem, we build a minimum span-
ning tree (MST) (see [23] or [38] on how to build a MST). A b-partitioning on that
MST provides us at least a 2-approximate solution of the considered optimization
problem, because, as we assumed, all edges of the MST are of length one (the
route around the MST is of length 2b) and the length of the optimal TS P solution
is at least b. The questions, which remain open in those papers, are what if a b-
partitioning does not exist for any of our MSTs and how can we then find a solution
with a quality guarantee?

The other related set of papers focuses on partitioning the given tree T into q
sub-trees. This branch of work can be represented by [9] and [1]. The authors pro-
pose a top-down greedy technique for tree partitioning. The closest to our consid-
ered problem instance is the max-min problem. The task of the max-min problem
is to separate T into q sub-trees in such a way, that the minimum weight of sub-trees
is maximized. An algorithm, which solves this problem in O((q − 1)2rd(T ) + kn)
time is provided. rd(T ) is the length of the radius of T and q is the amount of
sub-trees. Additionally, [1] provides an interesting set of applications of separation
problems.

Let us show how this problem is related to the PMTSP. If we can assign equal
weights to the edges of the MST, then the max-min problem reduces to finding the
most size-balanced partitioning into q components. The significance for us is that
there is no guarantee on the components‘ size. Therefore, through the approach
proposed in [9] we can not achieve a partitioning into components of a given size.

2.6.4 Approximation algorithm

In this subsection, we present an approximation algorithm for the PMMST prob-
lem. This algorithm splits the given nodes into blocks in order to solve the PMMST
problem, which has been described in Section 2.6.1. In accordance with structural
functionality, we divide the algorithm into Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Algo-
rithm 2 is iteratively called in Algorithm 1. Detailed descriptions of the algorithms’
steps can be found in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, respectively. The algorithms refer to
their descriptions in the corresponding pseudo-codes.

Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 2 to separate nodes V(w) of sub-tree G(w), where
|V(w)| > b, into blocks of size b.
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Table 2.3: Description of Algorithm 1 (the algorithm itself is provided below)

No Description of the main steps

1 First, we build a MST connecting nodes V . Let us call it G = (V, A). The
properties of the MST ensure that there is no other tree connecting all given
nodes, which has a smaller overall edge length.

2 Then, we choose some node r ∈ V with degree greater than two to be a root
node. We consider the root node to have level 0. We assign levels to nodes
V . The level of node v is the minimum number of edges in the path from v
to r in G as shown in Figure 2.4.

3 As long as a node with degree greater than two exists, we choose the node
w with degree greater than two, which has the highest level. Consider a
sub-tree G(w) = (V(w), A(w)), which has node w as a root node. The level
of any node i ∈ V(w)\w is higher than the level of node w. The examples
provided in Figure 2.5 illustrate possible positioning of node w on G.

4 If |V(w)| < b, where b is the number of nodes in one block, there are no
blocks to be separated, and we replace G(w) by a path with length |V(w)| < b
(see Figure 2.5, left). This replacement is completed in order to keep the uni-
formity of the structure, so that we can differentiate between substructures,
which are already considered, and those, which still have to be analyzed. By
the replacement of G(w) by a path, the degree of node w becomes two. Thus,
w will not be considered anymore as a root node of a potential sub-tree.

5 If |V(w)| = b, V(w) is a block of nodes (see Figure 2.5, center). We identify
V(w) as a block of nodes and delete it from the current graph G.

6 If |V(w)| = kb+R, we find k blocks as described in Algorithm 2 and connect
the rest path of length R − 1 to the rest of the tree to maintain the connected
tree. Figure 2.5 (right) illustrates that case.

Virtual block deleting

After a block of nodes V(w) has been defined, both algorithms use the operation
of virtual block deleting (as shown on Figure 2.4) from the current tree G. The no-
tation corresponding to this operation in pseudo-code is G = G\G(w), where G(w)
is the graph consisting of nodes V(w) and the edges connected to those nodes. It
is a virtual operation, which we introduce for convenience of the analytical per-
ception. After each virtual deleting of a block from G, the amount of nodes and
edges in G reduces. Therefore, we rename nodes and paths in accordance with the
amount of left components (see Figure 2.3).
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b = 6

w w

V3(w2)
V3(w3) V3(w2)

V1(w3)

V2(w3)

V4(w1)

V3(w1)

V2(w1)

V1(w1)

V1(w1)

V2(w2)

V1(w2)

V2(w2)

V1(w2)

Figure 2.3: Virtual transformation of the tree after separation of a block and the
corresponding adjustment of notations. The notation changes as follows: V1(w1) :=
V1(w2), w := V2(w2), V3(w2) := V3(w3), V2(w2) := V2(w3), V1(w2) := V1(w3)

level 0

level 1

level 2

level 4

level 3

Figure 2.4: Assigning levels to nodes of graph G.
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Algorithm 1: Node separation algorithm
Input: Set of nodes V .

2: Output: An approximate solution of the PMMST problem (separation of
nodes V into the blocks, so that MST length of each block summed over all
blocks is minimized).
Find an MST for V . Let us call this MST G = (V, A) (see point 1 of the
algorithm description).

4: j = 0 ( j is the current number of the found blocks of nodes).
Choose the root node r and assign levels to all nodes of G as described in
Figure 2.4 (see point 2 of the algorithm description).

6: while exists a node in G with degree greater than one do
Choose a node with the maximum level, which has degree greater than two,
let us call this node w.

8: We consider branch G(w) = (V(w), A(w)), G(w) ∈ G, with the root node w,
so that for any node i ∈ V(w)\w, the level of i is greater than the level of w.
(see point 3 of the algorithm description).
if |V(w)| < b (point 4) then

10: we replace the branch with the path of length |V(w)| − 1 on graph G.
else

12: if |V(w)| = b (point 5) then
j := j + 1, V j := V(w), G := G\G(w) (virtual deleting of the
considered in block V j nodes from the current graph)

14: else
|V(w)| = kb + R (point 6)

16: we find blocks V j+1 . . .V j+k by Algorithm 2, we replace G(w) with a
path of length R − 1.

end if
18: end if

end while
20: Results interpretation: V1 . . .VM are the target sets of nodes.

Below, we describe the main steps of Algorithm 2. Please note that variable
j, which counts the number of currently found blocks of nodes, is a global vari-
able. That means, variable j is visible and can be influenced by Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2.
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w w w

V j V j

δ = 0 δ = 0 δ < 1Error:

1) |V(w)| < b 2) |V(w)| = b 3) |V(w)| = kb + R

Figure 2.5: Three types of branches and the corresponding transformations of
graph G.
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Table 2.4: Description of Algorithm 2 (the algorithm itself is provided below)

No Description of the main steps

1 A sub-tree G(w) is chosen so, that the degree of node j ∈ V(w)\w is less
than or equal to two. In the other words, G(w) contains two or more paths
connected to node w. Let us call these paths G(w1) . . .G(wn), where n is two
or greater. These are paths (not sub-trees), because we choose node w such
that it is a node on the current graph with the highest level and degree greater
than two. As Figure 2.4 shows, the highest level corresponds to the lowest
node.
Path G(w j) := (V(w j), A(w j)), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, contains |V(w j)| nodes and
|V(w j)| − 1 edges. Let us call nodes of the path G(w j) in the direction from
leaf node to w as V1(w j) . . .Vlast(w j), where last = |V(w j)|. Vlast(w j) is the
node closest to node w. V1(w j) is the node of path G(w j) with degree one
(leaf node). G(wi) is the longest path among G(w1) . . .G(wn).

2 If the amount of nodes in the longest path |V(wi)| is greater or equal to the
amount of nodes in one block b, then the block can be built from the nodes
of path G(wi).
We build a block starting from the leaf node of path G(wi). By that, the
connection to the rest of the tree is maintained.

3 If the longest path G(wi) is such that |V(wi)| < b, the block is built by com-
bining two or more paths.

4 We introduce a new variable found, which defines whether we already com-
posed a block or not. Correspondingly, found obtains values true or false.

5 Variable f is used to control the node’s number in the path. We start adding
the nodes to the path from the nodes with the higher index (those, which are
closer to node w).

6 The paths are merged until we build a block consisting of b elements.
7 Variable s is used to define the path’s number, nodes of which are currently

added to the block, s ∈ e, e = {1, . . . , n}\i.
After the longest path G(wi) has been found, the remaining paths can be
considered in arbitrary order until the block is built. The order of paths, in
which we merge them with G(wi), does not play any role. We can consider
them from the left to the right or just in order of increasing number.

8 As we already mentioned in the description of virtual deleting, after a block
has been found, the amount of the nodes and edges remaining in G reduces.
Remember, we always keep the current graph G connected (see more on
virtual deleting in the subsection above). Thus, variables n and last have to
be adjusted to the current structure of G.
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Algorithm 2: Separation nodes of G(w) into blocks
Input: G(w) = (V(w), A(w)), where |V(w)| = kb + R.

2: Output: Defining blocks V j+1 . . .V j+k.
Choose the longest path, call it G(wi). (see point 1 of the algorithms
description)

4: if |V(wi)| ≥ b then
(point 2)

6: j := j + 1; V j = {V1(wi), . . . ,Vb(wi)} (the whole block is on one path)
else

8: (point 3)
j := j + 1; f ound = f alse; (point 4)

10: e := [1..n]\i; s := 1;
V j = (V1(wi), . . . ,Vlast(wi),w);

12: repeat
if f < last (point 5) then

14: if |V j| < b then
(point 6)

16: V j := V j ∪ Vlast− f (we(s)) (point 7);
f := f + 1 (take a new node); G := G\G(w)

18: else
f ound := true;

20: j := j + 1, V j := V(w), G := G\G(w) (virtual deleting of the
considered in block V j nodes from the current graph)
(point 8)

22: end if
else

24: f := 0; s := s + 1 (take a new path);
end if

26: until f ound = true
end if

28: Results interpretation: this algorithm is called as a procedure in Algorithm 1.
It returns the value of global variable j and k found node sets.

2.6.5 Error estimation

In this subsection, we estimate the upper bound of the error, which arises by cal-
culating a solution for the PMMST problem by use of the algorithmic solution
proposed in Section 2.6.4.

A solution for the PMMST problem is a set of blocks, where each block con-
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tains b nodes.

We consider three types of solutions of the PMMST problem.

• Let (V1, . . . ,VM) be a solution of the PMMST problem obtained by Algo-
rithm 1. The corresponding objective value is S =

∑M
j=1 MS T (V j).

• Let (Vopt
1 , . . . ,Vopt

M ) be the optimal solution of the PMMST problem. In the
context of the PMMST problem, an optimal solution means that S opt =∑M

j=1 MS T (Vopt
j ) is the minimal possible objective value over all variants

of separating nodes V into M blocks of size b. In other words, S opt ≤ S .

• Let S id = M(b−1) be the objective value corresponding to the ideal solution.
The ideal solution is a separation of nodes V into M blocks (V id

1 , . . . ,V
id
M) so

that MS T (V id
i ) = (b − 1), for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. The ideal solution is

not necessarily feasible. The ideal solution is a lower bound for the optimal
solution. We use it, because we can calculate the value of the objective
function S id, which corresponds to the ideal solution. We know that there is
no such solution of the PMMST problem, where the objective value is less
than S id. That implies S id ≤ S opt.

Theorem 1. S ≤ Mb−1 + b
2 (M−1), where S is the objective value corresponding

to a solution of the PMMST problem obtained by Algorithm 1, b is the amount of
nodes in a block, M is the number of blocks.

Proof. Let δ be the maximum difference between S , which is the sum of values of
MSTs for (V1, . . . ,VM), and the value of MS T (V), which is an MST over nodes
V . After we defined block Vi, we delete it virtually as shown in Figure 2.3. This
deleting disconnects the current general MST. We connect two disconnected com-
ponents. Let us call δi the difference between the maximum distance from the
isolated path (node) to the rest of the graph and unit distance. In other words, δi

is the maximum distance from the isolated path (node) to the former node w (there
is a unit distance between former w and the rest of the graph). The value of δ
can increase once per block separation, that is at most M − 1 times. This can be
formulated as δ =

∑M
j=1 δ j and S =

∑M
j=1 MS T (V j) = MS T (V) + δ.

According to Algorithm 1, we build blocks (V1, . . . ,VM) by merging two or
several branches of the overall spanning tree MS T (V). Remember, it is assumed
that the edges of MS T (V) are of unit length.

As Algorithm 1 describes, we search for a node with the highest level and
degree greater or equal to three. We name this node w. We choose a set of paths
G(w1), . . . ,G(wn) so that the following conditions are fulfilled. These paths must
be connected to node w by one edge. They must consist only of nodes with a level
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higher than the level of node w (for a description of assigning levels see Figure 2.4).
The nodes in these paths are enumerated from the leaf to the node closest to w, e.g.,
for path G(wi) as V1(wi), . . . ,Vlast(wi).

Now let us consider the general case and estimate δ depending on the graph
structure and the length of the longest path G(wi).

• If |G(wi)| ≥ b, the current block Vc is separated directly from the nodes of
path G(wi). By that, Vc = V id

c and δc = 0. Nodes in the longest path are
considered starting from the leaf node to keep the rest graph connected.

• If |G(wi)| < b, then the current block is merged first with node w and then
with nodes of the other paths until b nodes are considered. First, nodes of
one path are considered, and then, the next path is chosen. The next path is
chosen arbitrarily. Nodes in the next path are considered from the last to the
first.

– If b
2 < |G(wi)| < b, then there are at most b

2 − 1 nodes to be taken from
the next path(s). Thus, after virtual deleting of a block, the distance
from the isolated path (node) and the former node w is δ < b

2 .

– If |G(wi)| < b
2 , then |G(w j)| < b

2 , ∀ j. Thus, δ < b
2 , because the distance

from node w to the furthest node on G(w j) is less than b
2 .

By defining for the last block VM, δM = 0. Thus,
∑

j∈[1...M] δ j < (M − 1) b
2 .

S =
∑

j∈[1...M] MS T (V j) = MS T (V) + δ and MS T (V) = Mb − 1 imply that S <

Mb − 1 + (M − 1) b
2 . �

An example of block separation is illustrated in Figure 2.3. We provide this ex-
ample so that the reader can gain an intuition on how Algorithm 1 builds a solution.
In this example, one block consists of six nodes. First, we search for the longest
path. It is path G(w1), which consists of four nodes. To build a block, G(w1) has
to be merged with two other nodes. One of these nodes is node w, another one is
node V3(w2), because we have chosen G(w2) as the next path to merge with. The
next path is chosen arbitrarily. After we defined all six nodes of the block, we
have to delete them virtually from the current graph in order to not use those nodes
for other blocks anymore. This deleting disconnects the considered graph. The dis-
tance between two disconnected parts is at most the distance between nodes V2(w2)
and w plus unit distance. We want to estimate the increment of

∑
j∈[1...M] MS T (V j).

That is δ = 2. It corresponds to the distance between V2(w2) and the position of
former node w (Figure 2.3, left). For visual representation, the operation of virtual
deleting can be compared with “lifting” of the rest of path G(w2) up to the level of
node w as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 provides a k-approximation for the PMMST problem,

where k = 3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

) − 1
2M , b is the amount of nodes in one block and M is the

amount of blocks.

Proof. By definition, S ≥ S opt ≥ S id and S id = M(b − 1).
In accordance with Theorem 1, S ≤ Mb − 1 + b

2 (M − 1).
We can rewrite the expression Mb − 1 + b

2 (M − 1) as k · M(b − 1), where

k =
Mb − 1 + b

2 (M − 1)
M(b − 1)

=
Mb − 1 + bM

2 −
b
2

M(b − 1)
=

3
2 Mb − 1 − b

2

M(b − 1)
=

3
2 b − 1

M −
b

2M

b − 1
=

=

3
2 −

1
Mb −

1
2M + 1

2Mb −
1

2Mb

1 − 1
b

=
− 1

2M (1 − 1
b ) + 3

2 (1 − 1
Mb )

1 − 1
b

=
3
2

(
1 − 1

Mb

1 − 1
b

) −
1

2M
.

Combining the following two inequalities S ≤ k · M(b − 1) and S id ≤ S opt, we
obtain S ≤ k · S id ≤ k · S opt. Thus,

S ≤ k · S opt, where k =
3
2

(
1 − 1

Mb

1 − 1
b

) −
1

2M
.

�

The factor k becomes equal to one if M = 1. If M grows, k grows as well and
is dependent on b. By the same M, greater b provides the smaller k.

2.6.6 Complexity

Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 calculates a solution within O(n2) time.

Proof. Search of MS T (V) and labeling of nodes are the stages of the algorithm,
which are executed once. We can use Fibonacci heap as a data structure, and solve
a problem of MST search for V nodes within time O(n log n), n = |V | (by Prims
algorithm). The labeling can be conducted analogically to topological ordering and
requires O(n) time.

Search of the current node w with the highest level and degree greater than two
takes at most time O(n) time for all searches on the modified graph G. For that, we
just choose a leaf of G and continue search in the direction of root node, which is
the node with level null, until we meet a node with degree greater than two.

The significant time-consuming operations in Algorithm 2 are the search for
the longest path G(wi) on the iteratively modified sub-tree G(w) and the separation
of a block. These steps are repeated at most M times, M is the amount of blocks.
Each block consists of b nodes. The amount of nodes, which is not considered
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in any of blocks is R. Since after every block separation, the amount of nodes
belonging to the current sub-tree G(w) decreases by b, the search for the longest
path takes at most
O(Mb + R + (M − 1)b + R + (M − 2)b + R + · · · + (M − M + 1)b + R).
Mb+R+ (M−1)b+R+ (M−2)b+R+ · · ·+ (M−M +1)b+R = b(M2− M

2 )+ MR <

(Mb + R)2 = n2.
Therefore, the upper bound on the complexity of iterative calls of Algorithm 2

is O(n2). Thus, the time to calculate solution S is at most O(n log n + n + n2) =

O(n2). �

2.6.7 Illustrating example

In this section, we present an example illustrating the solution S generated by the
algorithm presented above. We show that the optimal solution (k · S id) is at most k
times greater than S opt.

δ1 = 3

δ2 = 6

b = 12, M = 3.

Figure 2.6: Example of separation of nodes into three blocks of nine nodes

According to Theorem 2, S is a k-optimal solution of the PMMST problem,

where k = 3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

) − 1
2M , b is the number of nodes in one block, M is the amount

of blocks. In example in Figure 2.6, M = 3 and b = 12. Thus, k can be calculated

as 3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

)− 1
2M = 3

2 ( 1− 1
36

1− 1
12

)− 1
6 = 3

2
35
36

12
11 −

1
6 = 3·35−11

6·11 = 94
66 = 47

33 . The solution pre-

sented in Figure 2.6 is built in accordance with Algorithm 1 and the corresponding
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objective can be calculated as follows S = 12 + (12 + 3) + (12 + 6) = 45.
We do not know what the optimal solution S opt of the considered example is,

but we can calculate the lower bound of the optimal solution. Let us call this lower
bound the ideal solution. The ideal solution S id = 3 · (12− 1) = 33 and S id ≥ S opt.
Since S opt ·k ≥ S id ·k, to show that S opt ·k > S , it is enough to show that S id ·k > S .

In this example, S id ·k = 47 and S = 45. Moreover, 47 > 45 as has to be shown
and as Theorem 2 states.

2.6.8 Solution improvement

In this section, we show a way to improve the solution for the PMMST problem
proposed in Section 2.6.4.

Let us first analyze coefficient k (from Theorem 2), which gives a guarantee
on the quality of solution S . The coefficient k shows the ratio between S and S id.
It is greater than or equal to 1, because S ≥ S id. In Theorem 2, k is defined as
3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

) − 1
2M .

There is a dependence between M and k. The parameter k is a sum of (1− 1
Mb )

multiplied with a positive function depending on b and negative component − 1
2M .

As M grows, 1
Mb reduces and (1 − 1

Mb ) increases. Thus, the positive component of
k increases. As M grows, 1

2M reduces. Thus, the negative component of k reduces.
Therefore, as M grows, k grows for all b.

Consequently, if we can divide the underlying T = MS T (V) into smaller sub-
trees T1 . . . Tr containing complete blocks, where r is the number of trees, we can
reach a higher preciseness of the solution. The tree has to be divided in such a way
that the number of nodes in each sub-tree is y ·b, where b is the number of nodes in
one block, y is an integer. The number of blocks corresponding to trees T1, . . . ,Tr

are M1 . . . Mr. As we stated above, function k(·, ·) depends on two variables: b and
M and can be expressed as follows:

k(M, b) =
3
2

(
1 − 1

Mb

1 − 1
b

) −
1

2M
.

Variable b stays constant. Instead of M, we consider M1 . . . Mr for each single
block, such that

∑r
i=1 Mi = M. The upper bound for solution S can be calculated

as S <
∑

j=1..r k(M j, b) · Iid
j (T j). Since k(M, b) > k(M j, b), j ∈ [1..r], the following

expression is correct:∑
j=1..r

k(M j, b) · Iid
j (T j) < k(M, b)

∑
j=1..r

Iid(T j).
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Sinse
∑

j=1..r Iid(T j) = Iid(T ), by dividing nodes T into smaller sub-trees, the pre-
ciseness of solution S grows and we can reduce the upper bound for S by a factor
of S id ·k(M,b)∑

j=1..r k(M j,b)·Iid
j (T j)

.

T3

T1

T2

b = 6, M = 5 (M1 = 1, M2 = 2, M3 = 2).

Figure 2.7: Dividing the tree into sub-trees containing complete blocks

An example of such a dividing is presented in Figure 2.7. There, we divide the
tree into three connected sub-trees. Those sub-trees are T1, T2 and T3 with M1 = 1,
M2 = 2, M3 = 3 blocks per sub-tree. Let us calculate the coefficients k, k1, k2 and
k3, which correspond to T = MS T (V), T1, T2 and T3. For this we refer to the

formula for k from Theorem 2 (k(M, b) = 3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

) − 1
2M ).

For T = MS T (V): M = 5, k(5, 6) = 3
2 ( 1− 1

5·6

1− 1
6

) − 1
2·5 = 3

2 ( 29
30 ·

6
5 ) − 1

10 = 41
25

For T1: M1 = 1, k1(1, 6) = 3
2 ( 1− 1

6

1− 1
6
) − 1

2 = 3
2 (1) − 1

2 = 1

For T2: M2 = 2, k2(2, 6) = 3
2 ( 1− 1

2·6

1− 1
6

) − 1
2·2 = 3

2 ( 11
12 ·

6
5 ) − 1

4 = 28
20 = 7

5

For T3: M3 = 2, k3(2, 6) = 3
2 ( 1− 1

2·6

1− 1
6

) − 1
2·2 = 7

5

S id(T ) · k(M, b) = M(b − 1) · k(5, 6) = 5 · 5 · 41
25 = 41∑

j=1..r k(M j, b)·Iid
j (T j) = k(M1, b)·Iid

1 (T1)+k(M2, b)·Iid
j (T2)+k(M3, b)·Iid

j (T3) =

1 · 5 + 7
5 · 10 + 7

5 · 10 = 33

Thus, for this example, we can apply Algorithm 1 for trees T1, T2 and T3
separately and calculate a solution with better quality guarantee. The guarantied
length of MST in the separated blocks reduces from 41 to 33, which is a signifi-
cant improvement. Remember, to use that approach we have to divide T =MST(V)
into smaller connected sub-trees containing complete blocks and apply then Algo-
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rithm 1 only on those parts, which can not be separated into the sub-trees containing
complete block(s) just by edge deletion.

2.6.9 Summary

In this section, we introduced the PMMST problem and proposed a polynomial-
time approximation algorithm to solve it. The PMMST problem is of our interest,
because the solution for it is, at worst, a 2-approximate solution for the PMTSP
problem. In its turn, the PMTSP problem is an instance of Problem B (see Sec-
tion 2.5.2). Solving Problem B allows us to build a solution for the PVPP layout
planning problem with a controlled trade-off between the optimization criteria.

Because of the problem complexity, we propose practical solution approaches
for the PVPP layout planning problem, which are based on linear programming
(LP) and dynamic programming (DP). They are described in Section 2.7.
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2.7 Practical solutions

In this section, we propose three practical solution strategies for our multi-objective
NP-hard problem. For details on the problem definition, see Section 2.3. Those
strategies, contrary to those described in the previous sections, do not provide qual-
ity guarantees.

Let us first review the approaches derived directly from sequentially solving the
underlying problems (for more on the underlying problems, see Section 2.4) and
from the bi-criteria approach (for more on the bi-criteria approach, see Section 2.5).

1. Sequentially solving the underlying problems.
Packing as many PV panels as possible −→

Separating PV panels for blocks −→
Routing within each block.

Problem: costs of the infrastructure is not optimal.

2. Bi-criteria optimization approach.
Packing as many PV panels as possible −→

Controlled trade-off between the amount of
blocks and the length of routing within all blocks.

Problem: the approximation ratio of the approximation algorithm proposed in
the previous section is not sufficient for practical implementations.

Although the proposed approaches can hardly by used directly for practical
applications, we project the inherent principles of them onto practice-oriented so-
lution approaches.

Practical approaches

3. Dynamic programming approach 4. Weighted block types
Packing the given area with standard
blocks −→ Packing the rest area
with PV panels −→ Separating
those PV panels for blocks

Choosing a set of block
configurations, set weights on them
−→ Maximizing the sum of the
weights of the packed blocks.

In the description of the approach based on dynamic programming, we use
the expression standard blocks. Standard blocks are blocks with optimal routing
configuration. In the alternative approach, we assign weights to the blocks. Those
weights are set according to the minimal routing length withing the blocks: the
shorter the routing is, the lower the costs of the corresponding infrastructure and the
higher the weights are. Note that the set of blocks should be chosen of a reasonable
size, because the computational time of the optimization algorithm depends on it.
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The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 2.7.1 describe packing
with standard blocks. Section 2.7.2 is based on the strategy, which present in Sec-
tion 2.7.1 and extend it with packing into the remaining area. Section 2.7.3 uses
grid approach to solve the problem of PVPP planning.

2.7.1 Packing with standard blocks (DB)

Packing with standard blocks is a strategy that ultimately puts the priority on effec-
tive infrastructure planning. Only standard blocks are allowed. In standard blocks,
the overall distance between elementary objects is minimal. Hence, it guaranties
low costs of cabling per block. By employing this strategy, in most cases the area
is not completely filled with PV panels. We can not state this generally, because
we do not limit the considered area to certain shapes.

Implementation of the strategy is realized through a dynamic programming
approach. This way to search for a solution guarantees convenient west-east service
ways. The solution accuracy depends on parameter ε. In the following, we describe
how the dynamic programming is employed for solving the problem of packing
the area with standard blocks. The structure of the underlying logic is presented in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Pack area with the maximum amount of standard blocks
Require: Area, type of block, ε
Ensure: Maximum amount of blocks, which can be packed in the given area

m depends on the area and ε
2: H depends on the type of block

for i = 1, . . . ,m (one by one consider all stripes) do
4: calculate b(i)

if i ≤ bH
ε c then

6: p(i)← b(i)
else

8: if i ≤ b2H
ε c then

p(i)← b(i) + max j∈[1,(i−b H
ε c)]

p( j)
10: else

p(i)← b(i) + max j∈[(i−b H
ε c),(i−b

2H
ε c)]

p( j)
12: end if

end if
14: end for

Results interpretation: the maximum amount of blocks is p(m).
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We divide the provided area into west-east stripes. These stripes are parallel to
each other and ε distant from the neighbor stripes. Let us call these stripes level
stripes and enumerate those stripes from bottom to top of the area starting from 1
to m. The number of stripes m is a constant depending on the provided area and
chosen ε. One by one, from bottom to top, we go through all level stripes and
calculate the maximum amount of blocks, which can be packed on each stripe. Let
us denote the maximum amount of blocks on stripe i as b(i).

Let us introduce notation p(i) for describing the potential of stripe i. The
potential of a level stripe is the maximum amount of blocks, which can be packed
on the stripe and under the stripe.

The number of blocks, which can be packed under the stripe equals zero, until
the stripe number is less than or equal to bH

ε c, where H is the height of the standard
block.

If stripe number i is greater than bH
ε c and smaller than b 2H

ε c, the number of
blocks, which can be packed under the stripe can be found as max j∈[1,(i−b H

ε c)]
p( j).

If stripe number i is greater than b2H
ε c, p(i) = b(i) + max j∈[(i−b H

ε c),(i−b
2H
ε c)]

p( j).
We can see that searching for level potential can be interpreted as a sub-problem.

The algorithm based on the dynamic programming approach recursively uses the
solution of sub-problems to solve the current problem. The current problem, in its
turn, can be a sub-problem during the next algorithm iterations.

The algorithm is implemented in C++. An example of the solution for the
considered instance can be found in Figure 2.11, left.

2.7.2 Packing of alternative blocks in the remaining area (DB+)

Let us investigate the result of implementing the strategy described in Section 2.7.1.
An example of applying that strategy is shown in Figure 2.11, left. In this example,
we see a lot of area, which is not used for installing PV blocks. Let us call this
area remaining area. To use the remaining area for power production, we propose
to allow positioning blocks of any configuration in the remaining area. By packing
fully flexible blocks in the remaining area, we increase the number of blocks that
can be installed. It is important to remember that the solution depends on the area
instance: there may be a case, when no extra blocks can be installed.

This strategy is realized using a dynamic programming approach. It is an ex-
tension of the approach proposed in Section 2.7.1. The first and the second step
differ only in initial data. The first step is completely identical to Algorithm 3,
where initial data is the area, the size of the standard blocks and ε1. Initial data for
the second step are the remaining area, size of the panels (which will further build
flexible blocks) and ε2. ε1 can be chosen equal to ε2 or differ from it. The third step
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is to connect the additional panels, which were found during the second step into
the blocks.

The number of additional panels (not blocks as in the first step), which can be
packed under the stripe equals zero, until the stripe number is less than or equal to
b h
ε2
c, where h is the height of a panel.
If stripe number i is greater than b h

ε2
c and smaller than b2h

ε2
c, the number of

blocks, which can be packed under the stripe can be found as max j∈[1,(i−b h
ε2
c)] p( j).

If stripe number i is greater than b 2h
ε2
c, p(i) = b(i) + max j∈[(i−b h

ε2
c),(i−b 2h

ε2
c)] p( j).

A disadvantage of using alternative blocks usage can be observed in our im-
plementation example. Although PV panels in blocks are oriented, the general
solution reduces the convenience of service ways.

The algorithm is implemented in C++. An example of the solution for the
considered instance can be found in Figure 2.11, middle.

2.7.3 Packing of blocks in different configurations on the grid (DBT)

To plan convenient service ways, we propose to use a grid packing approach. To
control efficiency of infrastructure, we propose to set weights for different types of
block configurations that correspond to their efficiency: the more efficient a block
configuration is, the higher the assigned weight will be.

Let us describe the realization of this approach. We represent the considered
area in form of a matrix. The matrix is generated as follows. We cover the area
with the grid. Every position in the matrix corresponds to one cell on the grid. If
a cell of the grid is included in the considered area, then the corresponding entry
in the matrix is 1, otherwise 0. An example of such a representation is shown in
Figure 2.8, left.

Different types of blocks, which we consider reasonable for the planning, are
represented also in matrix form, see Figure 2.9. We prioritize the different block
types by assigning weights to them. For blocks A, B and C the corresponding
weights are wA, wB and wC . Figure 2.8, right, illustrates possibilities of placing
different types of blocks. If we place some block on the area, it excludes possi-
bilities of placing other blocks at some positions. For example, if we place one
block of type B (left top corner of the block) at the position corresponding to the
third row and the second column in the matrix, it excludes positioning some other
blocks as shown in Figure 2.10.

Thus, any placement decision may exclude some other placement decisions.
The graph representing these conflicts is called conflict graph. Nodes of this graph
correspond to decisions: positioning of the block and the type of the block in the
considered positioning. If two nodes of a conflict graph are connected, then the
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1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0





A 1 0 0 0 0
BC AC 1 1 0 0
BC ABC AC 1 1 0
B ABC ABC 1 1 1
1 ABC AC 1 1 1
1 BC 1 1 1 1
0 C 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0


Figure 2.8: Representation of the area in matrix form. Left: description of the
grid area (1: belongs to the area, 0: does not belong to the area). Right: possible
placement of different block types.

Type A:



1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1


Type B:

(
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

)
Type C:

 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1


Figure 2.9: Representation of different block types in matrix form.



\ 1 0 0 0 0
\ \ 1 1 0 0
\ B \ 1 1 0
\ \ \ 1 1 1
1 \ \ 1 1 1
1 BC 1 1 1 1
0 C 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 0


Figure 2.10: Positioning of block type B at the third row and the second column
and exclusion of alternative decisions.
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decisions corresponding to those nodes exclude each other. The conflict graph G
can be built for any area and any block types. We use the conflict graph for solving
the optimization problem in form of a binary integer program.

In the following we provide a binary integer program for solving the considered
optimal blocks packing problem.

Given: Conflict graph G = (V, A), xi : i→ {0, 1}, wi : i→ R+, ∀i ∈ V .
Task: To maximize

∑
i=1..|A| xi · wi

such that xi + x j ≤ 1 ∀{i, j} ∈ A.
V is the set of nodes in conflict graph G.
A is the set of edges in conflict graph G.
xi is a binary variable. It is equal to one if the decision to place a block of a

certain type at a certain place corresponding to node i is positive, otherwise to zero.
wi is a weight factor. The weight factor depends on the block type.
Constraints xi + x j ≤ 1 guarantee, that the blocks do not overlap.

Remember that there is a trade-off between infrastructure efficiency and ef-
ficient usage of the plot of land. When we use the grid-packing approach, this
applies as well. In the following, we describe how the priority of these objectives
can be influenced.

• Let us consider a case when we want to model high priority of installing as
many blocks as possible in the given area. For this, we assign weights for
the different types of blocks close to each other. Then, there is almost no
cost-difference between different block types. In this case, the goal is to use
as many blocks as possible to reach packing with maximum overall weight.
The infrastructure costs are not of primary importance.

• Let us consider the case when costs of infrastructure are crucial. Then, it
makes a substantial difference which block type to choose. To model this
effect, we set the weights for the different block-types significantly differ-
ent. By this, it may be more profitable (in the sense of maximizing overall
weights) to pack few blocks with high weight than many blocks with low
weight.

The way described above to vary priorities states an important property of this
approach. That is flexibility. Trade-off between the different goals can easily be
realized by tuning the corresponding parameters.
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2.8 Implementation results

DB DB+ DBT

Figure 2.11: Experimental results: positioning of the blocks

The three strategies described in Section 2.7 were implemented in C++ and
integrated into Siemens’ software solution for the SUNNY project. This software
solution is a PVPP planning tool, which offers not only an opportunity to generate
detailed PVPP plans, but also significantly reduces planning time. The latter is a
very important aspect because time is a critical parameter in project planning.

As an area for PVPP, we have chosen a fictive area. This fictive area is the
scaled area of Braunschweig, the obstacle in the area is river Oker. The solutions
for that irregular area with an obstacle in it are presented in Figure 2.11. With the
help of those solutions we can visually analyze the advantages and disadvantages
of each of the proposed strategies. Remember, the third approach can be reduced
to the first by setting high weights on standard block types (see Section 2.7.3).

Table 2.5 summarizes the quantitative results of the second and third approach.
We present the computational results for three types of different area types.Those
results can be divided into two groups: computational time and solution quality.
Computational time is an essential parameter. In practice, it is important, that the
implemented optimization algorithms terminate within reasonable time. Solution
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quality is defined by two parameters: PVPP power and infrastructure costs. PVPP
capacity is proportional to the amount of installed PV blocks. The infrastructure
costs are determined by relative cable length per GJB inverter and convenient ser-
vice ways.

Table 2.5: Quantitative estimation of DB+ and DBT strategies

Area
Type

S , m2 Use
Case

Amount
of

Trackers

Plant
Power,

MW

Relative Cables
GJB-Inverter,

m
block

Comput-
ing

Time,
sec

1 1,753,094.6
DB+ 16 44.850 4,012.46 36
DBT 15 42.047 3,995.63 6

2 675,014.0
DB+ 8 22.425 4,055.21 18
DBT 9 25.228 3,847.04 3

3 9,482,125.3
DB+ 117 327.867 3,949.11 91
DBT 118 330.771 3,860.58 198

For all three strategies, the efficiency depends on the plot of land (type of the
area). Strategy DB (see Section 2.7.1) is a special case of DBT (see Section 2.7.3)
with high priority on the cost of infrastructure.

There is no strategy that optimizes all objectives at the same time for an ar-
bitrary case. For the chosen instances, Figure 2.11 shows that strategy DB+ de-
scribed in Section 2.7.2 allows to use the maximum amount of blocks, but strategy
DBT described in Section 2.7.3 provides convenient service ways and allows to as-
sign priorities to the optimization criteria. Remember, there is a trade-off between
capacity and efficient cabling.

Let us analytically consider the extreme cases of area types for which the pri-
ority strategy can be defined.

The first extreme area type is a big area with no holes. For this type of area the
best approach is to use standard blocks and the strategy described in Section 2.7.1.
The solution will consist of standard blocks packed closely to each other. If the
area is not big enough and we want to pack the margin of the given area and then
group them into PV blocks, we can use the approach described in Section 2.7.2.

The other extreme area type is an area with a very complicated irregular form
and many holes. The approach from Section 2.7.1 will be very inefficient in this
case. As the best approach for irregular form, we choose packing of different block
types, see Section 2.7.3. The latter allows to vary the block structure flexibly and
to still control infrastructure costs.
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2.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, we considered the problem of planning a photovoltaic power plant
layout. This problem is a complex multicriteria task. A good solution for this
planning problem, under the given restrictions, maximizes the capacity of the plant
and minimizes the costs of infrastructure. A solution describes configuration and
positioning of PV blocks. A certain configuration and positioning of PV blocks
has corresponding infrastructure costs.

To reach a deep understanding of parameter interconnections, we decompose
the considered problem into three underlying problems. These are packing, clus-
tering and routing. We focused on the relevant special cases of those problems
and studied the corresponding solution approaches (approximation algorithms and
heuristics).

As typical for multicriteria optimization tasks, the problem of PVPP layout
planning has several objectives of optimization. Those objectives may become
conflicting. A special challenge is then to generate a solution, which guarantees
a certain quality on each of the considered optimization criteria. Taking the bi-
criteria nature of the problem into account, we propose ways to guarantee a con-
trolled trade-off between two optimization goals. In our case, we would like to
minimize the cost of the infrastructure and at the same time to maximize the ca-
pacity of the PVPP. We showed two ways how to derive a trade-off frontier for our
multicriteria problem and estimated the complexity of the underlying problems.

We considered the problem of node partitioning into the sets of a fixed size.
By that, the overall length of the way connecting all components within blocks is
to be minimized. We presented an algorithm for solving this underlying problem
of the optimal PVPP planning problem through solution of the PMMST problem.
The algorithm uses an MST as a basis structure, has complexity O(n2) and finds a

k-optimal solution, where k = 3
2 ( 1− 1

Mb

1− 1
b

)− 1
2M , b is the amount of nodes in one block,

M is the amount of blocks and n = M · b. Additionally, we introduced a method to
improve the algorithm’s performance.

We designed practical implementation oriented algorithms to generate solu-
tions for the PVPP layout problem. The first algorithm realizes packing with stan-
dard blocks. The second algorithm adds packing of alternative blocks in the area
remaining from the packing with the standard blocks. The third algorithm provides
packing with blocks of different configurations, where each configuration type has
its weight. The last algorithm is the most flexible one. It allows changing the op-
timization criteria priority by manipulating the weights for different block types.
The optimization efficiency of the algorithms depends on the instance data. For the
implementation examples, we estimated qualitative performance of the algorithms.
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We describe extreme instances, for which one or other approach provides the better
solution.

Finally, we showed how understanding the underlying optimization problems
enables us to find an efficient solution approach.





Chapter 3

A Shock Absorber Strategy and
its Effect on Traffic Dynamics

This chapter presents a shock absorber strategy that improves the dynamics of
traffic by a simple local rule and does not require any extra equipment on board
of vehicles. The behavior reflected in most traffic models is to accelerate until
safety or technical limitations are reached. This behavior corresponds to reality,
to the usual way vehicles are driven. We propose that a vehicle, additionally to
safety and technical restrictions, keeps at least a target distance to the preceding
vehicle. Employing this strategy improves the dynamics of traffic: average speed
of traffic flow increases, fluctuations are reduced and fuel consumption, which is
mainly caused by acceleration, reduces as well. In this paper, we explain how and
why the proposed shock absorber strategy improves traffic flow. We analyze the
vehicle string model to define stability of traffic flow. A mathematical model re-
flecting the dynamic of a vehicle in a string allows to show how and why instability
propagates in vehicle strings. We show how the local shock absorber strategy in-
fluences the dynamical model of a vehicle string, and how this influence improves
the flow’s stability. To support our theoretical investigations, we implement the
shock absorber strategy in a traffic simulator and compare the flow dynamics with
and without shock absorber strategy. By that, the advantages of shock absorber
strategy can be observed.

59
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3.1 Introduction

Traffic flow dynamics is a topic of interest for scientists from many different areas
like physics, mathematics, computer sciences and psychology. Traffic is a dynam-
ical distributed system influenced by a human factor. It is difficult to model, it is
difficult to control. Moreover, a broad range of goals has to be taken into account:
from environmental protection, which is related to fuel consumption, to a single
driver’s comfort, which is related to velocity. Infrastructure is a very important
factor in traffic flow optimization. Attempts to improve the traffic are conducted
constantly. However, there are traffic jams ‘out of nowhere’ on the road. They
occur just because vehicle density is too high and a sufficiently large perturbation
occurs. Density is the number of vehicles per unit road length. At the critical den-
sity, the probability of congestion is one. The closer the density is to the critical
density, the smaller a perturbation needs to be to cause a congestion.

In this chapter, we present a local behavior strategy, which is focused on reduc-
ing perturbations, and leads to improved traffic dynamics for one-lane cases.

Many scientists investigated the mechanisms of the congestion effect, e.g. [66].
Many of them are focused on disturbance propagation. It has been shown in [64]
and [61] that local communication among vehicles reduces instability, but obvi-
ously requires extra equipment. Control theory tools are widely used to analyze
system dynamics and possibilities to influence it. For example, [65] shows that
instabilities arise when the constant distance policy is used to follow the preceding
vehicle, although “to keep a constant distance behind the preceding vehicle seems
to be the reasonable desensitized control strategy”. There have also been positive
results on flow stabilization reported, e.g by [60], but vehicles have to be equipped
with controllers and actuators.

Our way to reduce instability does not require any additional equipment. It is
based on a special distance policy, i.e. the way how target distance between two
consecutive vehicles is defined. For low velocities (up to about 40 km/h), target
distance is a constant and is higher than safety distance. For higher velocities,
target distance is equal to safety distance and proportional to velocity.

The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of a shock absorber
strategy, which reduces perturbations. Moreover, we consider a mathematical
model, which describes vehicle string dynamics, and show with the help of stabil-
ity criteria how the shock absorber strategy improves traffic dynamics. Realization
of the shock absorber strategy is simple and does not require any equipment. Real-
ization of this strategy even only by a part of traffic participants contributes to the
improvement of traffic dynamics. By following this strategy, we can obtain smooth,
congestion-free traffic flow (expressed in vehicles per second), which, without im-
plementing this strategy, would lead to traffic congestion. In other words, the shock
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absorber strategy helps to increase the working capacity of the road. However, this
strategy works under the assumption that no lane changes are allowed.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, we
will present a theoretical investigation of traffic flow dynamics and ways to im-
prove it. We focus on the reduction of perturbations, which is a contributory cause
of congestion, and propose a shock absorber strategy to reduce it. In Section 3.3,
we present mathematical models, which reflect the dynamic of vehicles and vehi-
cle strings. In Section 3.4, we describe stability criteria and use them to determine
the stability of a vehicle string. We show how parameters in the dynamical model
are influenced while employing the shock absorber strategy. Using the above men-
tioned stability criteria, we prove that this strategy improves the dynamics of traffic
flow. We implemented the shock absorber strategy in a traffic simulator. The re-
sult of the traffic flow simulation and its interpretation are presented in Section 3.5.
Flow dynamics with and without employing the shock absorber strategy are com-
pared. Additionally, in Section 3.6 we compare the shock absorber strategy with
ADS and discuss its applicability. Section 3.7 completes this chapter with conclu-
sions.

3.2 Congestion analysis

In this section, we analyze causes of traffic congestion and investigate if and how it
can be prevented. We consider traffic jams/congestions ‘out of nowhere’. They dif-
fer in their nature from traffic jams/congestions caused by road capacity reduction,
e.g. as a consequence of an accident.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the contribution causes of congestion for the con-
sidered types of jams are high density and perturbations.

Density grows if the amount of vehicles entering the considered area is higher
than the amount of vehicles leaving this area. Incoming flow can be reduced, e.g.
by intelligent flow routing. For this purpose, we can use the approach presented in
[67]. The main idea of this approach is to model traffic flow as a non-linear flow
with concave transfer functions. Flow is the amount of vehicles passing per time
unit (vehicles per second). Edges represent road segments. Nodes are points in the
road network, where decisions on choosing a route are made. Transfer functions
show how out-flow depends on in-flow and describe the flow-deceleration effect,
which increases as flow approaches the capacity of a road segment. [67] presents a
polynomial approximation scheme for finding a flow routing with minimal overall
flow-losses.

In this chapter, we investigate the second cause of traffic congestion, which is
perturbations. Let us explain where perturbations come from. The typical behavior
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of drivers is a direct consequence of their main goal: to reach the destination.
Thus, as it is also widely reflected in most traffic models, a vehicle accelerates
until technical or safety limitations are met. Nowadays, technical limitations of
vehicles are very different. Regarding safety, other than quite objective reaction
and brake time, personal perception of a driver plays a big role. These perturbation
effects based on technical and personal factors are usually modeled by random
deceleration.

To show the influence of fluctuating personal and technical factors on the speed
of vehicles, we explain how vehicle speed is typically set by drivers in reality. For
this, we use the following notations:

v is velocity;
vsa f e is velocity, which leads the vehicle to be safety distance away from pre-

ceding vehicle;
vtech is highest technically possible velocity, which depends on the current ve-

locity and maximum possible acceleration.
Typical velocity v can be found using the following formula:

v = min(vsa f e, vtech).

Now, let us consider three vehicles in the traffic. We call them A, B and C.
Vehicles A, B and C are chosen in such a way, that A is behind B and B is be-
hind C. Let us imagine the following situation. A keeps a lower distance from B
than B keeps from C. Simultaneously, velocity of A is higher than velocity of B.
When A approaches safety distance, it decelerates. That is the point where velocity
perturbations arise. The same happens with density perturbation. A is as close as
possible to B, thus, we have high density. The area between B and C is big, thus,
we have an area of lower density.

As mentioned before, we would like to reduce perturbation. Let us make some
observations and assumptions on speed of the one lane traffic. If vehicles have a
velocity over 80 km/h, we consider the traffic to be congestion-free. If vehicles
have velocity lower than 40 km/h, there is a traffic congestion.

For perturbation reduction, we propose to limit the minimum distance between
vehicles to a target distance. The target distance δ∗(v) can be found as follows:

δ∗(v) = max(δ(v), d), where

d is the safety distance between vehicles at a velocity of 40 km/h (d = δ(40km/h));
δ(v) is a safety distance, which is defined by:

δ(v) = treaction · v + l, where
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of target distance set up.

v is the velocity of the vehicle;
treaction is the reaction time, usually considered to be one second;
l is the breaking distance. It depends on the type of the road, weather and vehicle
characteristics.

It is important to choose d properly. Choosing d too big/small will cause sec-
tions with too low/high densities and density oscillation.

The target distance is an extra limitation that increases the distance to the pre-
ceding vehicle at low speeds. The target distance is a stronger limitation than safety
distance (see Figure 3.1). Hence, we can use target distance instead of safety dis-
tance. In Figure 3.1, c is the safety distance corresponding to the average speed
on a working area. The target distance is chosen in such a way, that in the work-
ing velocity range (between 40 and 80 km/h), the overall local density oscillation
is minimal, because the distances to the leading vehicles, which define the local
densities, are limited from below. That is expressed by the following formula:∫ 80

40
|δ∗(v) − c|dv→ min.

Since density perturbations are minimized, probability of congestion is re-
duced.

It is important to add that resolving of congestion is only possible if traffic
density reduces. Assume we fix the length of the congested area. Then, to reduce
flow density, the number of vehicles entering the congested area should be less than
the number of vehicles leaving it. Employing the shock absorber strategy, we can
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reduce the time required to resolve congestion. For traffic with densities close to
the critical density, the shock absorber strategy loses its impact.

Usually, it is difficult to realize that all vehicles follow the proposed policy.
However, even if only a part a part of traffic participants follows our strategy, it
contributes to the improvement of traffic dynamics. We show the latter in the fol-
lowing sections.

3.3 Modeling of traffic dynamics

To analyze the behavior of vehicles in a string from analytical perspective, we use a
mathematical model, which describes the dynamics of a vehicle string. Therefore,
we devote this section to the description of a dynamical model of vehicles. First,
we consider a single vehicle and the basic principles of its dynamic. Then, we
consider a vehicle, whose dynamic is limited by the preceding vehicle. The latter
is reasonable to use in context of traffic stability analysis (see Section 3.4.2).

3.3.1 Modeling of a single vehicle

In this section, we analyze the parameters of relevance to stable vehicle behavior
(those are position, velocity and acceleration) and how they are interconnected
within a single vehicle.

Acceleration and speed are immediate parameters, i.e. we assume a certain
value for these parameters at one moment of time, although they actually exist
only over time.

The connection between the position, speed and acceleration can be described
by the following equation of motion:

x(∆t) = x0 + v0 · ∆t +
a · ∆t2

2
, where

x0 is the position of the vehicle at the initial moment of time,
v0 is the speed of the vehicle at the initial moment of time,
∆t is a time interval.

This equation is in discrete form (because it considers discrete time). It applies
for accelerations that are constant (or constant during ∆t).

The differential form operates with immediate parameters. There, velocity at
time t is v(t) =

dx(t)
dt and acceleration at time t is a(t) =

d2 x(t)
dt2 , where x(t) is the

position of the vehicle at time t.
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The natural goal of a vehicle is to reach the destination as soon as possible. Let
our target destination be position N. Then, the goal of a vehicle can be expressed
in discrete and differential form as follows:

• to minimize n, such that x(∆t · n) ≥ N (discrete form), where n is the amount
of discrete time steps.

• to minimize t, such that x(t) = N (differential form).

It is important to notice that we are interested in the vehicle state over a long
time period. The higher we set N, the broader time horizon we have to consider.
For one vehicle, that observation may seem to be trivial, because the optimal behav-
ior for the free vehicle is to accelerate as much as possible and take only technical
limitations and personal considerations of the driver into account. This observation
plays a big role for the behavior of vehicle strings, which we consider in the next
subsection, because there are extra limitations, which arise from the side of preced-
ing vehicles. In this case, the optimal behavior (in sense of reaching the destination
as soon as possible) may vary significantly dependent on the magnitude of distance
to the considered destination (i.e. meters or kilometers).

In a vehicle string, a vehicle will reach the destination as soon as possible by
contributing to congestion-free flow dynamics, and not by covering the next meters
as soon as possible. The reason for that is discussed in Section 3.4. Before that,
we have to describe how the vehicle dynamics depend on the state of the preceding
vehicle analytically. This is done in the next subsection.

3.3.2 Modeling of vehicles strings

In the previous subsection, we described the dynamical behavior of a single ve-
hicle. In this section, we consider vehicle strings. We analyze the behavior of a
vehicle depending on the dynamic of the preceding vehicles.

Let us consider two vehicles A and B. A follows B on a one-lane road. The
assumption that the traffic is on a one-lane road has been taken in the beginning
of the chapter. Vehicle B has no obstacles limiting its dynamic. The behavior
of vehicle B is influenced only by technical limitations (highest possible speed,
highest possible acceleration) and personal considerations of its driver, which are
modeled as randomized deceleration. Those limitations are valid for vehicle A as
well. Additionally, vehicle A is limited by the speed and the position of vehicle
B, because those influence the safety speed of vehicle A. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the connections between the parameters influencing the dynamics of vehicle A
and vehicle B. The blocks correspond to functional transformations, i.e. relations
between inputs and outputs. Below, we describe the functions of blocks for a
vehicle i. In the illustrated example, i is A and i + 1 is B.
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Figure 3.2: Block model of dependencies between vehicles A and B.

Block 1 limits the speed of vehicle i to the maximum between technically pos-
sible and safety speed.
vi
∗ = min(vi

tech, v
i
sa f e).

Input: vi
tech, vi

sa f e. vi
tech is a constant. If vehicle i has a preceding vehicle, vi

sa f e is
calculated in block 6; otherwise vi

sa f e is assigned to∞ or a very big number.
Output: vi

∗.

Block 2 calculates the acceleration, which vehicle i has to have to reach speed vi
∗.

Input: vi
∗, vi

A. vi
A is the current speed of vehicle i.

Output: ai
sa f e.

Block 3 limits the safety acceleration of the vehicle to the maximum acceleration.
Input: ai

sa f e, ai
tech. ai

tech is a constant.
Output: ai

∗.

Block 4 realizes the random deceleration function. Remember that random decel-
eration models the individual driving behavior.
Input: ai

∗, ki. ki is a random number from interval [−1, 1].
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Output: ai.

Block 5 calculates the new speed and position for the vehicle.
Input: ai.
Output: vi, xi.

Block 6 calculates the speed corresponding to the safety distance. By that the speed
of vehicle i + 1 is considered to be constant.
Input: vi+1, xi+1, vi, xi, l, treaction. l and treaction are constants.
Output: vsa f e.

Let us derive the system of equations, which describes the dynamical behav-
ior of vehicles A and B. For that, we use the motion equations provided in Sec-
tion 3.3.1.

For vehicle B the relevant equations are:
vA
∗ = vA

max

aA
∗ = min(aA

max,
vA
∗−vA

∆t )
aA = kA · aA

∗

For vehicle A, which is dependent on the state of vehicle B (as Figure 3.2
shows), the relevant equations are:

δA
sa f e = treaction · vA + l

vA
sa f e =

xB−xA−δA
sa f e

∆t + vB

vA
∗ = min(vA

max, v
A
sa f e)

aA
∗ = min(aA

max,
vA
∗−vA

∆t )
aA = kA · aA

∗

aA = kA · min(aA
max,

min(vA
max,

xB−xA−treaction·vA−l
∆t + vB) − vA

∆t
) (3.1)

To simplify the complex non-linear equation form of Formula (3.1), we can
integrate the technical limitations on speed as well as acceleration and randomized
deceleration into function r(aA, vA, kA). Expression vA + aA · ∆t defines the speed,
which vehicle A has to obtain to be at the next time step at distance δA

sa f e from
the preceding vehicle. Function r(aA, vA, kA) limits the value of vA + aA · ∆t and,
therefore, obtains values from 0 to 1.

Function r(aA, vA, kA) guarantees that

r(aA, vA, kA) · (vA + aA · ∆t) = min(vA, vA
max) + kA · min(aA, aA

max) · ∆t.
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Taking this into account, the connections between variables illustrated by For-
mula (3.1) can be rewritten as:

r(aA, vA, kA) · (vA + aA · ∆t) =
xB − xA − treaction · vA − l

∆t
+ vB. (3.2)

For simplifying the notations, let us write rA instead of r(aA, vA, kA).

rA · aA · ∆t2 + rA · vA · ∆t + xA + treaction · vA = xB − l + vB · ∆t. (3.3)

We will use Formula (3.3) from Section 3.4.2 to describe the stability of vehicle
strings.

The influence of the shock absorber strategy modifies this formula as follows:

rA · aA · ∆t2 + rA · vA · ∆t + xA + max(d, treaction · vA + l) = xB + vB · ∆t. (3.4)

3.4 Stability

A system is stable, when it can damp fluctuations. In the context of traffic flow,
speed of the flow and density of the flow as well as fluctuations of these parameters
determine whether the traffic flow is stable or not. How stability is expressed in
form of a dynamical model of a system is explained in the first part of this section.
After we know how to define whether the system is stable, we apply this knowledge
to the model of a vehicle string. We show why perturbations are propagating and
how the human factor (modeled as randomized deceleration) reduces stability of
the system. Moreover, we show which parameters in the model are influenced by
employing the shock absorber strategy and prove that this strategy improves traffic
dynamics.

3.4.1 Stability of the system

In this subsection, we explain the main mathematical ideas of the system stability
analysis. In the following subsection, we apply the stability criteria described in
this section to explain the behavior of vehicle strings.

Let us represent a system as a black box with positive input signal x(t) and
output signal y(t). y(t) is a reaction of the system on input x(t). The transfer func-
tion F(t) of the system defines y(t) depending on x(t) and, thus, can be found as
F(t) =

y(t)
x(t) . Consider that transfer function F(t) is known and equal to f1(t)

f2(t) . The
dynamical reaction of the system F(t) is expressed in differential form (in time
domain) as f1(t) · x(t) = f2(t) · y(t).
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The system is stable if the transfer processes caused by perturbations will damp
over time. Signal y(t) may be divided into two components yown(t) and y f orced(t),
which correspond to the general and partial solutions of the differential equation.
We consider the system to be stable if yown(t) → 0 for t → ∞. That implies that
the fluctuation reduces over time and the system reaches a stable state.

We can directly verify whether yown(t) → 0 for t → ∞ (in time domain)
by solving the differential equation or with the help of Laplace transformation.
Laplace transformation is an integral transformation, which connects functions f (t)
and F(p):

F(p) =
∫ ∞

0 f (t)e−ptdt, where
p is the complex parameter, p ∈ C (complex argument), t ∈ R (real argument).
The properties of the Laplace transformation allow us to use an algebraic equa-

tion with a complex argument instead of a differential equation with a real argument
(we derive the equations for the considered traffic system in the next subsection).
The algebraic equation with a complex argument is easy to solve. For more on
Laplace transformation we refer to any introduction literature on control theory,
e.g. [69].

Let us do a Laplace transformation of the equation f1(t)x(t) = f2(t)y(t). We
obtain F1(p)x(p) = F2(t)y(p). Now, to verify whether the system is stable or not,
we have to find the roots of equation F2(p) = 0 and restore the component of the
transfer process corresponding to the roots in time domain (see [69]).

The roots can be simple or complex. For every pair of complex roots αi ± jβi,
there exists a corresponding component of the transfer process equation on the time
domain. According to the transformation rules, the corresponding root in the time
domain is:

cie(αi+ jβi)t + ci+1e(αi− jβi)t = αi(cie jβit + ci+1e− jβit) = Aeαit sin (βit + ϕi),
where
A =

√
c2

i + c2
i+1,

tan(ϕi) =
ci+ci+1
ci−ci+1

.

For the non-complex roots (β = 0), the corresponding component of the trans-
fer function is Aeαit.

We can observe that the stability of the system depends on the values of αi,
i ∈ [1..n], where n is the number of roots of the equation F2(t) = 0.

• If αi < 0, i ∈ [1..n], then yown → 0 and y(t) → y f orced(t) by t → ∞. Thus,
the system is stable.

• If ∃ αi > 0, i ∈ [1..n], then Aeαit sin (βit + ϕi) → ∞ by t → ∞. Thus, the
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system is unstable.

• If ∃ αi = 0, i ∈ [1..n], then Aeαit sin (βit + ϕi) = constant. That causes un-
damped sinusoidal fluctuation. Thus, the system is on the border of stability.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the characteristic behavior of function eαt. It is easy to see
that influence from even one component with positive α can not be compensated
by the stable function components, which are associated with negative roots.
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Figure 3.3: The characteristic behavior of function eαt.

Let us summarize the main message presented in this section. To find whether
the system is stable or not, we have to find the roots of the equation F2(p) = 0. If
all real parts of the roots are negative, the system is stable. If there exists a root,
where the real part is zero, the system is fluctuating (on the border of stability).
Any root with positive real part defines the system as unstable.

3.4.2 Stability of a vehicle string

Now, let us return to the mathematical model of the dynamic vehicles interconnec-
tions. Formula (3.3), presented in Section 3.3.2, describes dynamic behavior of
vehicle A, which follows vehicle B.

We can rewrite Formula (3.3) in Laplace form. Remember, v(t) =
dx(t)

dt and

a(t) =
d2 x(t)

dt2 . Laplace transformation has the following properties (see, e.g., [69])
of significance for us:

• linearity: a · f (t) + b · g(t)→ a · F(p) + b ·G(p),
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• for transformation of speed from time to Laplace domain:
dx
dt → p · F(p) − f (0),

• for transformation of acceleration from time to Laplace domain:
d2 x
dt2 → p2 · F(p) − p · f (0) − d(0)

dt .

Thus, Formula (3.3) can be rewritten as follows:

xA(p)(rA · p2 + rA ·C1 · p + C2) = xB(p)(p + C3),

where C1, C2 and C3 are constants.
Thus, the transfer function xB(p)

xA(p) =
p+C3

rA·p2+rA·C1·p+C2
describes the dynamic be-

havior of vehicle A, which depends on velocity and position of vehicle B.
Let us calculate whether this behavior is stable according to the criteria de-

scribed in Section 3.4.1. For that, we find the roots of equation rA · p2 + rA · C1 ·

p+C2 = 0 (characteristic equation of the system). We solve the quadratic equation
and obtain the following roots:

p1,2 =
−rA ·C1 ±

√
(rA ·C1)2 − 4 · rA ·C2

2 · rA . (3.5)

To verify whether the system is stable or not, we have to analyze whether the
real parts of the complex roots Re(p1,2) negative or not. Since√

C2
1 −

4 ·C2

rA ≤ C1,

rA

2
(−C1 +

√
C2

1 −
4 ·C2

rA ) ≤ 0.

The latter equation defines the maximum value of the real part of the roots. There-
fore, the system is stable or on the border of stability.

Remember that variable r represents the influence of technical limitations on
the dynamics of a vehicle and of randomized deceleration. The smaller rA is, the
closer the system xB(t)→ xA(t) is to the border of stability. Remember, rA ∈ [0, 1].

Now let us imagine that we have not only two vehicles A and B, but three: A,
B and C. A follows B, B follows C. This example with three vehicle has already
been discussed in Section 3.2 from the perspective of congestion causes.

Vehicle C moves freely. The dynamic of the system xB(t) → xC(t) can be
expressed through

xC(p)
xB(p)

=
p + C6

rB · p2 + rB ·C4 · p + C5
.
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The dynamic of the system xA(t)→ xB(t) can be expressed through

xB(p)
xA(p)

=
p + C3

rA · p2 + rA ·C1 · p + C2
.

Thus, the dynamic of the system xA(t)→ xC(t) can be expressed through

xC(p)
xA(p)

=
(p + C3)(p + C6)

(rA · p2 + rA ·C1 · p + C2)(rB · p2 + rB ·C4 · p + C5)
.

Let us imagine n vehicles sequentially moving in a lane from left to right. We
assign numbers from 1 to n to those vehicles from the left to the right. The most
right vehicle (vehicle number n) has no obstacles in front of it. Its behavior is
defined only by an, vn, xn, l, treaction and kn.

In further notations, C3n−2,C3n−1 and C3n are the coefficients of the charac-
teristic transfer function xn+1(p)

xn(p) =
p+C3n

rA·p2+rA·C3n−2·p+C3n−1
of the dynamical system

xn(t)→ xn+1(t).
The behavior of vehicle i + 1 depends on ai+1, vi+1, xi+1, l, treaction and ki+1 and

the state of vehicle i, i ∈ [1..n − 1], as described in Section 3.3.2. Thus, the state of
vehicle i influences the behavior of vehicles from 1 till i − 1. Influenced vehicles
are those that follow vehicle i.

The dynamic of the system x1(t)→ xn(t) can be expressed analog to the system
xA(t)→ xC(t) through

xn(p)
x1(p)

=
(p + C3) · · · · · (p + C3n)

(r1 · p2 + r1 ·C1 · p + C2) · · · · · (rn · p2 + rn ·C3n−2 · p + C3n−1)
, (3.6)

where C1, . . . ,C3n are constants.
The roots of the polynomial ((r1 · p2 + r1 ·C1 · p + C2) · · · · · (rn · p2 + rn ·C3n−2 ·

p + C3n−1)) define the stability of the system x1(t)→ xn(t).

Conclusion on stability of vehicle strings.

The stability of the system x1(t) → xn(t) is determined by the root of the de-
nominator of Formula (3.6) with the largest real part. Therefore, the more vehicles
are in the lane, the less stable (closer to the fluctuation border or on it) is the sys-
tem, because the probability of having the denominator’s roots with real part close
or equal to zero is increasing. Therefore, stability of the system x1(t) → xi(t)
is not better than stability of the system x1(t) → x j(t), j > i. That explains the
propagation of fluctuations in vehicle strings.
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Influence of the shock absorber strategy.

The shock absorber strategy, as described in Section 3.2, sets the distance
between vehicles to max(δ(v), d), i.e., increases the minimum distance between
the vehicles. By increasing the minimum distance between vehicles j and j + 1,
we increase C3 j−1, which is a free term of the characteristic quadratic polynomial
r j · p2 +r j ·C3 j−2 · p+C3 j−1 (see Formula (3.4)). Increasing C j3−1 leads to reduction

of
√

C2
3 j−2 −

4C3 j−1

r j and, consequently, to the reduction of the polynomial’s roots
p j1, j2. Thus, the probability of Re(p j1( j2)) being negative increases. Therefore, im-
plementation of our shock absorber strategy leads to improvement of stability of
the system, i.e. improves the flow dynamic.

The reader may become curious and ask why we propose to increase mini-
mum distance only for a certain value (see Section 3.2) and not for a larger value.
The answer is the following. Further increasing the minimum distance would lead
to very limited traffic dynamic. The concept with a bigger minimum distance is
difficult to realize, especially if only a part of traffic participants follow the pro-
posed strategy. Imagine that you are asked to keep a distance of 100 meters to the
preceding vehicle. You may even follow the proposed strategy, but the neighbor-
ing vehicles will have a big temptation to overtake, which influences traffic flow
stability negatively.

3.5 Simulation results

Since it is difficult to conduct experiments on traffic stability in a real system, we
implemented our shock absorber strategy in a traffic simulator. In this section, we
interpret and comment on the simulation results presented in graphic form.

Our simulation results show that, even if only some vehicles employ the shock
absorber strategy, traffic dynamics improve. The higher the percentage of involved
vehicles is, the bigger is the effect. Significant improvements can be observed if
40% or more of vehicles follow the strategy. The figures presented in this section
correspond to the case when all vehicles follow the proposed traffic policy.

3.5.1 Simulator

To test the shock absorber strategy, we use CircSim (see [61]). To simulate nat-
ural traffic behavior, we use a regime based on the stochastic Krauß model [63].
The shock absorber strategy is implemented in the traffic simulator. We use target
distance instead of safety distance, as explained in Section 3.2. After velocity of a
vehicle is calculated according to the target distance, the velocity is further limited
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by the roads maximum velocity, the vehicles maximum velocity and current veloc-
ity plus maximum acceleration. Additionally, we decelerate our vehicle randomly.
Random deceleration is necessary to model personal behavior of drivers, which
contributes to traffic congestion (see Section 3.1 for traffic jams ‘out of nowhere’).

To obtain representative simulation results, we build a library of traffic states,
which are considered as states at the beginning of our simulation. Each traffic state
is characterized by position and speed of the vehicles.

3.5.2 Space-time diagrams

Space-time diagrams show how the position of a vehicle on the road changes over
time. One point in a space-time diagram corresponds to the position of a vehicle
at a simulation step. Space-time diagrams are very convenient to observe density
waves (see Figure 3.4). Figure 3.5 illustrates a stable traffic flow which is reached
by employing the shock absorber strategy.
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Figure 3.4: Space-time diagram for traffic flow that does not employ the shock
absorber strategy.
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Figure 3.5: Space-time diagram for traffic flow that employs the shock absorber
strategy.
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3.5.3 Fundamental diagrams

Fundamental diagrams show the relation between traffic flow (measured in vehicles
per second) and the traffic density (measured in vehicles per kilometer). For every
vehicle at each simulation step, we calculate a local density, which is computed by
the space in front of the vehicle, and a local flow, which is computed by vehicle’s
velocity over this space. Local flow and density correspond to one data point in the
fundamental diagram.

Congestion can be recognized by points on the fundamental diagram corre-
sponding to small flows. Flow density during congestion is not stable. It fluctuates
over space. In literature, this phenomenon is referred to as density waves [62]. In
Figure 3.6, we can see many data points in the area representing small flow, espe-
cially at high densities. Thus, this fundamental diagram represents flow dynamics
leading to congestion.

Figure 3.7 corresponds to flow dynamics with employed the shock absorber
strategy. We can see that density is stable and flow is relatively high.
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Figure 3.6: Fundamental diagram for traffic flow that does not employ the shock
absorber strategy.
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Figure 3.7: Fundamental diagram for traffic flow that employs the shock absorber
strategy.
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3.5.4 Average velocity

Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 depict mean and median velocities. Mean velocity is
calculated as the sum over all velocities divided by the number of vehicles. Median
velocity is calculated as a value separating the higher half of the velocities from the
lower half.

For flow congestion, reduction of velocity is typical. The significant drop of
velocity can be seen in Figure 3.8, which corresponds to natural traffic flow dynam-
ics. There, mean velocity is about 40 km/h and median velocity is about 15 km/h.
The low median shows that, although there are some vehicles with high velocity,
there are a lot of vehicles with low velocity. Figure 3.9 illustrates average velocity
over time for flow that employs the shock-absorber strategy. There, mean velocity
is around 50 km/h and median velocity is around 40 km/h. This points to some
velocity diversity, but in a stable range.
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Figure 3.8: Average velocities for flow that does not employ the shock absorber
strategy.
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Figure 3.9: Average velocities for flow that employs the shock absorber strategy.
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3.5.5 Fuel consumption

Fuel consumption is an important parameter, which is closely related to ecological
and economical aspects of flow dynamics.

In the traffic model used by CircSim, fuel consumption is subdivided into three
parts according to the respective cause: acceleration, air-resistance and rolling-
resistance. We can see in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 that the most significant part
of fuel consumption is related to acceleration. This part of fuel consumption sig-
nificantly differs in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. The vehicles in congested traffic
change velocity more frequently than in smooth flow. Thus, fuel consumption in
congested traffic (see Figure 3.10) is higher than fuel consumption in smooth flow
(see Figure 3.11). As mentioned before, smooth flow is reached by employing the
shock absorber strategy.
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Figure 3.10: Fuel consumption for flow that does not employ the shock absorber
strategy.
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Figure 3.11: Fuel consumption for flow that employs the shock absorber strategy.
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3.6 Comparison to Jam-ADS

In the following section, we consider a strategy for traffic jam resolving, which has
been proposed in [61]. This strategy is called Jam-Advanced Distributed Strategy
(ADS). We compare this strategy with the one presented in this thesis and make
conclusions about the applicability and efficiency.

The strategy proposed in [61] uses the idea of Car-to-Car wireless communi-
cation among equipped vehicles. The assumption that such a communication with
the required quality is possible opens new opportunities to reach jam-free traffic
flow. Car-to-Car communication allows to analyze the situation on a section of the
road without error of human visual perception and with only technical limitations
on the length of the considered road section. Newly available information about
vehicles within the road section is used in Jam-ADS to prevent congestion.

The simulation results of Jam-ADS are presented below next to the simulation
results of shock absorber strategy.

3.6.1 Space-time diagram

For the general interpretation of space-time diagrams, please refer to Section 3.5.2.
In Space-time diagrams, we can see the difference in how often the strategies

actively change the vehicles behavior. The space-time diagram corresponding to
the Jam-ADS is smoother. This is because the speed of the vehicle is influenced
whenever the speed of any vehicle on the considered road range changes. In prac-
tice, this means that Jam-ADS influences the considered vehicle at every time step.
At small time steps, we can assume continuous influence.

The shock absorber strategy influences the treated vehicle as soon as the safety
distance becomes smaller than the target distance. That happens only at low speeds.
Thus, the shock absorber strategy does influence (act on) a car not continuously
and less frequently than Jam-ADS.
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Figure 3.12: Space-time diagram for flow that employs the shock absorber strategy.
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Figure 3.13: Space-time diagram for flow that uses the Jam-ADS.
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3.6.2 Fundamental diagram

For the general interpretation of fundamental diagrams, please refer to Section 3.5.3.
Both fundamental diagrams correspond to stable flow behavior. During stable

behavior, flow is high and densities are in a safe congestion range. Low densities
correspond to free traffic, which is not considered here. High densities arise in the
traffic situations close to congestion.

Although average densities on the fundamental diagrams are the same, the dis-
tribution of this densities is different. It is important to mention that on the funda-
mental diagram corresponding to Jam-ADS there is no data point associated with
the speed, which is close to maximum. This is because Jam-ADS limits the speed
of the vehicles to the average speed of the flow. This average speed becomes the
dominant speed and almost all data points are associated with it. By that, almost all
data points are concentrated on a small part of the diagram and only a small range
of densities is occupied.
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Figure 3.14: Fundamental diagram for flow that employs the shock absorber strat-
egy.
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Figure 3.15: Fundamental diagram for flow that uses the Jam-ADS.
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3.6.3 Average velocity

Although mean velocities for both strategies are about the same Jam-ADS provides
a continuously controlled smooth behavior and the shock absorber strategy allows
more “natural” fluctuations. Thus, the median velocity corresponding to the shock
absorber strategy is lower than the median corresponding to the Jam-ADS.
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Figure 3.16: Average velocity for flow that employs the shock absorber strategy.
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Figure 3.17: Average velocity for flow that uses the Jam-ADS.
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3.6.4 Fuel consumption

Fuel consumption results follow directly from the characteristics of velocity. Since
the shock absorber strategy lets speed fluctuate more than the Jam-ADS, the fuel
consumption corresponding to the Jam-ADS is lower. This is mainly because of
the acceleration component.
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Figure 3.18: Fuel consumption for flow that employs the shock absorber strategy.
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3.6.5 Comparison with Jam-ADS

The Jam-ADS artificially reduces velocity to the average speed on the considered
road segment. The plus of this strategy is that it provides very good flow dynamics.
It is even better than the shock absorber strategy proposed in this work.

The minus of this strategy is that it requires additional equipment on board
of vehicles to be implemented. This minus does not exist for the shock absorber
strategy, because it is based on local information.

3.7 Conclusions

The shock absorber policy results in smoother flow dynamics. That, in its turn,
leads to improved flow stability. Thus, traffic flow increases while fuel consump-
tion reduces simultaneously.

This effect can be described from a theoretical point of view as ‘avoidance of
overreaction’. Flow dynamics improve if vehicles do not get closer to the preced-
ing vehicle than target distance. We proved it with the help of a mathematical
model. However, our strategy works under the assumption that lane changes are
not allowed.

We implemented the shock absorber policy in a traffic flow simulator. The
results support the theoretical investigations and illustrate significantly improved
flow dynamics for flows that employ the shock absorber strategy.

To be able to follow the shock absorber strategy, a vehicle needs information
about the following parameters: the vehicle’s own speed, speed of the preceding
vehicle and the distance to the preceding vehicle. All these parameters can be
easily estimated by a driver in natural flow. Thus, the shock absorber policy can
be implemented without any extra equipment. It can be given as a recommendation
for drivers.



Chapter 4

Network flows with non-linear
losses.

In this chapter, we consider flows with non-linear (NL) losses. In the context of pre-
decessors of the problem, which are the classical flow problem and the generalized
flow problem, we extend the definitions of residual networks and of augmenting
operations, as well as the flow decomposition theorem for NL flows.

91
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider flows in networks with non-linear losses (NL flow
problem). We have a directed graph D = (V, A), where V is a set of nodes and
A is a set of edges. A flow is a function f : A → R+, it should satisfy the flow
conservation constraints and bounds. The maximum flow that we can send through
edge a ∈ A is bounded by the edge’s capacity ua, where u : A → R+. Each edge a
of graph D has an associated non-linear function Fa( fa), where Fa : R+ → R+, that
defines how outflow depends on inflow: we assume that if we send fa units of flow
into edge a = (v,w) ∈ A, then Fa( fa) units of flow arrive at the head of edge a.

In the classical maximum flow problem (CFP), the goal is to send as much
flow as possible from the source node(s) to the target node(s), taking capacity and
flow conservation constraints into account. The transfer function Fa( fa) defines
the outgoing flow from edge a depending on the incoming flow fa into edge a ∈
A. For the classical case, flow does not change while going through an edge, i.e.
Fa( fa) = fa. This problem is well-studied, see e.g. Korte and Vygen [81].

The generalized maximum flow problem (GFP) is a step closer to the NL flow
problem. The goal of the GFP is to maximize flow at the target node(s). In a
generalized flow problem, flow changes its value while going through edges. Out-
going flow Fa( fa) from edge a linearly depends on flow fa incoming into edge
a ∈ A. The transfer functions corresponding to this type of flow are linear, i.e.
Fa( fa) = γa · fa, where γa is the proportionality coefficient corresponding to edge
a. The GFP has already been studied by Onaga [82] and Truemper [86]. There
are fully polynomial-time approximation schemes for the GFP, see e.g. Fleischer
and Wayne [89] and Oldham [91], and polynomial algorithms for the GFP with as-
sumptions about transfer coefficients, see Radzik [92] and Tardos and Wayne [84].
The GFP can be formulated as an LP.

Flows with NL losses can model transportation and transformation of energy.
In this application the edges correspond to the transportation/transformation pro-
cesses and the transfer functions describe the non-linear dependencies between the
amount of flow through edges and losses of flow on those edges. Thus, the losses
are flow dependent. Introducing flows with NL losses allows to build optimization
models that take the important NL effects into account.

Section 4.2 starts with the definition of the maximum flow problem on a net-
work with NL losses. Section 4.3 focuses on the special cases of the CFP and the
GFP, which are the predecessors of NL flow problems. For those problems, we
describe how flow augmenting is conducted, provide the optimality criteria and
relevant flow properties. Section 4.4 introduces residual graphs for flows with NL
losses and flow augmenting on it. The flow decomposition theorem for NL flows is
presented in Section 4.5. The nature of optimality criteria, the related formulations
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and theorems for NL flows is discussed in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 summaries the
main contributions of Chapter 4.

4.2 Formulation of the NL flow maximization problem

In this section we present the formulation of the NL flow maximization problem,
related definitions and assumptions about the type of transfer functions and about
the considered network. Additionally we show how to reduce the NL flow maxi-
mization problem on a network with several source and target nodes to the NL flow
maximization problem on a network with one source and one target node. We start
with the definitions relevant for the NL flow maximization problem.

Definition 4.1. A transfer function Fa : R+ → R+ is a function that defines the flow
Fa( fa) leaving edge a as a function of flow fa entering edge a.

Definition 4.2. Let us call flow balance at node v the difference between flow out-
going from node v (

∑
a∈δ+(v) fa) and flow entering node v (

∑
a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa)), where

δ−(v) := {(u, v) ∈ A} is the set of edges entering node v and δ+(v) := {(v,w) ∈ A} is
the set of edges leaving node v.

Definition 4.3. Given is a directed graph D = (V, A) with capacities u : A → R+,
where V is a set of nodes and A is a set of edges. Let nodes s and t be the source
node (δ−(s) = ∅) and the target node (δ+(t) = ∅), s, t ∈ V, s , t. An s − t− flow is a
function f : A→ R+, which satisfies the following two constraints:

1) Capacity constraints:
fa ≤ ua,∀a ∈ A.

2) Flow conservation law:∑
a∈δ+(v)

fa −
∑

a∈δ−(v)

Fa( fa) = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t}.

Definition 4.4. A transfer multiplier γa : R+ → R+ is the ratio between flow Fa( fa)
leaving edge a and flow fa entering edge a:

γa( fa) =
Fa( fa)

fa
, for fa , 0.

If fa = 0, an arbitrary number may be assigned to γa( fa). Let us assume for the
remainder of this chapter γa(0) = 0.

The meaning of the transfer multiplier γa( fa) can be interpreted as the effi-
ciency of sending flow fa through edge a.
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Definition 4.5. A transfer function is called loss function (flow decreases) if the
transfer multiplier corresponding to this function is less than or equal to one, i.e.

γa( fa) ≤ 1 ∀ fa ∈ R+.

An example of a loss transfer function is shown in Figure 4.1. γa( fa) ≤ 1
implies that the corresponding transfer function Fa( fa) = γa( fa) · fa is located
below the 45◦ line.

fa

Fa

Fa( fa)

45
◦ lin

e

Figure 4.1: Example of a loss-function corresponding to edge a

We can formulate the maximization problem for s − t−flows with NL transfer
functions as follows:
Problem 1:

Given is a directed graph D = (V, A), edge capacities ua ∀a ∈ A, transfer function
Fa ∀a ∈ A, and s, t ∈ V , s , t.
Find an s − t− flow f that
maximizes

∑
a∈δ−(t) Fa( fa)

subject to ∑
a∈δ+(v)

fa −
∑

a∈δ−(v)

Fa( fa) = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t} (4.1)

0 ≤ fa ≤ ua,∀a ∈ A. (4.2)

Constraint (4.1) describes the flow conservation law, Constraint (4.2) the edges’
capacity limits.
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Assumptions

Inspired by applications of NL flow models in the context of energy systems
(see Section 5.3 for details), we make the following three assumptions on the type
of transfer functions.

1) The considered transfer functions are loss functions (0 ≤ γa( fa) ≤ 1).

2) Increasing flow fa incoming into edge a strictly increases the outgoing flow
Fa( fa) = γa( fa) · fa. Thus, the transfer functions are strictly increasing func-
tions.

3) The next natural assumption is Fa(0) = 0.

An example of a transfer function satisfying the mentioned assumptions is shown
in Figure 4.1.

For the energy flow application (where an edge corresponds to an energy trans-
formation/transportation process), we have additionally to take the following prop-
erties of the network into account.

4) The considered networks have no flow-generating cycles. In the context
of our applications, flow-generating cycles would refer to perpetual flow
sources. This is not possible in practice.

5) Using Proposition 4.6 below without loss of generality, we assume that graph
D has only one target node and only one source node.

6) Using Proposition 4.7 below without loss of generality to avoid notational
difficulties, we assume that graph D does not contain parallel edges.

Proposition 4.6. A NL flow maximization problem on a graph with multiple source
nodes and multiple target nodes is equivalent to a NL flow maximization problem
on a graph with one source node and one target node.

Proof. Given is a directed graph D∗ = (V, A). T is the set of all target nodes, S is
the set of all source nodes.

A graph D∗ with multiple sources and multiple sinks can be transferred to a
graph D with one source and one sink by the following two operations.

• We can add one source node s and an extra edge a = (s,w) with γa(·) = 1,
ua = ∞ to all nodes w ∈ S ; node w becomes a transfer node.

• We can add one target node t and an extra edge a = (v, t) with γa(·) = 1,
ua = ∞ to all nodes v ∈ T ; node v becomes a transfer node.
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Let us divide the proof of Proposition 4.6 into two parts.

1. Let f ∗ be a flow on D∗. Let us define flow fa on D for all a ∈ A(D) as
follows:

fa =


f ∗a , if a , (s, v), a , (w, t)∑

a∈δ+(v) f ∗a , if a = (s, v)∑
a∈δ−(v) f ∗a , if a = (w, t)

According to the provided definition, flow f satisfies the conservation con-
straints. Flow f satisfies the capacity constraints as well, because ua = ∞

for all a ∈ (s, v), (w, t). Let us show that
∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( f ∗a ) =
∑

a∈δ−(t) fa.

Taking into account that Fa( fa) = fa for all a = (v, t),
∑

a∈δ−(t) Fa( fa) =∑
a∈δ−(t) fa. Thus, the amount of flow at node t is equal to the amount of flow

on the edges entering node t, because the flow does not change while go-
ing through edge (v, t) with transfer coefficient γa(·) = 1 (i.e. Fa( fa) = fa).
The flow leaving nodes v ∈ T is

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ+(v)( fa).

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ+(v)( fa) =∑

a∈δ−(t) fa, because all edges leaving nodes v ∈ T are entering node t and
there is no edges leaving node t (δ+(t) = 0). According to the flow con-
servation law,

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ+(v) fa −

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa) = 0. Edge a, which

enters node v for v ∈ T , is either (s, v) or (w, t). As defined above, flow fa
is equal to flow f ∗a for a ∈ δ−(v), v ∈ T . It follows that

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ−(v) Fa( f ∗a ) =∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa) and
∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( f ∗a ) =
∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ+(v) fa =
∑

a∈δ−(t) fa.

2. Conversely, let us assume that f is a flow on D. Let us construct flow f ∗a on
D∗ for all a ∈ A(D∗) as follows:

f ∗a = fa.

By that, the edges A(D)\A(D∗) are not considered. It follows from the defi-
nition, that f is a feasible flow in D∗, i.e. it satisfies the capacity and the flow
conservation constraints. Let us show that

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ−(v) Fa( f ∗a ) =

∑
a∈δ−(t) fa

for this case as well.

By the flow conservation constraint
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa) − f(v,t) = 0, for all v ∈ T .
Since F(v,t)( f(v,t)) = f(v,t) for v ∈ T , the following holds

∑
a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa) =

F(v,t)( f(v,t)). We can sum the latter equations over v ∈ T :
∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa) =∑
a∈δ−(t) Fa( fa). By definition, the flow on edge a entering node v ∈ T is fa =

f ∗a . Thus,
∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( fa) =
∑

v∈T
∑

a∈δ−(v) Fa( f ∗a ). The flow conserva-
tion equation can be rewritten as

∑
v∈T

∑
a∈δ−(v) Fa( f ∗a ) =

∑
a∈δ−(t) Fa( fa) =∑

a∈δ−(t) fa.

�
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Proposition 4.7. A NL flow maximization problem on a graph with with parallel
edges is equivalent to a NL flow maximization problem problem on a graph without
parallel edges.

Proof. First, let us describe how graph D∗ with parallel edges can be transformed
to a graph D without parallel edges.

u2, γ2

u1, γ1 ∞, 1

i j

u1, γ1

i
u2, γ2

j

k

u1, γ1

i
u2, γ2

j

u1, γ1

i j
u2, γ2

∞, 1
k

Figure 4.2: Graph transformation to avoid parallel edges. Top: a case with two
parallel edges in the same orientation. Bottom: a case with two parallel edges in
reverse orientations.

Let us consider a subgraph consisting of two parallel edges with capacities u1
and u2 and transfer coefficients γ1 and γ2. We show in Figure 4.2 how such a
subgraph can be transformed to a subgraph without parallel edges by integrating
a new node. By that, nodes i and j are not changed. We can delete the two old
parallel edges from graph D∗ and add edges (i, j), (i, k) and (k, j), that are uniquely
defined by their heads and tails, with the corresponding capacities and transfer
functions to the graph as described in Figure 4.2.

During this operation, the flow goes through path i − k − j with transfer coef-
ficient γ1 = 1 · γ1 and capacity u1 = min(u1,∞). This transformation operation
does not influence the flow transfer possibilities. Therefore repeating such an oper-
ation until no parallel edges on graph D are left can not influence the flow transfer
possibilities as well.

If the flow transfer possibilities on original graph D∗ and graph D are the same,
the objective functions corresponding to an optimal solution of the maximum flow
problem on original graph D∗ and on graph D have the same value. �
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4.3 Preliminaries

In the following section, we describe two main predecessors of our optimization
problem: the classical maximum flow problem (CFP) and the generalized maxi-
mum flow problem (GFP).

4.3.1 Classical Maximum Flow Problem

Let us consider the classical maximum flow problem (CFP). Given is a directed
graph D = (V, A) with s, t ∈ V , s , t. Every edge a ∈ A has a corresponding
capacity ua. The task of the optimization problem is to find a maximum feasible
s − t−flow through graph D. In this case, the transfer functions are Fa( fa) = fa
(γa( fa) = 1) for all a ∈ A. We can formulate the CFP as follows:

Given D = (V, A), ua : A −→ R+ ∀a ∈ A, Fa( fa) = fa ∀a ∈ A.
Find an s − t−flow that
maximizes

∑
a∈δ−(t) fa

subject to ∑
a∈δ+(v)

fa −
∑

a∈δ−(v)

fa = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t} (4.3)

0 ≤ fa ≤ ua,∀a ∈ A (4.4)

Constraint (4.3) and Constraint (4.4) describe the flow conservation law and
the edges’ capacity limits, respectively.

Definition 4.8. For edge a = (v,w) ∈ A, we define a to be a new edge from w to v
and call a the backward edge of a. We call A the set of backward edges of graph D.

Definition 4.9. We define the residual capacity as follows:
The residual capacity u f

a of forward edge a shows how much flow can be sent
through the forward edge additionally to already existing flow fa on edge a:

u f
a = ua − fa, a ∈ A.

The residual capacity of the backward edge u f
a shows how much flow can be sent

through the backward edge a. The operation of sending flow through a backward
edge is virtual. For the CFP, sending flow x through the backward edge means
reducing the flow on the forward edge by x:

u f
a = fa, a ∈ A.
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Definition 4.10. The residual graph of graph D = (V, A) with respect to flow f is
the graph D f = (V, A f ), where A f is a set of forward and backward edges with
non-zero residual capacity, i.e. A f := {a ∈ A : u f

a > 0} ∪ {a ∈ A : u f
a > 0}.

Definition 4.11. An augmenting path is an s − t−path in the residual network.

In the following definition, we use notation e to describe an edge on path P in
the residual graph. Edge e may be forward or backward.

Definition 4.12. Given is a flow f and a path P ∈ D f . To augment flow along P
by δ means to do the following for each edge e ∈ P:

If e ∈ A and a := e, then increase flow fa on the forward edge by δ;
otherwise (if e ∈ A and a := e) decrease fa on the forward edge by δ.

Definition 4.13. The capacity of an augmenting path is defined by the smallest
residual capacity of its edges.

Augmenting is a fundamental step for algorithms solving maximum flow prob-
lems. Many algorithms, e.g. [74, 73, 80], are based on the following theorem.

Theorem 4.14. Given is graph D = (V, A) and flow f on it. Augmenting flow
through an s − t−path on D f by γ increases the flow entering the target node by γ.

The optimality criterion for the CFP (see, e.g., Korte and Vygen [81]) is as
follows.

Theorem 4.15. Given graph D = (V, A) and flow f on it. Flow f is a maximum
flow if and only if there is no augmenting path in the corresponding residual graph
D f .

4.3.2 Generalized Maximum Flow Problem

In the previous section we gave an overview of the CFP, which considered flows
without losses.

This section is focused on networks with linear losses, which are one step
closer to the problem of networks with NL losses. Flow problems, where flow
changes proportionally to its value while going through an edge, are called gener-
alized maximum flow problems (GFPs).

Given a directed graph D = (V, A), every edge a ∈ A has a corresponding
capacity ua and a corresponding linear loss (or gain) function Fa( fa) : R+ −→

R+ of type Fa( fa) = γa · fa, where the multiplier γa is a constant. The task of
the optimization problem is to find a feasible s − t−flow through graph D that
maximizes the flow at the target node.
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We can formulate the generalized maximum flow problem as follows:

Given D = (V, A), u : A→ R+ ∀a ∈ A, γ : A −→ R+. Find an s − t−flow that
maximizes

∑
a∈δ−(t) γa · fa

subject to ∑
a∈δ+(v)

fa −
∑

a∈δ−(v)

γa · fa = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t} (4.5)

0 ≤ fa ≤ ua,∀a ∈ A (4.6)

Constraint (4.5) and Constraint (4.6) describe the flow conservation law and
the edges’ capacity limits, respectively.

To find a solution for the generalized maximum flow problem, the following
definitions are essential.

Definition 4.16. We define the residual transfer coefficients for the GFP as follows:
The residual transfer coefficient for the forward edge γ f

a shows the efficiency of
sending (additional) flow through forward edge a. The residual transfer coefficient
does not depend on the amount of flow we send through edge a:

γ
f
a = γa, a ∈ A.

The residual transfer coefficient for the backward edge γ
f
a shows the efficiency

of sending flow through a backward edge a. Although the backward edges are
virtual, augmenting through them leads to a reduction of flow on the corresponding
forward edges according to the residual transfer coefficients:

γ
f
a =

1
γa
, a ∈ A.

Definition 4.17. We define the residual capacity for the GFP as follows:
The residual capacity of the forward edge u f

a shows how much flow can be sent
through the forward edge additionally to flow fa, which is already existing on edge
a:

u f
a = ua − fa, a ∈ A.

The residual capacity of the backward edge u f
a shows how much flow can be sent

through the backward edge a. The operation of sending flow through a backward
edge is virtual. We use this operation for augmenting flow through a path, which
contains forward and backward edges. Although the backward edges are virtual,
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augmenting through them leads to a reduction of flow on the corresponding for-
ward edges:

u f
a = fa · γa, a ∈ A.

If we set γa to 1, the GFP and the corresponding definitions reduce to the CFP.
In the following definition, we use notation e to describe an edge on path P in

the residual graph. Edge e may be forward or backward.

Definition 4.18. We denote the transfer coefficient of the path (the cycle) P in
residual graph D f by

γP =
∏
e∈P

γe,

where γe is the transfer coefficient of edge e ∈ P.

Definition 4.19. A path (or a cycle) P on residual graph D f is considered to be
flow-generating if its transfer coefficient γ(P) > 1.

The following definition is provided according to [88].

Definition 4.20. A generalized augmenting path (GAP) consists of a flow-generating
cycle and a path from a node of this cycle to the target node on the residual graph.
If the node of the cycle is the target node, the path is not included.

Algorithms for the GFP usually use the following theorem to find a solution
for the maximum flow problem (see [88] for a proof).

Theorem 4.21. Given is graph D = (V, A) and generalized flow f on it. Augment-
ing flow through an s − t−path or a GAP in D f increases the flow at the target
node.

The optimality criterion due to Onaga [82] is as follows:

Theorem 4.22. Given is graph D = (V, A) and generalized flow f on it. The flow
f is a maximum flow if and only if D f has no s − t-paths or GAPs.
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4.4 Residual graphs for flows with non-linear losses

The residual graph is very important for building solutions of flow optimization
problems. It describes possible flow augmentation operations on a graph depending
on the current flow. For example, flow on the forward edges changes the remaining
capacities of those edges and enables flow in backward direction. The residual
graph contains virtual backward edges corresponding to the forward edges. Flow
augmenting through the residual graph may be conducted through a path, which
consists of forward and backward edges simultaneously. Sending flow through a
backward edge leads to flow reduction on the corresponding forward edges. Flow
on the forward edge and the flow on the corresponding virtual backward edge can
be replaced by a unique flow on the forward edge. Any s − t−flow on the residual
graph can be uniquely described by the flow on the forward edges. A residual graph
is defined if capacities and transfer functions of forward and backward edges are
defined.

This section introduces residual graphs for flows with NL losses. In particular,
we define residual transfer functions for backward (see Section 4.4.1) and forward
(see Section 4.4.2) edges, show that those transfer functions provide the essential
properties for the residual graph and that those functions are a generalization of
transfer functions for the CFP and the GFP. Section 4.4.3 describes the process of
augmenting along an edge for NL flows. For this, the corresponding definitions
and propositions are introduced. In Section 4.4.4, we introduce the transfer func-
tions for the paths. In Section 4.4.5, we define the augmenting through paths and
describe the properties of the augmenting (e.g., we show that after augmenting the
flow on a graph stays feasible). To gain intuition on augmenting of NL flows, we
provide an example, which illustrates flow augmenting through a path (see Sec-
tion 4.4.6).

4.4.1 Residual functions for backward edges

Augmenting flow through a residual graph with NL losses may go through forward
edges as well as through backward edges. The residual transfer function F f

a for
virtual backward edge a describes how flow changes while going through backward
edge a.

Definition 4.23. The residual transfer function for backward edges is defined as:

F f
a ( fa) = fa − F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa), (4.7)

where fa ≥ 0 is the current flow on edge a, fa ≥ 0 is the flow we are sending
through backward edge a.
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Graphical interpretation of residual transfer functions

For flows with NL losses, the residual transfer function F f
a is not equivalent to the

inverse function F−1
a of function Fa.

Let us look at Figure 4.3. Initially, fa units of flow have been sent through
forward edge a = (v,w). Fa( fa) units of flow have arrived at node w. As the
upper part of Figure 4.3 illustrates, by sending flow fa through backward edge a,
we reduce the flow left at node w by fa units. Thus, the final amount of flow left at
node w is Fa( fa) − fa.

The reduction of the flow at node w is compensated by the reduction of the
flow at node v as follows. The amount of flow, which has to be sent through a to
generate Fa( fa) − fa units of flow at node w, is F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa). To obtain this
amount of flow at node v, we have to send fa − F−1

a (Fa( fa)− fa) units of flow from
node w to node v (through a). We consider flow incoming to a node as positive; we
consider flow outgoing from a node as negative. As required, this gives us in sum
the following flow on edge a: − fa + fa − F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa).

Interpretation for the CFP case

Let us show that Definition 4.23 can be applied to the CFP case as well. For the
CFP, Fa( fa) = fa (γa = 1). Since F−1

a ( fa) = fa, the residual transfer function
reduces to the inverse function:

F f
a ( fa) = fa − F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa) = fa − (Fa( fa) − fa) = fa − ( fa − fa) = fa.

FR
a ( fa) = fa corresponds to the previously presented definition of transfer functions

for backward edges for the CFP.

Interpretation for the GFP case

Let us show that Definition 4.23 can be applied to the GFP case as well. For the
GFP, Fa( fa) = γa · fa, where γa > 0 is a constant. Since F−1

a ( fa) =
fa
γa

and
the transfer function is linear, the residual transfer function reduces to the inverse
function:

F f
a ( fa) = fa − F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa) = fa −
fa · γ − fa

γ
=

fa
γ
.

The equality F f
a ( fa) =

fa
γ implies that γa = 1

γa
. This corresponds to the previously

presented Definition 4.16 of transfer functions for backward edges for the GFP.
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fa

fa

Fa( fa)

Fa( fa) − fa

xFa( fa) − fa

fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa)

0 x

F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa)

x

fa

Fa(x)

F−1
a (x)

F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa)

Figure 4.3: Graphical interpretation of the residual transfer function for backward
edges
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wv

v w

Fa(x)

x

Fa( fa)

Fa( fa) − fa

fa

Fa( fa)

fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa)

F f
a ( fa)

F f
a ( fa)

Figure 4.4: Increasing flow on backward edge. Left: transfer function. Right: the
corresponding residual network.

Lemma 4.24. Let graph D be given. We define the residual function for backward
edges as in Definition 4.23. The following two operations produce the same flow:

1. We send fa units of flow through forward edge a = (v,w) and then send fa
units of flow through backward edge a.

2. We send fa − F f
a ( fa) units of flow through forward edge a.

Proof. These two operations produce the same flow if they produce the same
amount of flow at nodes v and at w. We ignore other edges, since flow does not
change there. Let us calculate the net flow at node v and at node w, which are the
head and the tail nodes of edge a (see Figure 4.4).

1. Net flow at v:
− fa + F f

a ( fa) = − fa + fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) = −F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa)
Net flow at w:
Fa( fa) − fa

2. Net flow at v:
−( fa − F f

a ( fa)) + 0 = − fa + fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) = −F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa)
Net flow at w:
Fa( fa − F f

a ( fa)) = Fa( fa − fa + F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa)) = Fa(F−1

a (Fa( fa) − fa)) =

Fa( fa) − fa

This shows that the following two operations – sending flow fa through forward
edge a and sending flow fa through virtual backward edge a – can be equally
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replaced by one operation of sending flow through forward edge a. If we transfer
flow according to Definition 4.23 while sending it through the backward edge (from
node w to node v), the flow balance at node v will increase by F f

a ( fa) and the flow
balance at node w will decrease by fa. As we have shown above, after sending fa
units of flow through forward edge a and sending fa units of flow through backward
edge a, the resulting net flows at nodes v and w are exactly the same as if we had
sent fa − F f

a ( fa) units of flow through forward edge a. �

4.4.2 Residual transfer functions for forward edges

Definition 4.25. The residual transfer function for forward edges is defined as:

F f
a ( f +

a ) = Fa( f +
a + fa) − Fa( fa), (4.8)

where f +
a ≥ 0 is the additional flow we send through edge a, and fa is the current

flow on edge a.

Fa(x)

x

Fa( fa)

Fa( fa + f +
a )

fa fa + f +
a

Figure 4.5: Increasing flow on forward edge: transfer function

Interpretation for the CFP case

Let us show that Definition 4.25 can be applied to the CFP case as well. For the
CFP, Fa( fa) = fa (γa = 1):

F f
a ( f +

a ) = Fa( f +
a + fa) − Fa( fa) = f +

a + fa − fa = f +
a .
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Interpretation for the GFP case

Let us show that Definition 4.25 can be applied to the GFP case as well. For the
GFP Fa( fa) = γa · fa, where γa is a constant.

F f
a ( f +

a ) = Fa( f +
a + fa) − Fa( f f

a ) = γa · ( f +
a + fa) − γa · fa = γa · f +

a = Fa( f +
a )

Since F f
a ( fa) =

fa
γ , γa = 1

γa
. This corresponds to the previously presented Defini-

tion 4.16 of transfer functions for the backward edges for the GFP.

4.4.3 Augmenting along an edge

Below we provide formulas which describe the augmenting operation along one
edge. This is an elementary operation for flow augmenting along path, which is
described in the following subsections. Augmenting operations on the residual
network are essential for building optimal flows on networks.

In the following definitions, the edges of path P are described with the help of
an additional notation ei, where ei may be forward or backward. This additional
notation is introduced in order to obtain a consistency of notation, where overlined
edge ai refers to the virtual backward edge and not overlined a to the forward edge.

Definition 4.26. We define the residual capacity
for forward edge a ∈ A as:

u f
a = ua − fa; (4.9)

for backward edge a ∈ A as:
u f

a = Fa( fa). (4.10)

Definition 4.27. Given is an edge e in A f = {a ∈ A : u f
a > 0}∪ {a ∈ A : u f

a > 0}. To
augment flow along e by positive ∆ means to do the following.

If e ∈ A, then a := e (edge a = e is a forward edge):

f new
a := fa + ∆,

If e ∈ A, then a := e (edge a = e is a forward edge; edge a = e is a backward
edge):

f new
a := fa − F f

a (∆),

Note that the important value is the flow on the forward edge. If the flow on
the forward edge is known, we can always calculate the residual capacities for the
forward and the backward edges according to Definition 4.26:
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If e ∈ A, then a := e (augmenting along a forward edge)

u f
a := ua − f new

a = ua − fa − ∆,

u f
a := Fa( f new

a ) = Fa( fa + ∆).

If e ∈ A, then a := e (augmenting along a backward edge)

u f
a := ua − f new

a = ua − fa + F f
a (∆),

u f
a := Fa( f new

a ) = Fa( fa − F f
a (∆)).

Corollary 4.28. Given is an edge a with capacity ua and feasible flow fa on it.
Augmenting by 0 ≤ δ ≤ u f

a units of flow along edge a or augmenting by δ ≤ u f
a

units of flow along edge a does not violate the edge’s capacity constraints on the
original graph:

0 ≤ f new
a ≤ ua,

where f new
a is the flow on edge a after augmenting.

Proof. First, let us consider the augmentation by 0 ≤ δ ≤ u f
a units of flow along

edge a. According to Definition 4.26, u f
a = ua − fa. If we send through edge a

an additional flow of 0 ≤ δ ≤ ua − fa, the flow f new
a on edge a after augmenting

becomes at most fa + (ua − fa) and at least fa. Thus, 0 ≤ f new
a ≤ ua. It follows that

augmenting δ ≤ u f
a units of flow along edge a does not violate the edge’s capacity

constraints on the original graph.
Next, let us consider the augmenting of 0 ≤ δ ≤ u f

a units of flow along edge a.
According to Definition 4.26, u f

a = Fa( fa). If we additionally send through edge a
0 ≤ δ ≤ Fa( fa) units of flow, the flow f new

a on edge a after augmenting becomes at
least fa − (Fa(Fa( fa))) and at most fa. Flow Fa(Fa( fa)) is positive. According to
Definition 4.23, Fa(Fa( fa)) = fa − F−1

a (Fa( fa) − Fa( fa)) = fa. Thus, the flow f new
a

on edge a after augmenting by 0 ≤ δ ≤ u f
a units of flow along edge a becomes at

least fa − (Fa(Fa( fa))) = fa − fa = 0. Therefore, 0 ≤ f new
a ≤ fa. Since flow fa is

feasible, 0 ≤ fa ≤ ua. It follows that 0 ≤ δ ≤ u f
a units of flow along edge a does

not violate the edge’s capacity constraints on the original graph. �

4.4.4 Residual transfer function of a path

All following formulas and statements for paths can be applied to cycles or cycles
connected to paths.

For convenience, we use here the term transfer function instead of transfer gain
to define flow behavior on a path P. Remember that γa( fa) =

Fa( fa)
fa

according to
Definition 4.4.
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Proposition 4.29. The residual graph D f is exactly the original graph D, if f = 0.

Proof. Let us substitute the value of the current flow fa = 0 to find the transfer
functions. According to Definition 4.25, F f

a ( f +) = Fa( f + + fa)− Fa( fa) = Fa( f +).
In accordance with Definition 4.26, u f

a( fa) = ua − fa = ua. Since there is no flow
on the forward edges, the capacities of the backward edges are equal to zero. Thus,
transfer functions and capacities are as on the original graph D. �

Further, we consider all formulas for the residual graph D f , but keep in mind
that they all can be reduced to the case when f = 0 and, thus, can be rewritten for
the original graph D0 = D.

Definition 4.30. Given is path P = (e1, . . . , en) on the residual graph D f . Each
edge ei ∈ P has a corresponding residual transfer function F f

ei . We augment the
flow δ along path P. The transfer function of the path shows how much flow arrives
at the end of the path depending on how much flow we have sent through the path
and can be found as:

F f
P(δ) = F f

en(F f
en−1(F f

en−2(F f
en−3(. . . (F f

e1(δ)))))). (4.11)

The flow at the head of edge ei ∈ P, i > 1, can be found as:

F f
e1,...,ei(δ) = F f

ei(F
f
ei−1(F f

ei−2(. . . (F f
e1(δ))))). (4.12)

Lemma 4.31. The residual transfer function of any augmenting path P is positive
for a positive argument and strictly increasing.

Proof. The proof follows from the facts that the transfer function of the augmenting
path is calculated by Formula (4.11) and any of the functions Fe1 , Fe2 . . . Fek is
positive for a positive argument and strictly increasing. The latter is true, because
each function Fei , i ∈ {1 . . . k}, belongs to one of the following three types.

1) Type one is the initial transfer function, which is positive and strictly increas-
ing by definition.

2) Type two is the residual function of the forward edge (a := ei, ei ∈ A).
According to Definition 4.25, F f

a ( f +
a ) = Fa( f +

a + fa)−Fa( fa), where fa is the
flow that we have already sent through edge a, and f +

a > 0 is the flow we are
additionally sending through edge a. As f +

a > 0 and Fa is strictly increasing,
Fa( f +

a + fa) > Fa( fa) and Fa( f +
a + fa) − Fa( fa) > 0. Thus, F f

a ( f +
a ) > 0 for

f +
a > 0.

A strictly increasing function Fa( f +
a + fa) (by definition) minus a constant

Fa( fa) is a strictly increasing function. Thus, F f
a ( f +

a ) is a strictly increasing
function.
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3) Type three is the residual function of a backward edge (a := ei, ei ∈ A).
According to Definition 4.23, F f

a ( fa) = fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa), where fa is

the flow that we have already sent through forward edge a, and fa > 0, is the
flow we are additionally sending through backward edge a.

First, let us show that F f
a ( fa) is positive for f +

a > 0.

According to the flow capacity restrictions, flow fa may take a range from 0
to u f

a , where u f
a = Fa( fa) (see Definition 4.26). Therefore, Fa( fa) − fa ≥ 0.

Since fa > 0, the inequality 0 ≤ Fa( fa) − fa < Fa( fa) holds. Function F−1
a

is strictly increasing, because Fa is a strictly increasing function. There-
fore, the value of F−1

a will grow as its argument grows. Thus, F−1
a (0) ≤

F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) < F−1

a (Fa( fa)). Moreover, the function F−1
a of a positive

augment is positive. It implies that 0 ≤ F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) < fa. Therefore,

fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) = Fa( fa) > 0.

Let us show that F f
a ( fa) is a strictly increasing function.

Function Fa( fa) − fa is strictly decreasing in argument fa. Since F−1
a is

a strictly increasing function, F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) is a strictly increasing of a

strictly decreasing function in argument fa, i.e. a strictly decreasing function.
It follows that −F−1

a (Fa( fa)− fa) is a strictly increasing function. Therefore,
F f

a ( fa) = fa − F−1
a (Fa( fa) − fa) is a strictly increasing function.

Now, let us show by mathematical induction on the length of path P that FP(δ)
is a strictly increasing function and positive for δ > 0.

• The statement is true for a path consisting of one edge (|P| = 1). As shown
above, Fe1(δ) is a positive strictly increasing function.

• Let us show that if the statement is true for a path consisting of i edges
(|P| = i), then it is true for a path consisting of i + 1 edges (|P| = i + 1).

If Fei,...,e1(δ) is a strictly increasing function, then Fei+1,...,e1(δ), which is equal
to Fei+1(Fei,...,e1(δ)), is a strictly increasing function, too, because a strictly
increasing function of a strictly increasing function is a strictly increasing.
If Fei,...,e1(δ) > 0 , then Fei+1,...,e1(δ) = Fei+1(Fei,...,e1(δ)) > 0, because, as we
showed before, function Fei+1 of a positive argument Fei,...,e1(δ) is positive.

�

4.4.5 Augmenting along a path

In this section we consider augmenting along a path as a fundamentally important
operation for building the optimal flow on networks with NL losses. All formulas
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and statements for the augmenting along a path can be applied to a cycle or a cycle
with a path as well.

Augmenting has to be conducted taking the capacity of the path into account.
The formula for the path’s capacity is provided below. While augmenting, the flow
on the involved edges is reassigned. The formulas for reassigning are provided
below as well.

Capacity of the path

Let us define the residual capacity of path P in D f as the maximum amount of the
flow that can be sent additionally to flow f through path P in the residual graph D f

without violating the capacities. For an illustrating example, see Section 4.4.6.
In the following definition we use the fact that the considered residual transfer

functions are strictly increasing and can be inverted.

Definition 4.32. Let a path P = (e1, . . . , en) on the residual graph D f be given.
Each edge ei ∈ P has a corresponding residual transfer function F f

ei and a residual
capacity u f

ei . The capacity of path P is defined as:

u f
P = min(u f

e1 , (F
f
e1(u f

e2))−1, (F f
e1(F f

e2(u f
e3))−1)−1, . . . , (F f

e1(F f
e2(F f

e3 . . . (u
f
en))−1)−1)−1).

(4.13)

Remember that if there is currently no flow on the edges of P, then F f
ei = Fei

for ei ∈ P and the formula for the capacity of the path on the residual graph can be
reduced to the formula for the capacity of the path on the original graph D.

Lemma 4.33. Given is path P = (e1, . . . , en) on the residual graph D f . Each edge
ei ∈ P has a corresponding residual transfer function F f

ei and a residual capacity
u f

ei . Sending u f
P units of flow through path P does not violate any of the capacities

uei , i ∈ {1 . . . n}, where u f
P is the capacity of path P and calculated according to

Definition 4.32.

Proof. Let us send flow through path P and verify whether capacity constraints of
all edges belonging to the path are respected.

The flow that we sent through edge e1 is u f
P. To respect the capacity constraint

corresponding to edge e1, inequality u f
P ≤ u f

e1 should be fulfilled. This condition is
guaranteed by Definition 4.32.

The flow that we sent through edge e2 is F f
e1(u f

P). To respect the capacity
constraint corresponding to edge e2, inequality u f

e2 ≥ F f
e1(u f

P) must be fulfilled. F f
e1

is a strictly increasing function and can be inverted. The inequality u f
e2 ≥ F f

e1(u f
P)
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can be rewritten as the inequality u f
P ≤ (F f

e1(u f
e2))−1. This condition is guaranteed

by Definition 4.32.
According to Formula (4.12), the flow that we sent through edge ei, i ∈ {3 . . . n},

is F f
ei−1(. . . F f

e1(u f
P)). To respect the capacity constraint corresponding to edge ei,

inequality u f
ei ≥ F f

ei−1(. . . F f
e1(u f

P)) must be fulfilled. F f
e1 , . . . , F

f
ei−1 are strictly in-

creasing functions and can be inverted. Inequality u f
ei ≥ F f

ei−1(. . . F f
e1(u f

P)) can be
rewritten as inequality u f

P ≤ (F f
e1(. . . F f

ei−1(u f
ei))
−1)−1. This condition is guaranteed

by Definition 4.32 for all i ∈ {3 . . . n}.
We showed that the residual capacities are respected while augmenting by a

positive amount of flow, which is at most u f
P, through path P. According to Corol-

lary (4.28), augmenting along an edge by positive flow, which is less or equal to
the residual capacity of this edge, does not violate the edge’s capacity constrains
on the original graph. Therefore, augmenting u f

P units of flow through path P does
not violate the edges’ capacity constraints on the original graph as well. �

Flow reassignment

When we augment by positive flow along a path, the flow changes on all edges of
this path. Edges belonging to the path may be forward or backward. Depending
on whether an edge on the residual path is forward or backward, the flow on the
corresponding forward edge changes as defined below. We describe only changes
of the flow on the forward edges, because positive flow on the virtual backward
edge can be always replaced by the reduction of flow on the corresponding forward
edge (see Lemma 4.24 and Definition 4.25).

In the following definitions, as it has been mentioned before, the edges of path
P are described with the help of an additional notation ei, where ei may be forward
or backward. This additional notation is introduced in order to obtain a consistency
of notation, where overlined edge ai refers to the virtual backward edge and not
overlined a to the forward edge.

Definition 4.34. Given is residual graph D f , transfer functions F corresponding
to the edges and a path P = (e1, . . . , en), n ≥ 2. To augment flow along P by δ
means to do the following for all edges ei ∈ P, i ∈ {1 . . . n}:

• If ei ∈ A, then ai := ei (edge ai = ei is a forward edge; edge ai = ei is the
corresponding backward edge):

fa1 := fa1 + δ; fai := fai + F f
e1..ei−1(δ), i ∈ {2, n}. (4.14)

• If ei ∈ A, then ai := ei (edge a = ei is a forward edge; edge ai = ei is a
backward edge):

fai := fai − F f
e1..ei(δ), i ∈ {1, n}. (4.15)
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Formula (4.12) to calculate Fe1...ei(δ) has been provided in Section 4.4.4.

For an illustrating example of non-linear flow augmenting, see Section 4.4.6.

Theorem 4.35. Given is the directed graph D = (V, A) and a feasible s − t−flow f
on it. Let P = (e1, . . . , en) be an s − t−path or a cycle or a cycle with a path. After
we augment flow along P ⊂ A f by 0 < δ ≤ u f

P, the flow on graph D = (V, A) stays
feasible.

Proof. By Definition 4.3, a flow is feasible if the capacity constraints and the flow
conservation law (Constraint (4.2) and Constraint (4.1)) are fulfilled. According
to Lemma 4.33, if we augment flow along P ⊂ A f by 0 < δ ≤ u f

P, the capacity
constraints for the edges e ∈ P are not violated. Therefore, it is left to prove that
the flow conservation law (Constraint (4.1)) holds.

The conservation law states that all flow incoming to node v must leave this
node completely, except for v ∈ {s, t}. Since the original flow f is feasible, the
conservation constraint holds for it:∑

a∈δ+(v)

fa −
∑

a∈δ−(v)

Fa( fa) = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t}.

After augmentation, flow on an edge ei changes according to Definition 4.34:

• If ei is a forward edge, then ai := ei and the flow on ei after augmenting by δ
units of flow along P is f new

ai
:= fai + F f

e1..ei−1(δ), i ∈ {2, n}.

• If ei is a backward edge, then ai := ei and the flow on ei after augmenting by
δ units of flow along P is f new

ai
:= fai − F f

e1..ei(δ), i ∈ {1, n}.

The initial flow f is feasible by the definition. Therefore, f fulfills the conservation
low. Thus, to show that flow f new fulfills the conservation law, it is enough to
show that changes of the flow, which are caused by the augmentation, fulfill the
conservation law. These changes are the increasing by F f

e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow, if
ei is a forward edge, and the decreasing by F f

e1..ei(δ), if ei is a backward edge (see
Definition 4.34).

For every node vi, i ∈ {2, n}, we consider edges ei−1 = (vi−1, vi) ∈ P and
ei = (vi, vi+1) ∈ P. Edges ei−1 and ei may be forward or backward (see Figure 4.6).
Depending on the direction of those edges, there are four possible variants how
flow at node vi changes. We show for all these four variants that flow conservation
Constraint (4.1) holds.

a) Edges ei−1 = (vi−1, vi) and ei = (vi, vi+1) are both forward (see Figure 4.6,
top left).
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Figure 4.6: Possible variants of path P around node v.

According to Definition 4.30, flow on forward edge ai−1 = ei−1 becomes
f new
ai−1

:= fai−1 + F f
e1..e(i−1)−1(δ) = fai−1 + F f

e1..ei−2(δ). Flow changes on edge
(vi−1, vi) as follows:

o F f
e1..ei−2(δ) additional units of flow enter the tail node vi−1 of edge ai−1,

o The additional flow at the head node vi of of edge ai−1 is F f
ai−1(F f

e1..ei−2(δ)) =

F f
e1..ei−1(δ).

According to Definition 4.30, flow on edge ai = ei becomes f new
ai

:= fai +

F f
e1..ei−1(δ). Flow changes on edge (vi, vi+1) as follows:

o F f
e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow additionally leave node vi.

Since the flow additionally leaving node vi and the flow additionally entering
node vi are equal, Constraint (4.1) holds.

b) Edge ei−1 = (vi−1, vi) is a forward, edge ei = (vi, vi+1) is a backward edge
(see Figure 4.6, top right).
Flow changes on edge ai−1 = ei−1 as follows:

o As in case a), F f
e1..ei−2(δ) additional units of flow enter edge ai−1.

o Therefore, F f
ai−1(F f

e1..ei−2(δ)) = F f
e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow enter the head of

edge ei−1 (node vi) additionally.
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Flow changes on edge ai = ei as follows:

o We consider the change of flow on forward edge ai = (vi+1, vi), while
ei = (vi, vi+1) is a backward edge. According to Definition 4.34, the
flow on edge ai after augmenting can be found as f new

ai
:= fai−F f

e1..ei(δ).

o The flow entering the head node vi of edge ai = (vi+1, vi) can be found
as F f

ai( f new
ai

). Since F f
e1..ei = F f

ei(F
f
e1..ei−1) and ei is a backward edge,

Fai( f new
ai

) can be found according to Definition 4.23, which describes
the transfer function for backward edges:

Fai( fai − F f
e1..ei(δ)) = Fai( fai − F f

ai(F
f
e1..ei−1)) =

= Fai( fai − fai + F−1
ai

(Fai( fai) − F f
e1..ei−1(δ)))) = Fai( fai) − F f

e1..ei−1(δ).

Before augmenting, flow entering the head node vi of edge ai = (vi+1, vi)
was Fai( fai). Therefore, flow entering the head node vi of edge ai =

(vi+1, vi) after augmenting is reduced by F f
e1..ei−1(δ).

On one side, the flow, which enters node vi via (vi+1, vi) is reduced by F f
e1..ei−1(δ)

units of flow. On the other side, the flow, which leaves node vi via (vi, vi+1),
is reduced by F f

e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow. This in sum gives 0. Thus, Con-
straint (4.1) holds.

c) Edges ei−1 = (vi−1, vi) and ei = (vi, vi+1) are both backward edges (see Fig-
ure 4.6, bottom left).
Flow changes on edge ai−1 = ei−1 as follows:

o We consider changing of flow on forward edge ai−1 = (vi, vi−1), while
ei−1 = (vi−1, vi) is a backward edge. Flow on edge ai−1 after augment-
ing is f new

ai−1
:= fai−1 − F f

e1..ei−1(δ). Therefore, flow leaving node vi is
reduced by F f

e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow.

Flow changes on edge ai = ei as follows:

o As described in b) for backward edge (vi, vi+1), flow entering the head
node vi of edge ai = (vi+1, vi) after augmenting is reduced by F f

e1..ei−1(δ).

Since the reduction of the flow leaving node vi is equal to the reduction of
the flow entering node vi, Constraint (4.1) holds.

d) Edge ei−1 = (vi−1, vi) is a backward, edge ei = (vi, vi+1) is a forward edges.
Flow changes on edge ai−1 = ei−1 as follows:
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o As described in c) for backward edge (vi−1, vi), flow leaving node vi is
reduced by F f

e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow.

Flow changes on edge ai = ei as follows:

o As described in a) for forward edge (vi, vi+1), F f
e1..ei−1(δ) units of flow

leaves node vi additionally.

One one side, F f
e1..ei−1(δ) additional units of flow leave node vi via (vi, vi+1),

on the other side, flow leaving node vi via (vi−1, vi) is reduced by F f
e1..ei−1(δ)

units. That in sum gives 0. Thus, Constraint (4.1) holds.

�

Lemma 4.36. Given graph D = (V, A) and a feasible flow f on it. If we augment
f along an s − t−path P ⊂ (A ∪ A) by δ > 0, the flow at target node t increases.

Proof. Since the residual transfer function of s− t−path P is positive and monoton-
ically increasing (see Lemma 4.31), augmenting flow by δ > 0 increases the flow
at the target node t by some positive amount of flow. �

Corollary 4.37. Let graph D = (V, A) and a feasible flow f on it be given. If there
exists an augmenting s − t−path P ⊂ D f with uP > 0, then the current flow at the
target node is not maximal. D f = A ∪ A.

Proof. If there exists an augmenting s − t−path P with uP > 0, then we can send
some positive amount of flow along it and, thus, we can increase the flow at the
target node (see Lemma 4.36). This implies that the flow at the target node corre-
sponding to f is not maximal. �

4.4.6 Illustrating example of non-linear flow augmenting

In this section, we present and describe an illustrating example of NL flow aug-
menting. It aims to give an idea of flow augmenting and to gain an intuition on the
origin of the generalizations provided above.

Given is a directed graph D = (V, A) and feasible s − t−flow f on it, a path P ∈
D, transfer functions Fa and capacities ua corresponding to edges a ∈ A. Figure 4.7
illustrates the initial flow on P = {(1, 2), (3, 2), (3, 4)}. We want to augment the flow
along path P = 1 − 2 − 3 − 4.

Before we can do augmenting, it is necessary to build the residual graph. For
that, we calculate the residual transfer functions F f

e and residual capacities u f
e for

edges e ∈ P ∪ P based on the current flow on the forward edges fa and the transfer
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32 41 f12 u12 f32 u32 u34f34

F32F12 F34

Figure 4.7: Original path P with the transfer functions, capacities and the current
flow corresponding to edges.

function Fa, a ∈ P. It is not necessary to know the complete graph to build the
residual graph for the given edges. The part of the graph, where we are going to
conduct augmenting, is enough.

Path P is a part of graph D and consists of two forward edges and one backward
edge as shown in Figure 4.8. For a numerical example we consider F12(x) = x2,
u12 = 3, f12 = 1, F32(x) = 3x, u32 = 2, f32 = 2, F34(x) = x, u34 = 7, f34 = 4. The
characteristics of the other edges of graph D are not important for this example.

F f
12

F f
12

F f
34

F f
34F f

32

F f
32

1 432

u f
12

u f
12

u f
34

u f
34u f

32

u f
32

Figure 4.8: Residual path P f ∈ D f and transfer functions and capacities corre-
sponding to the edges.

Edge (1, 2) is a forward edge. Thus, we can find the residual capacity using
Formula (4.8):

u f
12 = u12 − f12 = 3 − 1 = 2.

The flow at the tail node of forward edge (1, 2) can be found according to Defini-
tion 4.25 as follows:

F f
12( f +

12) = F12( f +
12 + f12) − F12( f12) = ( f +

12 + 1)2 − 1.

The next edge on path P is edge (3, 2) = (2, 3). It is a backward edge. Its
residual capacity can be found according to Formula (4.10):

u f
32

= F32( f32) = 3 · f32 = 3 · 2 = 6.

The flow at the tail of backward edge (2, 3) = (3, 2) can be found according to
Definition 4.23 as follows:

F f
32

( f32) = f32 − F−1
32 (F32( f32) − f32) = 2 −

1
3

(3 · 2 − f32) = 2 − 2 +
f32

3
=

f32

3
.
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The third edge (3, 4) is a forward edge. Its residual capacity can be calculated
using the same Formula as was used for edge (1, 2), which is a forward edge as
well:

u f
34 = u34 − f34 = 7 − 4 = 3.

The flow at the tail of forward edge (3, 4) can be found according to Definition 4.25
as follows:

F f
34( f +

34) = F34( f +
34 + f34) − F34( f34) = f +

34 + f34 − f34 = f +
34.

Now, let us describe step by step how we can find δ, which is the maximal value
by which we can augment along path P.

• Augmenting along edge (1, 2).
Capacity u f

12 limits the amount of additional flow f +
12 that we can send from

node 1 to node 2.

The first limitation on the amount of flow through the path is the residual
capacity of edge (1, 2) (see Definition 4.32):

δ ≤ u f
12 = 2

If δ ≤ u f
12, we can send δ units of flow through edge (1, 2) and obtain F f

12(δ)
units of flow at node 2.

• Augmenting along edge (3, 2).
We need:

F f
12(δ) ≤ u f

32

⇐⇒ (δ + 1)2 − 1 ≤ 6.

Since function F12 is monotonically increasing, we can invert it and reassign
δ as follows:

δ ≤ (F f
12(u f

32
))−1

⇐⇒ δ ≤
√

7 − 1.

If F f
12(δ) ≤ u f

32
, then we can send F f

12(δ) units from node 2 to node 3, and

F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) units of flow arrive at node 3.

• Augmenting along edge (3, 4).
We get:

F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) ≤ u f

34.
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According to Definition 4.23 and Definition 4.25, F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) can be found

as:

f32 − F−1
32 (F32( f32) − F f

12(δ)) = f32 − F−1
32 (F32( f32) − F12(δ + f12) + f12) =

= 2 −
1
3

(3 · 2 − (δ + 1)2 + 1) =
1
3

((δ + 1)2 − 1).

Therefore, the following inequality has to be respected:

1
3

((δ + 1)2 − 1) ≤ 3.

Functions FR
32

and FR
12 are monotonically increasing. Thus, we can apply

inversion on them to find δ.

F f
12(δ) = (F f

32
(u f

34))−1

⇐⇒ δ ≤ (F f
12(F f

32
(u f

34))−1)−1.

Since u f
34 = 3 and F f

32
(x) = x

3 , (F f
32

(u f
34))−1 = 3 · 3 = 9. Since F f

12(x) =

(x+1)2−1, (F f
12(x))−1 =

√
x + 1−1 and (F f

12((F f
32

(u f
34))−1))−1 =

√
9 + 1−1 =

√
10 − 1.

⇐⇒ δ ≤
√

10 − 1

If F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) ≤ u f

34, then we can send F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) units of flow through

edge (3, 4), and F f
34(F f

32
(F f

12(δ))) units of flow will arrive at node 4.

According to Definition 4.32 and as explained on the illustrating example above:

δ := min(u f
12, (F

f
12(u f

32
))−1, (F f

12(F f
32

(u f
34))−1)−1) =

= min(2,
√

7 − 1,
√

10 − 1) =
√

7 − 1

After the above described operations, δ is assigned to the flow through path P =

1 − 2 − 3 − 4. Thus, we can send δ =
√

7 − 1 additional units of flow along path P.
By that, F f

34(F f
32

(F f
12(δ))) units of flow arrive at the end of the path.

Now, let us compute the new flow f new after augmentation.
Edge (1, 2) is a forward edge. Thus, we can find the residual transfer function

using Definition 4.25.

F f
12(δ) = F12( f12 + δ) − F12( f12) = (δ + 1)2 − 1
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For δ =
√

7 − 1:
F f

12(δ) = (
√

7 − 1 + 1)2 − 1 = 6.

The next edge on path P is edge (3, 2). It is a backward edge. The residual
transfer function corresponding to this edge is F f

32
( f32) =

f32
3 . The flow, which

enters node 2 after augmenting δ =
√

7− 1 units of flow along edge (1, 2), is 6 (see
above). According to the flow conservation law, all flow entering a node has to
leave it. Therefore, if 6 units of flow entered node 2, 6 units of flow have to leave
it. In our example of augmenting through the path, the residual flow leaves node 2
through backward edge (3, 2). Thus, f32 = F f

12(δ) = 6.

F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) = f32 − F−1

32 (F32( f32) − F f
12(δ)) =

F f
12(δ)
3

For δ =
√

7 − 1:

F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) =

6
3

= 2.

The third edge (3, 4) is a forward edge. Its residual transfer function can be
calculated the way it was calculated for edge (1, 2), which is a forward edge as
well. As calculated above, F f

32
(F f

12(δ)) = 2 and F f
34( f +

34) = f +
34.

F f
34(F f

32
(F f

12(δ))) = F f
32

(F f
12(δ)) = 2.

Let us reassign the flow on the original edges using Formula (4.14) and For-
mula (4.15).
f new
12 = f12 + δ = 1 +

√
7 − 1 =

√
7.

f new
32 = f32 − F f

32
(F f

12(δ)) = f32 − f32 + F−1
32 (F32( f32) − F f

12(δ)) = 2 − 2 + 0 = 0.

f new
34 = f34 + F f

32
(F f

12(δ)) = f34 + f32 − F−1
32 (F32( f32) − F f

12(δ)) = 4 + 2 − 0 = 6.

Figure 4.9 shows for our example that since the initial flow f on graph D has
fulfilled the flow conservation constrains, the flow after augmenting δ =

√
7 − 1

units of flow along path P satisfy the conservation law as well.
Path P is a part of graph D. Since f satisfies the conservation law, all flow

incoming to the nodes should leave it, for all nodes except the target node and the
source node. Thus, path P is connected to the parts of graph D so, that 7 units
of flow leave node 2 and 6 units of flow enter node 3. By that, the numbers in the
rectangles correspond to the flow entering and leaving the edges. The number in the
circles correspond to the amount of flow entering and leaving the rest of the graph.
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Figure 4.9: Flow on path P: initial and after augmenting by
√

7 − 1 units of flow.
The numbers in the square boxes correspond to the flow entering and leaving the
edges. The number in the circles correspond to the amount of flow entering and
leaving the rest of the graph. The transfer functions are F12(x) = x2, F32(x) = 3x
and F34(x) = x.

Figure 4.9 shows, that the conservation law holds for the flow after augmenting as
well: the flows entering nodes 2 and 3 are equal to the flows leaving nodes 2 and 3.
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4.5 Flow decomposition

Decomposition of a flow is an important step in deriving optimality criteria. The
understanding of how flow can be decomposed is used in algorithms that aim to
build optimal flow.

In this section, we present the flow decomposition theorem for the CFP and the
GFP. We provide an example showing that the additivity principle, on which the
decomposition for CFP and GFP cases is based, does not work for NL flows. We
propose a solution, which allows to decompose flow with NL losses. This solution
is a decomposition which takes the order of the decomposition steps into account.
We show that the decompositions for the CFP and GFP cases are special cases of
the generalized decomposition of NL flow. Additionally, we provide an example
illustrating NL flow decomposition.

4.5.1 Flow decomposition theorem for the CFP case

Theorem 4.38. (For the classical flow problem, according to Ford and Fulkerson
[75]) Let D = (V, A) be a graph and let f be a classical s−t−flow on it. There exists
a family P of s− t−paths and a family C of cycles and weights w : P ∪ C −→ R+

such that fa =
∑

P∈P∪C:a∈A(P) w(P), ∀a ∈ A, where a is an edge in the original
graph. Moreover |P| + |C| ≤ |A(D)|.

For consistency and to be able to focus on the changes and the extensions of
the flow decomposition theorem from the CFP case to the GFP case (see Section
4.5.2) and, further, to the case of NL flow (see Section 4.5.4), we introduce some
additional notation. The original flow f = f (0) is iteratively decomposed using the
set F = F (1), . . . ,F (k), k ≤ |A(D)|. f (i) is the flow after the i-th augmenting. The
flow after the k−th augmenting is f (k) = 0. F (i) is the change of flow between
f (i− 1) and f (i) (F (i) = f (i− 1)− f (i)). Fa(i) is the change of flow on edge a ∈ A.
F (i) is a flow on J(i) ∈ A(D). J(i) is an s − t−path or a cycle.

Considering the notation introduced above, Theorem 4.38 can be rewritten as
follows:

For every feasible flow f on graph D = (V, A), there exists a collection of
k ≤ m = |A(D)| flows F = F (1), . . . ,F (k) such that fa =

∑k
i=1 Fa(i), ∀a ∈ A. F (i)

is the flow on J(i) ∈ A(D), ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , k. J(i) is an s − t−path or a cycle.

4.5.2 Flow decomposition theorem for the GFP case

According to [88], any generalized flow f on a graph can be separated into the
collection of flows F (1), . . . ,F (k). F (i) is a flow on J(i) ∈ A(D), ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , k.
While going through a cycle with generalized transfer functions, flow may not only
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stay the same, but increase or decrease. In order to keep the flow conservation con-
straints, the following constraints must be met: if the flow increases while going
through a cycle, this cycle has to be connected to the target node; if the flow de-
creases while going through a cycle, this cycle has to be connected to the source
node. Therefore, for the GFP case, J(i) is an s − t−path, or a cycle, or a cycle
connected to the source or to the target node. The flow decomposition for the GFP
can be formulated as follows.

Theorem 4.39. (For the generalized flow problem, according to Gondran and Mi-
noux [78]) For every feasible flow f on graph D = (V, A) with linear transfer
functions, there exists a collection of k ≤ m = |A(D)| feasible flows F (1), . . . ,F (k),
such that fa =

∑k
i=1 Fa(i), ∀a ∈ A, where F (i) is a feasible flow on J(i) ∈ A(D),

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , k. J(i) is an s − t−path, or a cycle, or a cycle connected to the source
or to the target node. A decomposition of f into F (1), . . . ,F (k) can be found in
O(mn) time.

4.5.3 Additivity for flows with non-linear losses

Theorem 4.39 is based on the fact that addition of two feasible flows on generalized
networks results in a feasible flow. The transfer functions in the GFP are additive
functions, i.e. if F is a transfer function, then F( f 1 + f 2) = ( f 1 + f 2) · γ =

f 1 ·γ+ f 2 ·γ = F( f 1)+F( f 2). The Lemma below states that the flow decomposition
theorem for flows with NL losses can not be conducted the same way as for the CFP
or the GFP, because NL transfer functions are not additive in general.

Section 4.5.4 introduces the flow decomposition theorem for flows with NL
losses. This decomposition takes the order of flows F (1), . . . ,F (k) into account.
The flows F (1), . . . ,F (k) are not guaranteed feasible, but the flow on a graph
f ( j) = f (0) −

∑ j
i=1 F (i) stays feasible for j ∈ 1, . . . , k.

Lemma 4.40. Flows with NL losses in general can not be decomposed into feasible
flows as for the GFP case.

Proof. Let us prove this Lemma by providing a counterexample, which shows that
Theorem 4.39 can not be applied for flows with NL losses (the flow on a graph
with NL losses can not be decomposed into feasible flows).

For our counterexample, we choose a graph consisting of edges (1, 2), (2, 3),
(2, 4), (3, 5) and (4, 5), (m = 5) (see Figure 4.10). The transfer functions corre-
sponding to those edges are F12(x) = x2, F23(x) = 3x, F24(x) = x, F35(x) =

x, F45(x) = x. The current flow on this graph is f = ( f12, f23, f24, f35, f45) =

(10, 30, 70, 90, 70).
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Figure 4.10: Counterexample. Left: transfer functions corresponding to the edges
and names of the nodes. Right: amount of flow at head/tail of the edges.

In our example, the possible routes for flow through the graph are paths 1− 2−
3− 5 and 1− 2− 4− 5. If Theorem 4.39 worked in this case, then there would exist
feasible flows F (1) and F (2) such that f = F (1) + F (2).

The total flow sent through edge (1, 2) f12 is equal to 10 units of flow. Let flow
F12(1) be equal to a · 10 > 0 units of flow and flow F12(2) > 0 be equal to b · 10
units, a + b = 1. Variables a and b are greater than 0, because flow sent through
edges (2, 3) and (2, 4) should be positive. After decomposition, the flow entering
node 2 will be (a · 10)2 + (b · 10)2 and should be equal to 100 units of flow.

This can be formulated as the following system:
a + b = 1
a2 + b2 = 1
a, b > 0

This system has no solutions. Thus, there are no flows F (1) and F (2), such
that fa = Fa(1) + Fa(2) for all a ∈ A.

We provided a counterexample, which shows that flows with NL losses can not
be decomposed into feasible flows as in the GFP case. �

4.5.4 Flow decomposition theorem for flows with non-linear losses

Most algorithms that search for optimal flows on networks sequentially add and
modify flow on the network. The additivity principle, which has been actively
used for solving the CFP and the GFP, does not work as shown in Section 4.5.3.

In the following, we present and prove a flow decomposition theorem for flows
with NL losses. The difference between Theorem 4.39 and Theorem 4.41 below is
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that Theorem 4.41 takes the order of the decomposition into account. To find the
decomposition, the current flow on the graph has to be taken into account, because
the transfer functions depend on it.

In the approach proposed in Theorem 4.41, the flow on the original graph (on
the forward edges) never increases after augmenting operations, which are always
conducted only on the backward edges. The flow on J( j) after augmentation step
number j always reduces. To emphasize that, we use the term flow reduction step
instead of the more general term augmentation operation.

According to Theorem 4.41, a flow decomposition can be found in at most |A|
flow reduction steps. Each step reduces flow along the forward edges in such a way
that the flow on the considered graph stays feasible. Then, f ( j) is flow after the j-th
flow reduction step; F ( j) is the change of flow, which was caused by the j-th flow
reduction step (F ( j) = f ( j)− f ( j−1)). Fa( j) is the change of flow on edges a ∈ A,
which was caused by the j-th flow reduction step (Fa( j) = fa( j)− fa( j− 1)). After
j flow reduction steps, the flow on graph D becomes f ( j) = f (0) +

∑ j
i=1 F (i) =∑ j

i=0 F (i), where f (0) = f is the initial flow on the graph.
For flows with NL losses, the flow may go from the source node to the target

node, it may circulate in a cycle or it may be partly consumed in a cycle connected
to the source node. The case of a cycle connected to the target node (as for the
GFP case) is not possible, because the transfer functions are loss-functions (see
Definition 4.5).

Theorem 4.41. For every feasible flow f on a graph D = (V, A), there exists an
order dependent collection of k ≤ m = |A(D)| flows F = F (1), . . . ,F (k), such that
fa =

∑k
i=1 Fa(i) and flow f ( j) =

∑ j
i=0 Fa(i) is a feasible flow, ∀a ∈ A, ∀ j ∈ 1, . . . , k.

F ( j) is a flow on J( j) ∈ A(D). J( j) is an s−t−path, or a cycle, or a cycle connected
to the source node.

Proof. To show that a collection of flows F exists, we construct one by induction
on the number of edges with non-zero flow. Algorithm 4 for that construction is
described in pseudo-code form.

An important step of the algorithm is the search for J( j) ∈ A(D). J( j) may
be an s − t−path or a cycle or a cycle connected to the source node with a path,
which has currently a positive capacity uJ( j) on the given graph. The capacity uJ( j)
is positive if the capacities of all edges from J( j) are positive (i.e. uJ( j) > 0 if
uai > 0, ai ∈ J( j)).

We adapt the method, which was used in the proof of the decomposition theo-
rem by Ford and Fulkerson [75], to find J( j).

Unless the original flow is completely decomposed, there must be an edge ai

with positive capacity. We search for the remaining edges belonging to J( j) =
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(an, . . . , a1) in two directions: from the head and from the tail of edge ai. Theo-
rem 4.35 and Lemma 4.33 guarantee that if the initial flow on the given graph is fea-
sible and we reduce flow on it in such a way that the flow reduction on the forward
edges is equivalent to the change of flow caused by augmentation of flow along
the corresponding backward edges, the resulting flow will stay feasible. Thus,
the flow after flow reduction respects the capacity and the flow conservation con-
straints. According to the flow conservation constraint, the complete flow entering
each node must leave this node, unless the node is the target node and the complete
flow leaving each node must enter this node, unless the node is the source node.
Moreover, the residual transfer functions are monotonically growing (i.e. flow at
the head of an edge can not be generated from negative or zero flow).

Therefore, the following statements are true:

• Unless the head of edge ai is the target node, there must be an edge ai−1 with
a positive flow on it starting at the head of edge ai.

• Unless the tail of edge ai is the source node, there must be an edge ai+1 with
a positive flow on it ending at the tail of edge ai.

To find J( j) = (an, . . . , a1), we conduct the following:

• Until the head of ai is the target node or ai ∈ J( j), we choose the next edge
ai−1 with a positive flow on it, which is connected to ai in the head direction,
and reassign i and J( j) as follows: i := i − 1; J( j) := J( j) ∪ ai.

• Until the tail of ai is the source node or ai ∈ J( j), we choose the next edge
ai+1 with a positive flow on it, which is connected to ai in the tail direction,
and reassign i and J( j) as follows: i := i + 1; J( j) := J( j) ∪ ai.

We propose to start the search for J(i) from the edges, which are connected to
the source node and have a positive flow on it. This search can go only in the head
direction. If there are no edges left, which are connected to the source node and
with a positive flow on it, J(i) can not be an s − t−path or a cycle connected to the
source node any more. To find J( j), which can only be a cycle in this case, we can
choose any edge with the positive flow on it and conduct a search in the head or
the tail direction.

After we found J( j), the next step for the CFP case is to subtract the capacity
uJ( j) from the flow on J( j). The desired effect of this operation is to set the flow on
at least one edge of J( j) to zero and, at the same time, to guarantee a feasible flow
on the original graph. Applying the same routine for flows with NL losses would
lead to an infeasible flow on the original graph. We have to adapt this step in such
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a way, that the special characteristics of the flows with NL losses are taken into
account.

For flows with NL losses, we can set the flow on at least one edge of J( j) to
zero and, at the same time, to guarantee a feasible flow on the original graph, when
we reduce the flow on J( j) = (an, . . . , a1), which is equivalent to the augmentation
of uP( j) along P( j) = (e1, . . . , en), ei = ai. After such a flow reduction step, the flow
on the graph stays feasible (see Theorem 4.35). To set the flow on at least one edge
of J( j) = (an, . . . , a1) to zero, we have to augment through P( j) = (e1, . . . , en) an
amount of flow equal to uP( j), where ei is the backward edge corresponding to edge
ai (ei = ai). Alternatively, we could have augmented a negative amount of flow
−uJ( j) along J( j), where J( j) consists only of the forward edges. In order to keep
notations simple and to avoid augmenting by negative flow, we prefer to use the
augmentation of uP( j) along P( j), which provides by definition the same resulting
flow as augmenting of −uJ( j) along J( j).

Remember, we refer to flow reduction steps instead of augmentation opera-
tions. As previously defined, f ( j) is the flow after reduction step number j, fa( j)
is the flow on edge a after reduction step number j, f (0) = f , where f is the given
flow on graph D. As previously mentioned, transfer functions for flows with NL
losses are flow dependent. Therefore, the transfer functions take the current flow
on the graph into account. Consequently, the notation F f ( j−1)

1..i (uP( j)) refers to the
transfer function of (e1, . . . , ei), while the flow on graph D is f ( j − 1). Remem-
ber, in the proposed notation, P( j) = (e1, . . . , en) has edge e1 as the first edge,
J( j) = (an, . . . , a1) has edge an as the first edge.

Algorithm 4: Searching for F
j := 1

2: while there exists J( j) = (an, . . . , a1) ⊂ A with positive capacity uJ( j) do
Conduct flow reduction step number j, by that reassign the flow on J( j)
according to Formula (4.15):

4: for i=1, . . . , n do
fai( j) := fai( j − 1) − F f ( j−1)

e1..ei (uP( j)).
Fai( j) := F f ( j−1)

e1..ei (uP( j)).
6: end for

By that, the flow on at least one forward edge will be set to zero and the
flow on the forward edges does not increase.

8: Set j := j + 1.
end while

Algorithm 4 describes how to find flows F = F (1), . . . ,F (k), such that fa =∑k
i=0 Fa(i) for all a ∈ A. This algorithm conducts at most |A| augmentations. Each

flow reduction step sets the flow on at least one forward edge of the considered
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graph to zero. Let us prove it.
According to Definition 4.32, the capacity of P( j) can be found as follows:

u f ( j−1)
P( j) = min(u f ( j−1)

e1 , (F f ( j−1)
e1 (u f ( j−1)

e2 ))−1, (F f ( j−1)
e1 (F f ( j−1)

e2 (u f ( j−1)
e3 ))−1)−1, . . . ,

(F f ( j−1)
e1 (F f ( j−1)

e2 (F f ( j−1)
e3 . . . (u f ( j−1)

en ))−1)−1)−1).

Thus, u f ( j−1)
P( j) is equal to u f ( j−1)

e1 , or to (F f ( j−1)
e1 (u f ( j−1)

e2 ))−1, or to the component

(F f ( j−1)
e1 (. . . F f ( j−1)

ei (u f
ei))
−1)−1, i ∈ 3, . . . , n. Therefore, the flow entering at least

one edge ei ∈ P will be equal to the capacity u f ( j−1)
ei of this edge. Remember, the

notation f ( j−1) means that the current flow on the graph is f ( j− 1), the notation f ( j)

means that the current flow on the graph is f ( j), f ( j) is the flow on the graph after
flow reduction step number j.

Let us show that after flow reduction step number j the capacity u f ( j)
ei of at least

one edge ei becomes 0. Because ei is a backward edge, u f ( j)
ei = Fai( fai) according

to Definition 4.26. Since Fai( fai) = 0 only if fai = 0, the flow on the forward edge
ai = ei corresponding to edge ei becomes 0.

After each flow reduction step number j the flow on the original graph does not
increase. If ai ∈ J( j), then fai( j) := fai( j − 1) − F f ( j−1)

e1..ei (uP( j)), F f ( j−1)
e1..ei (uP( j)) > 0

according to Lemma 4.31; if ai < J( j), then fai( j) := fai( j − 1). The flow on
the forward edges does not become negative, because the flow on the given graph
after any augmentation is feasible, i.e. the capacity constraints are respected and
0 ≤ fai ≤ uai , ∀ai ∈ A. Thus, once the flow becomes zero, it stays zero for the
further flow reduction steps. Therefore, the flow on all edges of the given graph
becomes zero after at most |A| flow reduction steps. |A| is the number of edges on
the given graph D. �

4.5.5 Example of decomposition of flow with non-linear losses

We illustrate the decomposition theorem for flows with NL losses with an example.
With the help of this example, we can obtain intuition on how such a decomposition
works.

Let us consider the example from Section 4.5.3. Given is a directed graph D
and flow on it (see Figure 4.10). F12(x) = x2, F23(x) = 3x, F24(x) = x, F35(x) = x
and F45(x) = x. The current flow on this graph is f = ( f12, f23, f24, f35, f45) =

(10, 30, 70, 90, 70).
We want to decompose the current flow to flow F (1) (through path 1−2−3−5)

and to flow F (2) (through path 1 − 2 − 4 − 5) so that f =
∑

i=1,2 F (i).
For edge (1, 2), we have to decompose flow into F12(1) and F(12(2) so, that

F12(1) + F12(2) = 10. Let flow F12(1) be a · 10 > 0 units of flow and flow
F12(2) > 0 be b · 10 units, a + b = 1. Variables a and b are greater than 0,
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because there must be positive flow sent into edges (2, 3) and (2, 4). Remember the
difference between notations f (i) and F (i): f (i) is flow on the graph after the i-th
flow reduction step; F (i) is the change of flow, which was caused by the i-th flow
reduction step (F (i) = f (i) − f (i − 1)).

Let us calculate the residual transfer functions and the residual capacities for
the backward edges using Definition 4.26 and Formula (4.7):

F f
21( f21) = f12 −

√
( f12)2 − f21, where f12 = 10; u f

21 = F12( f12) = 102 = 100,
F f

32( f32) = 1
3 · f32; u f

32 = F32( f32) = 3 · 30 = 90,
F f

42( f42) = f42; u f
42 = F42( f42) = f42 = 70,

F f
53( f53) = f53; u f

53 = F53( f53) = f53 = 90,
F f

54( f54) = f54; u f
54 = F54( f54) = f54 = 70.

Since we decompose NL flows and the transfer functions are flow-dependent,
the order of the flow reduction steps matters. There are two ways to define F (1)
and F (2) depending on the order of the flow reduction steps. Let us call the flow
after the first flow reduction step f (1), after the second flow reduction step f (2).

1. Flow f can be obtained, if we first send a · f12 units of flow along path
1 − 2 − 3 − 5 and then b · f12 units of flow along path 1 − 2 − 4 − 5, where
a + b = 1. Let us find a and b.

We augment the flow along path 5 − 4 − 2 − 1 by the path’s capacity equal
to F45(F24( f24)) = F24( f24) units. F24( f24) = u f

4−2−1 = 70. After that flow
reduction, f24(1) = 0, f12(1) = 10 − F f

21(F f
42(70)) = 10 − 10 +

√
102 − 70 =

√
30. F24(1) = f24 = 70, F12(1) = f12− f12(1) = 10−

√
30. Thus, b = 10−

√
30

10 .

Next, we augment the current flow along path 5 − 3 − 2 − 1 by the path’s
capacity equal to F35(F23( f23)) = F23( f23) units of flow. F23( f23) = u f

3−2−1 =

90. After that flow reduction, f23(2) = 0, f12(2) =
√

30 − F f
21(F f

32(90) =
√

30 −
√

30 +

√√
302 − 1

3 · 90 = 0.

F23(2) = f23 = 30, F12(2) = f12(1) − f12(2) =
√

30. Thus, a =
√

30
10 .

Thus, F (1) = (10 −
√

30, 30, 0, 90, 0) and F (2) = (
√

30, 0, 70, 0, 70). As
required, a+b =

√
30

10 + 10−
√

30
10 = 1 and

∑
i=1,2 F (i) = (10−

√
30+

√
30, 30+

0, 0 + 70, 90 + 0, 0 + 70) = (10, 30, 70, 90, 70) = f .

2. Flow f can also be obtained, if we first send a · f12 units of flow along path
1 − 2 − 4 − 5 and then b · f12 units of flow along path 1 − 2 − 3 − 5, where
a + b = 1. Let us find a and b.
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We augment the flow along path 5− 3− 2− 1 by the path’s capacity equal to
F35(F23( f23)) = F23( f23) units of flow. F23( f23) = u f

3−2−1 = 90. After flow

reduction, f23(1) = 0, f12(1) = 10−F f
21(F f

42(70)) = 10−10+

√
102 − 1

3 · 90 =
√

70. F24(1) = f23 = 30, F12(1) = f12− f12(1) = 10−
√

70. Thus, b = 10−
√

70
10 .

Next, we augment the current flow along path 5 − 4 − 2 − 1 by the path’s
capacity equal to F54(F24( f24)) = F24( f24) units of flow. F24( f24) = u f

4−2−1 =

70. After flow reduction, f24(2) = 0, f12(2) =
√

70 − F f
21(F f

32(70) =
√

70 −
√

70 +

√
√

702 − 70 = 0.

F24(2) = f24 = 70, F12(2) = f12(1) − f12(2) =
√

70. Thus, a =
√

70
10 .

Thus, F (1) = (10 −
√

70, 0, 70, 0, 70) and F (2) = (
√

70, 30, 0, 90, 0). As
required, a + b =

√
70

10 + 10−
√

70
10 = 1 and

∑
i=1,2 F (i) = (

√
70 + 10−

√
70, 0 +

30, 70 + 0, 0 + 90, 70 + 0) = (10, 30, 70, 90, 70) = f .

Above we described an example of NL flow decomposition. The decomposi-
tion of a NL flow on a graph may not be unique and depend on the order of the
flow reduction steps. In the provided example, there are two ways to decompose
the flow.
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4.6 Optimality criteria

In this section, we consider optimality criteria for the maximum flow problem. We
describe optimality criteria for the CFP and the GFP case and provide examples,
which show that these criteria do not work for NL flows. We investigate the trans-
formation of one feasible NL flow into another NL flow, and prove that one feasible
flow can be transformed into any other by at most m augmentations, where m is the
number of edges in the graph.

4.6.1 Optimality criteria for the CFP

According to Theorem 4.15 for the CFP case, flow f is maximum if and only if
there is no s − t−path on D f .

Lemma 4.42. The optimality criteria for the CFP (Theorem 4.15) can not be ap-
plied for flows with NL losses.

Proof. Let us provide a counterexample of a flow on graph D with linear transfer
functions F (GFP case), capacity u and flow f on it, such that there is no augment-
ing s − t−path in the residual graph D f (Figure 4.11 shows the original graph D),
but the solution is not optimal.

We consider u =


u12
u23
u24
u34

 =


1
1
1
1

, F =


F12
F23
F24
F34

 =


x
x
x

0.8 · x

, f =


f12
f23
f24
f34

 =


1
1
0
1

 and f ∗ =


f12
f23
f24
f34

 =


1
0
1
0

.

31 2 4

0.8x
xx

x

Figure 4.11: Graph D considered in the counterexample.

The residual graph D f corresponding to flow f has no s − t−paths. In spite of
that, solution f is not optimal, because there exists solution f ∗, which corresponds
to a higher amount of flow at the target node. Solution f generates 0.8 units of flow
at the target node, solution f ∗ one unit of flow.
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Above we showed that the optimality criteria for the CFP (Theorem 4.15) can
not be applied for the GFP. And since the GFP is a special case of flows with NL
losses, the optimality criteria for the CFP (Theorem 4.15) can not be applied for
flows with NL losses as well. �

4.6.2 Optimality criteria for the GFP

The optimality criteria for the GFP are based on the theorem of Onaga [82], saying
that iterative augmenting along the most efficient path or flow-generating cycles
connected to the target node leads to the optimal (maximal) flow. As Theorem 4.22
states, flow f on graph D is maximum if and only if the corresponding residual
graph D f has no s− t−paths or flow-generating cycles connected to the target node
with a positive capacity.

The following Lemma states that the optimality criteria for the GFP can not be
applied for NL flows. This is because the efficiency of the flow augmenting for NL
flows is flow-dependent.

Lemma 4.43. Given is graph D = (V, A) and NL flow f on it.
(1) If flow f is maximum, D f has no s − t−paths or flow-generating cycles con-
nected to the target node.
(2) However, the fact that D f has no s − t−paths or flow-generating cycles con-
nected to the target node (as stated in Theorem 4.22) does not guarantee optimality
of flow f .

Proof. Let us first prove statement (1). If D f contains s−t−paths or flow-generating
cycles connected to the target node, then the flow through graph D can be increased.
This contradicts the fact that flow f is maximum (corresponds to Theorem 4.22).

To prove statement (2), let us consider an example in Figure 4.12 of a non
optimal flow f , such that D f contains no s − t−paths or flow-generating cycles
connected to the target node.

1 2

3

4

5

6

x, 10

x, 10
x, 1.8

x
4 , 10

x
4 , 10

x, 10 x2

4 , 10 F(x), u

Figure 4.12: Graph D with transfer and capacity functions corresponding to its
edges.
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Let us consider the following flow:
f = ( f12, f23, f24, f25, f36, f46, f56)T = (1.8, 0.9, 0, 0.9, 0.9, 0, 0.9)T .
Both cycles with the positive capacity in the residual graph (6 − 5 − 2 − 4 − 6

and 6 − 3 − 2 − 4 − 6) are not flow-generating:

• The residual transfer coefficient of cycle 6 − 5 − 2 − 4 − 6 is a function of
flow f6−5−2−4−6 through the cycle. It defines the efficiency of augmenting
(see Definition 4.4). The transfer coefficient of cycle 6− 5− 2− 4− 6 has its
maximal value when f6−5−2−4−6 = 0.9

4 = 0.225 and is equal to 0.2025
0.225 = 0.9.

Since 0.9 < 1, augmenting through 6 − 5 − 2 − 4 − 6 reduces the flow at the
target node (node 6).

• The residual transfer coefficient of cycle 6 − 3 − 2 − 4 − 6 is a function of
flow f6−3−2−4−6 through the cycle. It defines the efficiency of augmenting
(see Definition 4.4). The transfer coefficient of cycle 6 − 3 − 2 − 4 − 6 has
its maximal value equal to 0.9, when f6−3−2−4−6 = 0.225. Since 0.9 < 1,
augmenting through 6 − 3 − 2 − 4 − 6 reduces the flow at the target node
(node 6).

There are no s − t−paths on graph D f , because the residual capacity of edge
(1, 2) is equal to 0. Therefore, the residual graph D f corresponding to flow f
contains no s − t−paths or flow-generating cycles connected to the target node.

The flow at the target node (node 6) can be found as
∑

a∈δ−(6)(Fa( fa)) = 0.225+

0.225 = 0.45.
Let us show that, although residual graph D f contains no s − t−paths and no

flow-generating cycles connected to the target node, there is a flow, which gen-
erates more flow at the target node. An example of such a flow is flow f ∗ =

( f ∗12, f ∗23, f ∗24, f ∗25, f ∗36, f ∗46, f ∗56)T = (1.8, 0, 1.8, 0, 0, 1.8, 0)T , such that the flow at the
target node is

∑
a∈δ−(6)(Fa( fa)) = 1.82

4 = 0.81 (see Figure 4.12).
0.81 > 0.45. Thus, the objective function (amount of flow at the target node)

corresponding to f ∗ is greater than the objective function corresponding to f , al-
though the residual graph D f corresponding to flow f contains no s − t−paths or
flow-generating cycles connected to the target node. �

4.6.3 Optimality criteria for flows with non-linear losses

The previous section shows that the optimality criteria for the CFP case and for the
GFP case do not work for flows with NL losses. The following corollary does not
aim to be a characterization of optimality for the flows with NL losses, because
to our knowledge it does not lead to a practical technique of building the optimal
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solution. Nevertheless, it is supportive for developing algorithms for the flow max-
imization problem, when the transfer functions are defined more precisely (e.g.,
see flows with concave losses in Section 5.4.2).

Lemma 4.44. Given is a graph D = (V, A) and a feasible flow f 1 on it. Flow f 1

can be transformed into a feasible flow f 2 by at most 2|A| augmentations.

Proof. According to Theorem 4.41, we can eliminate flow f 1 by at most |A| aug-
mentations and build flow f 2 on the empty graph by at most |A| augmentations. In
other words, we split the transformation of f 1 into f 2 into two steps, which take |A|
augmentations each: we transform flow f 1 into zero flow f 0 and, then, transform
flow f 0 into f 2. �

Corollary 4.45. Given is a graph D = (V, A) and flow f on it. Flow f is a maximum
s − t−flow if and only if the flow at the target node can not be increased by at most
2|A| augmentations.

Proof. If the flow at the target node can be increased by at most 2|A| augmentations,
then the flow at the target node can be increased and f is not maximum.

Now, let us suppose that the flow at the target node can not be increased by
at most 2|A| augmentations. Assume that flow f ∗ is the new flow after those aug-
mentations. According to Lemma 4.44, flow f can be transformed to flow f ∗ by
at most 2|A| augmenting operations. If f is not maximum, then those augmenting
operations increase the flow at the target node. That contradicts the assumption that
the flow at the target node can be increased by at most 2|A| augmentations. Thus,
flow f is the maximal flow. �
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4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have considered flows with NL losses and related flow opti-
mization problems.

NL flow problems allow to model the non-linearity of transfer functions cor-
responding to the edges. It expands the applicability of NL flow based models,
because the more complex non-linear behavior can be modeled.

We highlighted the connection of the NL flow problem to the already known
CFP and GFP. Particularly interesting is that the NL flow problem is the general-
ization of the CFP and the GFP. In other words, the CFP and the GFP are special
cases of the NL flow problem under assumptions on the type of transfer functions:
for the CFP, transfer functions are constants and for the GFP, transfer functions are
linear.

The optimization of flows with NL losses is a challenging task, because non-
linearity brings a new level of complexity. Inspired by the application area − trans-
portation and transformation of energy − we made assumptions on the types of
transfer functions and the graph type. Although we focus on energy systems, there
is broad range of applications for flows with NL losses under these assumptions,
for example money transferring.

We developed a way to build residual graphs for NL flows. For that, we defined
the residual transfer functions and capacities for forward and backwards edges and
flow augmentation on the residual graph with NL transfer functions. We introduced
the flow decomposition theorem for flows with NL losses. By that, we analyzed
how to build and improve solutions of the maximization problem for flows with
NL losses.

Summing up, we developed the theoretical basis for flows with NL losses,
which is the generalization of the theory for the CFP and the GFP.





Chapter 5

Efficient Models for Special Types
of Non-Linear Maximum Flow
Problems

In this chapter, we consider the maximum flow problem on networks with non-
linear transfer functions. This chapter is based on the paper [93]. We consider
special types of transfer functions, which are particularly relevant for energy sys-
tems optimization. Those are concave, convex and monotonically increasing trans-
fer functions. For concave transfer functions, we reduce the non-linear (NL) flow
problem to the generalized flow problem and solve it using a polynomial-time ap-
proximation scheme. For convex, concave and monotonically increasing piecewise
linear (PWL) transfer functions we present an equivalent network representation
that allows us to build a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) model with a better
performance than if we were using standard MILP formulations of PWL functions.
The better performance of the model is based on the reduced amount of required
variables. We use the fact that a monotonically growing PWL transfer function
can always be divided into convex and concave PWL fragments. In our formu-
lation, the correct segment within a particular fragment is chosen automatically
due to the network’s structure while the standard formulations require additional
variables. For the case when transfer functions are not PWL, we propose to ap-
proximate them with PWL transfer functions and provide an error estimation for
the approximated solution.

137
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on the theoretical investigations for flows with non-linear
(NL) losses presented in Chapter 4. Flow f on graph D = (V, A) is a flow with
NL losses, if there exists an associated NL transfer function Fa( fa) for each edge
a ∈ A, where Fa : R+ → R+. The transfer function Fa defines how outflow Fa( fa)
depends on inflow fa. The transfer coefficient 0 ≤ γa( fa) ≤ 1 can be interpreted as
the efficiency of the transformation through edge a and are given by γa( fa) =

Fa( fa)
fa

.
In Chapter 4, we have made the assumption that Fa is a strictly increasing function.
At the same time Fa may be piecewise linear (PWL) or not. If Fa is not PWL, it
can be approximated by a PWL function. The approximation error for this case is
derived in Section 5.2. For transfer functions of PWL type, there exists a way to
find an optimal solution for the flow maximization problem using a mixed-integer
linear program (MILP). MILP formulations corresponding to PWL functions are a
separate topic of research. An example of a comprehensive overview of such MILP
formulations is presented in Vielma et al. [94]. We use the special properties of the
considered transfer functions and the underlying graph and develop our own MILP
formulations. Our formulations are more efficient than representations applied to
general PWL functions. Standard ways use extra variables to force the use of
the correct linear part of the PWL functions. We modify the network in such a
way that by flow maximizing, the correct linear part will be chosen automatically
within convex and concave segments. This allows us to get a problem formulation
of significantly reduced size. The main contribution of this chapter is that we
propose efficient formulations of the maximum flow problem for networks with NL
transfer functions of special types. For a wide range of applications, large MILP
formulations arising by modeling problems with non-linearities can be replaced
with the smaller and more efficient formulations.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we con-
sider the case of NL transfer functions, which are not PWL, and estimate the so-
lution error, which arises by approximating the original NL transfer functions by
PWL functions.

In Section 5.3, motivated by the applications areas related to energy, we distin-
guish between three special types of NL transfer functions: PWL concave, convex
and s-shaped. We will show how the flow maximization problem on the network
with PWL transfer functions of concave and convex types can be equivalently (with
the same value of the objective function) replaced by the flow maximization prob-
lem on the network with linear transfer functions. Let us call the network with
the NL transfer functions original network and the network with the linear transfer
functions modified network.

In Section 5.4, we design equivalent problem representations on the modified
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network for originally concave, convex and arbitrary strictly monotonically in-
creasing transfer functions. Moreover, for the problem with concave transfer func-
tions, we propose a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme. The transfer
functions corresponding to edges on the modified network are linear/affine-linear.
Thus, the solution of the flow maximization problem can be reduced to solving a
MILP. Compared to the standard MILP formulations for networks with PWL trans-
fer functions, our MILP formulations have a reduced number of variables. The
correct fragment of a PWL convex or concave function is chosen automatically to
maximize the flow at the target node due to the network structure. Arbitrary strictly
monotonically increasing transfer functions can always be divided into convex and
concave fragments, which consist of several linear segments. The correct segment
within a particular fragment is chosen automatically due to the network’s structure
while the standard formulations require additional variable for that. In Section 5.5,
we evaluate our MILP model. Section 5.6 completes this chapter with a summary.

5.2 Error estimation

Any non-linear monotonically increasing function F can be approximated by a
monotonically increasing PWL function FA. For a monotonically increasing PWL
function FA we can solve the flow maximization problem through a MILP and
apply the technique described in the next sections to reduce the size of the under-
lying model and to improve the calculation time performance. In this section, we
estimate the error arising by approximating the transfer functions.

Obviously, an optimal solution of the flow maximization problem on the graph
with the original transfer functions OPT (F) does not have to be equivalent to an
optimal solution on the graph with approximated transfer functions OPT (FA). It is
important to estimate the approximation quality between OPT (F) and OPT (FA).

We provide below two theorems on the error estimation. Theorem 5.3 consid-
ers the case when the transfer functions are approximated from above. By that, the
derivative of the approximating transfer functions is less than one. Theorem 5.3
provides a lower bound for the objective. Theorem 5.5 considers the case when
the transfer functions are approximated from below. By that, the derivative of the
original transfer functions is less than one. Theorem 5.5 provides an upper bound
for the objective.

In the following, we define for edges a ∈ A how to find the approximation error
from above (ε↑a ) and the approximation error from below (ε↓a ), which will be used
in the following theorems.

Definition 5.1. Given is F↑a( fa) ≥ Fa( fa) for 0 ≤ fa ≤ ua. The approximation error
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from above ε↑a for a ∈ A is defined as follows:

ε↑a = max
0≤ fa≤ua

(
F↑a( fa) − Fa( fa)

)
,

where Fa(·) is the original transfer function for edge a, F↑a(·) is the approximating
transfer function from above for edge a, ua is the capacity of edge a and fa is the
flow on edge a.

Definition 5.2. Given is F↓a( fa) ≤ Fa( fa) for 0 ≤ fa ≤ ua. The approximation error
from below ε↓a for a ∈ A is defined as follows:

ε↓a = max
0≤ fa≤ua

(
Fa( fa) − F↓a( fa)

)
,

where Fa(·) is the original transfer function for edge a, F↓a(·) is the approximating
transfer function from below for edge a, ua is the capacity of edge a and fa is the
flow on edge a.

Remember the objective of the flow problem is to maximize the amount of flow
entering the target node. When we send flow through a network with transfer func-
tions F, OPT (F) is the maximal amount of flow entering the target node. When we
send flow through a network with transfer functions F↑, OPT (F↑) is the maximal
amount of flow entering the target node.

Theorem 5.3. Given is a directed graph D = (V, A) with transfer functions Fa(·)
and approximating transfer functions from above F↑a(·), ∀a ∈ A. The derivatives of

the approximating transfer functions are less than or equal to one ( dF↑a( fa)
d fa

≤ 1) and

F↑a( fa) ≥ Fa( fa) for 0 ≤ fa ≤ ua.
The objective OPT (F), which corresponds to the optimal solution for the orig-

inal transfer functions, is related to the objective OPT (F↑), which corresponds to
the optimal solution for the approximated transfer functions, as follows:

OPT (F) ≥ OPT (F↑) −
∑
a∈A

ε↑a .

Proof. Suppose we know an optimal solution1 f ↑OPT for F↑(·). According to the
flow decomposition theorem (Theorem 4.41), we can decompose flow f ↑OPT into
l (s − t)−paths and/or cycles, l ≤ |A|. Path Pi = a1, a2, . . . , aki , i = 1, . . . , l, is
one of those paths and/or cycles, where ki is the number of edges on path Pi. The

1Remember that the solution is the amount of flow at all edges a ∈ A, and OPT (·) is the amount
of flow at the target node.
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amount of flow that we send through Pi depends on the order of augmentation (see
Theorem 4.41). The order of augmentation corresponds to the index of the path,
i.e. first, we send flow through P1, then through P2 and so on until we send the
flow through Pl. The amount of flow we send through Pi for the chosen order of
augmenting is fi. If Pi is a cycle or a cycle connected to the source node, then it
does not increase the flow at the target node. If Pi is an s − t−path, the amount of
flow that reaches the target node through path Pi is F↑Pi

( fi) = F↑aki (F
↑
aki−1

. . . F↑a1( fi))
(see Formula (4.11)).

For the further steps of the proof, we need to know the following about the
decomposition of an optimal flow f ↑OPT into {P1, . . . , Pl}: the order of augmentation
(it defines {P1, . . . , Pl}) and the amount of flow through {P1, . . . , Pl} (it defines
{ fP1 , . . . , fPl}).

Now we consider a network of the same structure and the same capacities as
before, but with the transfer functions F(·) instead of F(·)↑. Let us send the flow
{ fP1 , . . . , fPl} through {P1, . . . , Pl} in the stated order and estimate the flow at the
target node. Since F↑a( fa) ≥ Fa( fa), the flow leaving edge a may only reduce if
we apply Fa instead of F↑a . Thus, the flow entering any other edge of the consid-
ered network may only be reduced. If the entering flow is reduced, it may only
cause a reduction of the leaving flow, because Fa(·) is a strictly increasing function
(see Section 4.2). Thus, no capacity constraints are violated by sending the flow
{ fP1 , . . . , fPl} through {P1, . . . , Pl}.

Independently of the type of transfer functions, if Pi is a cycle or a cycle con-
nected to the source node, then the flow on Pi does not increase the flow at the
target node.

If Pi is an s − t−path, the flow arriving at the target node through path Pi is
FPi( fi) = Faki (Faki−1

. . . Fa1( fi)) (see Formula (4.11)). The following description
refers to the case when Pi is an s − t−path.

According to Definition 5.1, Fa( fa) ≥ F↑a( fa) − ε↑a for a ∈ A. Therefore,

Faki (Faki−1
. . . Fa1( fi)) ≥ F↑aki (F

↑
aki−1

(. . . (F↑a1( fi) − ε
↑
a1(Pi))) − ε

↑
aki−1

(Pi)) − ε
↑
aki (Pi),

where ε↑a (Pi) is the approximation error on edge a, while augmenting fi units of
flow through Pi. Remember, ε↑a is the maximal approximation error on edge a.
Even if one edge a is considered to be a part of several paths, the flow deviation at
the head node of this edge is ε↑a at most. Thus,

∑l
i=1 ε

↑
a (Pi) ≤ ε

↑
a .

Let us consider a Taylor series representation of function F↑a( fa − ε
↑
a ). Since

dF↑a( fa)
d fa

≤ 1, the following is true for any ε↑a ≥ 0 and a ∈ A:

F↑a( fa − ε
↑
a ) = F↑a( fa) − ε↑a

dF↑a( fa)
d fa

+ O((ε↑a )2) ≥ F↑( fa) − ε↑a .
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Therefore,

FPi( fi) ≥ F↑aki (F
↑
aki−1

(. . . (F↑a1( fi) − ε
↑
a1(Pi))) − ε

↑
aki−1

(Pi)) − ε
↑
aki (Pi) ≥

≥ F↑aki (F
↑
aki−1

(. . . (F↑a1( fi)))) −
∑

a∈P(i)

ε↑a (Pi).

The flow at the target node is less than or equal to OPT (F) and can be found
as

∑l
i=1 FPi( fi).

We obtain the following inequality:

OPT (F) ≥
l∑

i=1

FPi( fi) ≥
l∑

i=1

(F↑aki (F
↑
aki−1

(. . . (F↑a1( fi)))) −
∑
a∈Pi

ε↑a (Pi)).

Let us analyze both components of the right part of this inequality.
The first component is OPT (F↑) (as defined at the beginning of the proof):

OPT (F↑) =

l∑
i=1

(F↑aki (F
↑
aki−1

(. . . (F↑a1( fi))))).

The second component is the sum of flow deviations over the considered s −
t−paths and over the edges of those paths and

∑l
i=1 ε

↑
a (Pi) ≤ ε

↑
a .

Thus, the maximal amount of flow at the target node on the graph with the
original transfer functions can be estimated as follows:

OPT (F) ≥
l∑

i=1

(F↑aki (F
↑
aki−1

(. . . (F↑a1( fi)))) −
∑

a∈P(i)

ε↑a (Pi)) ≥ OPT (F↑) −
∑
a∈A

ε↑a .

�

Corollary 5.4. Given is a directed graph D = (V, A) with transfer functions Fa(·)
and approximating concave transfer functions from above F↑a(·), ∀a ∈ A. Then, the
following is true:

OPT (F) ≥ OPT (F↑) −
∑
a∈A

ε↑a .

Proof. In accordance with the assumptions on the type of transfer functions (see
Section 4.2) all considered transfer functions are loss-functions, i.e. their slope
is less than or equal to one. Moreover, the slope of the concave transfer function
shrinks as the argument of the function, i.e. the flow that we send, grows. There-
fore, in context of the considered assumptions, concave transfer functions are a
special case of transfer functions with derivatives less than or equal to one, and this
Corollary is true according to Theorem 5.3. �
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Theorem 5.5. Given is a directed graph D = (V, A) with transfer functions Fa(·)
and approximating transfer functions from below F↓a(·), ∀a ∈ A. The derivatives
of the original transfer functions are less than or equal to one ( dFa( fa)

d fa
≤ 1) and

F↓a( fa) ≤ Fa( fa) for 0 ≤ fa ≤ ua.
The objective OPT (F), which corresponds to the optimal solution for the orig-

inal transfer functions, is related to the objective OPT (F↓), which corresponds to
the optimal solution for the approximated transfer functions, as follows:

OPT (F) ≤ OPT (F↓) +
∑
a∈A

ε↓a .

Proof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Suppose we know an optimal solution fOPT for F(·). According to the flow

decomposition theorem (Theorem 4.41), we can decompose flow fOPT into l (s −
t)−paths and/or cycles, l ≤ |A|. Path Pi = a1, a2, . . . , aki , i ∈ 1, . . . , l, is one of
those paths and/or cycles, where ki is the number of edges on path Pi. The amount
of flow we send through Pi is fi. If Pi is a cycle or a cycle connected to the
source node, then it does not increase the flow at the target node. If Pi is an s −
t−path, the amount of flow that reaches the target node through path Pi is FPi( fi) =

Faki (Faki−1
. . . Fa1( fi)) (see Formula (4.11)).

For the further steps of the proof, we need to know the following about the
decomposition of an optimal flow fOPT into {P1, . . . , Pl}: the order of augmentation
(it defines {P1, . . . , Pl}) and the amount of flow through {P1, . . . , Pl} (it defines
{ fP1 , . . . , fPl}).

Now we consider a network of the same structure and the same capacities as
before, but with the transfer functions F↓(·) instead of F(·). Let us send the flow
{ fP1 , . . . , fPl} through {P1, . . . , Pl} in the stated order and estimate the flow at the
target node. Since F↓a( fa) ≤ Fa( fa), the flow leaving edge a cannot increase if we
apply F↓a instead of Fa. Thus, the flow entering any other edge of the considered
network may only be reduced. If the entering flow is reduced ( fa > f ∗a ), it may
only cause a reduction of the leaving flow, because Fa( fa) > Fa( f ∗a ) (Fa(·) is a
strictly increasing function, see Section 4.2) and Fa( f ∗a ) ≥ F↓a( f ∗a ). Therefore,
Fa( fa) > F↓a( f ∗a ). Thus, no capacity constraints are violated by sending the flow
{ fP1 , . . . , fPl} through {P1, . . . , Pl}.

Independently of the type of transfer functions, if Pi is a cycle or a cycle con-
nected to the source node, then the flow on Pi does not increase the flow at the
target node.

If Pi is an s − t−path, the flow arriving at the target node through path Pi is
F↓Pi

( fi) = F↓aki (F
↓
aki−1

. . . F↓a1( fi)) (see Formula (4.11)). The following description
refers to the case, when Pi is an s − t−path.
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According to Definition 5.2, F↓a( fa) ≥ Fa( fa) − ε↓a for a ∈ A. Therefore,

F↓aki (F
↓
aki−1

. . . F↓a1( fi)) ≥ Faki (Faki−1
(. . . (Fa1( fi) − ε

↓
a1(Pi))) − ε

↓
aki−1

(Pi)) − ε
↓
aki (Pi),

where ε↓a (Pi) is the approximation error on edge a, while augmenting through path
Pi. Remember, even if one edge a is considered to be a part of several paths, the
flow deviation at the head node of this edge is ε↓a at most. Thus,

∑l
i=1 ε

↓
a (Pi) ≤ ε

↓
a .

Let us consider a Taylor series representation of function Fa( fa − ε
↓
a ). Since

dFa( fa)
d fa

≤ 1, the following is true for any εa ≥ 0 and a ∈ A:

Fa( fa − ε
↓
a ) = Fa( fa) − ε↓a

dFa( fa)
d fa

+ O((ε↓a )2) ≥ F( fa) − ε↓a .

Therefore,

FPi( fi) ≥ Faki (Faki−1
(. . . (Fa1( fi) − ε

↓
a1(Pi))) − ε

↓
aki−1

(Pi)) − ε
↓
aki (Pi) ≥

≥ Faki (Faki−1
(. . . (Fa1( fi)))) −

∑
a∈Pi

ε↓a (Pi).

The flow at the target node is less than or equal to OPT (F↓) and can be found
as

∑l
i=1 F↓Pi

( fi).
We obtain the following inequality

OPT (F↓) ≥
l∑

i=1

F↓Pi
( fi) ≥

l∑
i=1

(Faki (Faki−1
(. . . (Fa1( fi)))) −

∑
a∈P(i)

ε↓a (Pi)).

Let us analyze both components of the right part of this inequality.
The first component is OPT (F) (as defined at the beginning of the proof):

OPT (F) =

l∑
i=1

(Faki (Faki−1
(. . . (Fa1( fi))))).

The second component is the sum of flow deviations over the s − t−paths and
over the edges of those paths and

∑l
i=1 ε

↓
a (Pi) ≤ ε

↓
a .

Thus, the maximal amount of flow at the target node on the graph with the
original transfer functions can be estimated as follows:

OPT (F↓) ≥
l∑

i=1

(Faki (Faki−1
(. . . (Fa1( fi)))) −

∑
a∈P(i)

ε↓a (Pi)) ≥ OPT (F) −
∑
a∈A

ε↓a
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OPT (F) ≤ OPT (F↓) +
∑
a∈A

ε↓a

�

Corollary 5.6. Given is a directed graph D = (V, A) with concave transfer func-
tions Fa(·) and approximating transfer functions from below F↓a(·), ∀a ∈ A. Then,
the following is true:

OPT (F) ≤ OPT (F↓) +
∑
a∈A

ε↓a .

Proof. As we show in the proof of Corollary (5.4), in context of the considered as-
sumptions concave transfer functions are a special case of transfer functions with
derivatives less than or equal to one, and this Corollary is true according to Theo-
rem 5.5. �

5.3 Special types of transfer functions and their applica-
tions

In this section, we consider three types of PWL transfer functions, which are espe-
cially interesting from an application point of view. We list them together with the
application examples of the models, which use those types of transfer functions.
Further, we use the special properties of these functions to find a solution of the
maximum flow problem.

5.3.1 Convex transfer functions

In case of convex transfer functions, the slope of the transfer function (and, thus,
the transfer efficiency) grows as the amount of flow we send increases.

One application of convex transfer functions is modeling of information flows
with learning effects. The flow passing along the graph represents information.
The transfer functions model information transmission processes with learning ef-
fect, e.g. handwriting recognition, face recognition and speech recognition. Effi-
ciency of the information recognition/transmission process increases together with
the amount of information.

5.3.2 Concave transfer functions

In case of concave transfer functions, the slope of the transfer function (and thus,
the transfer efficiency) shrinks as the amount of flow we send increases.

We can use concave transfer functions, e.g., in traffic flow modeling. It is a
maximum NL-flow problem to find a flow routing with minimal overall flow-losses
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Figure 5.1: Efficiency around the optimal operating value and the corresponding
S-shaped transfer function.

(deceleration). Edges represent road segments. Flow corresponds to the number of
vehicles passing a reference point per unit of time. The transfer functions describe
the flow-deceleration effect, which increases as flow approaches the capacity of a
road segment.

5.3.3 S-shaped transfer functions

S-shaped transfer functions are used to model processes with optimal operating
value. The slope of the transfer function grows until it reaches the optimal operat-
ing value. As we increase the amount of flow beyond the optimal operating value,
the slope decreases.

S-shaped transfer functions are interesting for modeling energy flows. Nodes
represent different types of energy (e.g. raw materials, electricity or heat energy),
flow is energy (in different forms) and edges represent transformation of one type
of energy into another. Technical equipment that enables energy transformations
usually has an optimal operating value, at which this equipment reaches its max-
imum efficiency. Thus, transfer functions show how the efficiency of the energy
transformation first grows until the optimal operating value and then decreases (see
Figure 5.1).

5.4 Design of equivalent problem representations

In this section, we modify the original network (network with PWL functions)
in such a way that the transfer function of the edges on the new network are
linear/affine-linear and the solutions of the flow maximization problems on the
new and on the original networks produce the same value of the objective function
(amount of flow that arrives at the target node). We will consider the transforma-
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tion of the networks with convex, concave and arbitrary monotonically increasing
transfer functions.

5.4.1 Convex transfer functions

Let function Fa be a PWL convex function consisting of p segments defined by
breakpoints: 0 = r0

a < r1
a < r2

a < r3
a < · · · < rp

a , for all a ∈ A (see Figure 5.2, left).
Let us denote the function in the interval [rk

a, r
k+1
a ] as Fk

a. Fk
a is a linear function of

type Fk
a( f k

a ) = γk
a · f k

a + bk
a, where γk

a is the slope of function Fk
a. The amount of

flow that we send through edges ak is f k
a . Since function Fa is convex, the slopes

of the segments are related as follows:

γ1
a < γ

2
a < · · · < γ

p
a . (5.1)

We replace edge a by p parallel edges a1, . . . , ap. The transfer function of the k-th
edge is Fk

a, a ∈ 1, . . . , n. We set the capacity of the k-th edge to ua. To limit the
overall capacity of flow, which may go through p new edges, we add a new edge
ap+1 with capacity ua. This new edge is connected with its head to the tails of
the p parallel edges a1, . . . , ap. The transfer function of this edge is equal to one
(F p+1

a = 1). Thus,
p∑

i=1

f i
a ≤ ua.

Let us show that this replacement does not influence the optimal solution.
Function Fa is convex. Thus, the efficiency of sending flow through edge a

increases as the amount of flow through edge a increases.
Since we maximize flow at the target node, we prefer higher efficiency. Thus,

only the edge with highest efficiency of p parallel edges will be used. This means
flow fa goes first without modification through edge ak

p+1 and then completely
through ak, k ∈ 1, . . . , p, i.e. f k

a = fa and f i
a = 0, i , k.

Fi
a( f i

a) =

{
F p+1

a (γi
a · f i

a + bi
a) = γi

a · f i
a + bi

a, if f i
a ∈ [ri−1

a , ri
a],

0, if f i
a = 0.

(5.2)

If we send an amount of flow fa through edge a and fa ∈ [rk
a, r

k+1
a ], the k-th

edge will be used and fa = f k
a , because transfer functions Fi

a, i > k or i < k,
provide lower efficiency for fa.

Thus, the replacement of edge a by p parallel edges a1, . . . , ap and one addi-
tional edge ap+1, which limits the capacity, in the way described above does not
influence the solution of the flow maximization problem.
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Figure 5.2: PWL convex and concave functions.

If the transfer functions of the edges are of type γi
a · f i

a + bi
a, then the problem

can be transformed to MILP form as described below.
Before we formulate the maximum flow problem on affine-linear generalized

networks in MILP form, let us provide the definition of an affine-generalized net-
work.

Definition 5.7. An affine-generalized network is a network, in which edges have
transfer functions of type Fi

a( f i
a) = f i

a · γ
i
a + bi

a.

In the model presented below, we have to integrate the following properties of
Fi

a:

Fi
a =

{
f i
a · γ

i
a + bi

a, if f i
a > 0

0, if f i
a = 0

To do this, we use binary variables f i∗
a ∈ {0, 1}, ai ∈ A. We replace the affine-

linear transfer function f i
a · γ

i
a + bi

a by f i
a · γ

i
a + bi

a · f i∗
a and introduce the constraint

0 ≤ f i
a ≤ ua · f i∗

a . That guarantees the following:

• If f i∗
a = 1, then f i

a is greater than or equal to zero and has to be less than ua.

• If f i∗
a = 0, then flow f i

a is zero. The inequality 0 ≤ f i
a ≤ ua · f i∗

a becomes
0 ≤ f i

a ≤ ua · 0 and implies f i
a to be zero.

Since we maximize flow at the target node and
∑

a∈A f i
a ≤ ua, only the edge with the

highest efficiency of p parallel edges will be used. So
∑p

i=1 f i∗
a ≤ 1 holds implicitly.

This condition is fulfilled automatically due to the type of transfer functions and the
structure of the network and does not have to be modeled explicitly in the MILP.

The maximum flow problem on the modified network with affine-linear transfer
functions can be formulated as follows:
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Given D∗ = (V, A) (D∗ is an expanded/modified graph), ui
a, γi

a, bi
a ∀ai ∈ A.

Find an s − t−flow that
maximizes ∑p

i=1
∑

ai∈δ−(t)( f i
a · γ

i
a + bi

a · f i∗
a )

subject to

p∑
i=1

∑
ai∈δ+(v)

f i
a −

p∑
i=1

∑
a∈δ−(v)

( f i
a · γ

i
a + bi

a · f i∗
a ) = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t}

f i∗
a ∈ {0, 1}, 0 ≤

p∑
i=1

f i
a ≤ ua and 0 ≤ f i

a ≤ ua · f i∗
a .

This formulation has MILP form and can be solved with the help of standard
MILP solvers.

5.4.2 Concave transfer functions

Below, we provide a procedure of network modification for concave transfer func-
tions. This is similar to the transformation of the convex cost flow problem to the
minimum cost flow problem (edges with linear costs), which is presented in [70].

Let function Fa be a PWL concave function consisting of p segments defined
by breakpoints: 0 = r0

a < r1
a < r2

a < r3
a < · · · < rp

a , for all a ∈ A. Let us denote
the slope of a PWL function in the interval [ri

a, r
i+1
a ] as γi

a. Since function Fa is
concave, the slopes of the segments are related as follows:

γ1
a > γ

2
a > · · · > γ

p
a . (5.3)

Flow fa along edge a is the sum of flows along its segments.

fa = γ1 · f 1
a + γ2 · f 2

a + · · · + γp · f p
a =

p∑
i=1

γi
a · f i

a (5.4)

The capacity ui
a of the edge representing the i-th segment of edge a is equal to

ri
a − ri−1

a . The flow along the i-th segment can be found as follows:

f i
a =


0, if fa ≤ ri−1

a
fa − ri−1

a , if ri−1
a ≤ fa ≤ ri

a
ri

a − ri−1
a , if fa ≥ ri

a

Every segment ai can be represented as an edge with transfer function Fi
a( f i

a) =

f i
a · γ

i
a and capacity ui

a = ri
a − ri−1

a . An edge a can be replaced by p parallel edges
corresponding to the segments of Fa, for all a ∈ A.
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Let us show that this replacement is an equivalent replacement. The slopes of
the segments decrease as the amount of flow we send increases. For PWL concave
transfer functions applies that the transfer coefficients of segments decrease as the
number of segments increases. Therefore, the segments with the lowest number
(highest γi

a) and available capacity will be used (exhausted) first when flow is max-
imized.

The maximum flow problem on the modified network with linear transfer func-
tions can be formulated as follows.

Given D∗ = (V, A) (D∗ is an expanded/modified graph), ui
a, γi

a ∀ai ∈ A.
Find an s − t−flow that
maximizes ∑p

i=1
∑

ai∈δ−(t) f i
a · γ

i
a

subject to

p∑
i=1

∑
ai∈δ+(v)

f i
a −

p∑
i=1

∑
a∈δ−(v)

f i
a · γ

i
a = 0,∀v ∈ V\{s, t}

0 ≤ f i
a ≤ ri

a − ri−1
a and 0 ≤

p∑
i=1

f i
a ≤ ua.

This formulation has LP form and we can use standard LP solvers or apply
algorithms for the GFP case. For example, we can use the algorithm from [89],
which takes O(ε−2m∗(m∗ + n log n) log m∗) time to compute the ε-optimal flow on
a network with no flow-generating cycles, where n = |V | and m∗ is the number of
edges in the modified network. If we model energy flows, flow generating cycles
refer to perpetual energy sources, which are not possible in practice.

There are two ways to reduce the algorithm’s complexity, which are both based
on the properties of the selected type of original PWL transfer functions:

• The generalized shortest-path problem is a subroutine of the GFP. On a graph
with no flow-generating paths and positive length of the edges, it takes O(m+

n log m) time to find a shortest path. We search for the shortest path on the
residual graph. We can speed up this algorithm by a special way to set a
residual graph. We use the idea described in [70] for convex cost functions.
In the residual network, we do not need to consider all 2p (p forward and p
backward) copies of edges between nodes v and w; it is sufficient to maintain
only two edges: the first is for increasing flow through edge (v,w), the second
edge is for decreasing flow on it. Thus, we consider the same amount of
edges as we did during maximization on the original graph, which has only
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m edges. It reduces the complexity of the search of the path, but we still have
to repeat the search m∗ times.

Therefore, it takes only O(ε−2m∗(m + n log n) log m) time to compute the ε-
optimal flow, where m is the amount of edges in the original graph (with
concave transfer functions), and m∗ is the amount of edges in the modified
graph (with linear transfer functions).

• The second way to improve the computational performance of the algorithm
is to scale the transfer functions. A similar approach for convex cost flows is
presented in [70].

To improve the complexity, we search for the maximal flow iteratively. At
each iteration for each a ∈ A, we replace the concave transfer function Fa(·)
by an approximating transfer function, which consists of only two segments.
Those two segments are the approximation of the original transfer function
in the considered interval. The considered interval bisects after each scaling
phase. At each scaling phase, we replace edges with the original transfer
functions by two edges with linear transfer functions, which correspond to
the considered interval. The approximating functions are chosen in such a
way that at any scaling phase the end-points of the segments of the approxi-
mating functions belong to the original transfer function.

In the first scaling phase, the considered approximation interval is [0, ua],
the capacity of edges corresponding to the segments of the approximating
transfer function is ua

2 . We solve the flow maximization problem for the
approximating transfer function consisting of two linear segments. Thereby
we find the optimal flow on edge a, which we call f 1

a . For the further steps,
we have to know to which approximating segment flow f 1

a corresponds. The
number of this segment is l1a.

In the second phase, we approximate a concave function Fa by four segments
with capacity ua

4 . For solving the flow maximization problem, only two of
those segments are relevant. The segments with number 2l1a − 1 and 2l1a.
Thus, for solving the flow maximization problem, each edge with a concave
transfer function can be replaced by two parallel edges with linear transfer
functions, which correspond to the segments number 2l1a − 1 and 2l1a. We
solve the flow maximization problem and find an improved solution. The
flow on edge a according to that solution is f 2

a . For the further steps, we
have to know to which approximating segment flow f 2

a corresponds. The
number of this segment is l2a.

After we repeat n scaling phases, the capacity of an edge corresponding to
a single segment is ua

2n ≤ ε, where n = dlog U
ε e and U = maxa∈A ua. After
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n scaling phases, ua
2n ≤ ε is the maximum deviation between original and

approximating transfer functions. After each scaling phase, we make sure
that the flow on the linearized residual network is maximum. It can be shown
(analogously to the proof from [70]) that to find the maximal flow in the k-th
scaling phase, it is enough to increase or decrease the flow on edges with
numbers 2lk−1

a − 1 and 2lk−1
a , for a ∈ A.

Each scaling phase requires at most O(m) augmentations. The overall al-
gorithm takes O(mdlog U

ε e) augmentations and requires O(m + n log m) time
to find a path to augment through (the path with the maximal transfer co-
efficient). Thus, an approximate solution can be found in O(mdlog U

ε e(m +

n log m)) time.

5.4.3 Arbitrary strictly increasing transfer functions

Arbitrary monotonically growing PWL transfer functions can be divided into con-
vex and concave fragments. For each fragment, we can establish an equivalent net-
work representation as described in Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2. Thus, the cor-
rect linear part within each fragment is chosen automatically due to the network’s
structure. We need to use the extra variables only to force the right (depending on
the amount of flow) convex or concave fragment to be taken.

5.5 Model evaluation

Different ways to model PWL functions in MILP form were studied in, e.g., Vielma
et al. [94]. They consider the disaggregated convex combinations model, the log-
arithmic model, the logarithmic disaggregated model and other models. These
models are characterized by the size of the formulation, because the computational
time depends on it. According to the computational experiments provided in [94],
the performance of the logarithmic model provides the best results. The crucial pa-
rameter that defines time performance is the number of additional variables, which
force the correct segment of the PWL function to be chosen. Our approach, which
uses the special properties of the considered transfer functions, does not need ad-
ditional variables to choose the correct linear segment of a PWL transfer function.
It needs only variable to force the right convex or concave part to be taken. The
correct segment within the concave or the convex part will be chosen automati-
cally, due to the network structure. By that, we reduce the number of additional
variables, and thus, improve the computational performance of the corresponding
MILP.
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5.6 Summary

Better performance of the model introduced in this chapter is based on the usage
of the characteristics of special types of PWL functions. We proposed a repre-
sentation of edges with convex and concave transfer functions by edges with lin-
ear transfer functions. For the maximum flow problem on networks with concave
transfer functions, we propose a polynomial-time approximation scheme.

For the maximum flow problem on networks with strictly increasing transfer
functions, we propose to split the transfer functions into convex and concave frag-
ments and then, with the help of extra variables, force only the right fragment to be
taken. We establish such a network representation that the correct segment within
each fragment is chosen automatically due to the network’s structure. This yields a
MILP model with better performance than if we were using standard MILP formu-
lations of PWL functions, e.g. the logarithmic model. We extended the application
area of our approach up to graphs with strictly increasing transfer functions (not
PWL function). We approximate those strictly increasing functions with PWL
strictly increasing functions and estimate the arising approximation error for the
flow maximization problem. Moreover, it is worth to mention that our model is
simple and transparent, which makes implementation easier.





Chapter 6

Conclusion

The main contribution of this thesis is the integration of optimization approaches
into energy system applications. We showed how to employ optimization methods
to topological and operational planning of energy systems and proposed efficient
modeling approaches for NL energy flows.

For that, we considered a multi-objective PVPP planning problem, which is
a challenging example for topological optimization. We showed how to derive
an objectives-dependent trade-off frontier in order to generate a solution, which
provides quality guarantee on each optimization criteria. The trade-off analysis
allows to take priorities and interdependencies of the objectives into account when
making decisions.

To illustrate how operational optimization leads to more efficient energy con-
sumption, we chose a distributed traffic system. The important characteristic of
such a distributed system is that its behavior can not be optimized centrally. When
the topology already exists, a traffic system can be optimized operationally by in-
fluencing the behavior of the members of the traffic system. Those members are
single vehicles that have only limited information about the state of the whole sys-
tem. We showed how to derive rules, which are based on local information, so that
the operational behavior of the system is improved and its energy consumption is
reduced.

The complexity of the optimization problem grows if the system to be opti-
mized has non-linear behavior. To model energy systems as NL flows, we devel-
oped the theoretical basis, which is the generalization of the theory for the CFP and
the GFP. We developed rules for augmenting the NL flow through the network, de-
composing the flow and building a feasible solution. That allows to analyze and
improve the solution for the NL flow problem with the non-linearities that are typ-
ical for energy systems.
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Deriving a practical solution is closely connected to implementation aspects.
When we model an energy system as a NL flow through a network and want to
apply MILP for solving the optimization problem, a big amount of decision vari-
ables and, thus, a long computing time are typical problems to face. We propose to
use the properties of non-linearities, that are typical for energy systems, to derive
a new MILP formulation with fewer variables. This allows to solve the NL energy
optimization problem more efficiently.

Topological and operational optimization, NL modeling and implementation,
which are considered in this thesis: those are all powerful tools to improve energy
systems, which are deeply integrated into everybody’s life and play a significant
role in economics, politics and personal life-quality.
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